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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History of Paper 

Discovered in 105 A.D. in China, the art of papermsking spread 

throughout the Middle East and F.urope. The art was not established in 

the United States until late in the thirteenth century although the art 

had already flourished in Europe by then. lSy the time of the American 

Revolution, however, the paper industry was firmly established in the 

northeastern states of Pennsylvania, New York, Massachusetts, 

Connecticut, and Maine. 

The concentration of paper production in the various producing 

regions of the world may be attributed to two groups of factors: (a) 

factors affecting the demand for paper, and (b) factors affecting the 

supply of paper. The Industrial Revolution brought forth high econ~~ic 

growth and standard of living for many western econcmies. The 

establishment of universities not only made the populace literate, hence 

the increased demand for literature, but in the process of learning, 

reading material also had to be provided. The surging demand for paper, 

accompanied by producticn innovations such as the Fourdrinier and 

multiple-impression printing, which facilitated the production of paper 

- l -
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and of printing, stimulated the search for a r.ew raw materisl to 

substitute for tne increasingly scarce cotton and lin~n rags. Due to 

their early industrialization, and consequently high incoc:.e 1 evel s, 

Europe and North America have been, and still are, the t radi ti~nal 

consuning regions. 

Before wood pulp became a major source of raw material in the 

production of paper, paper mills were centered around metropolitan areas 

where cotton and linen rags were abundant. But as t.•ood pulp b~came more 

popular and cheaper as a source of raw material, paper mills soon 

followed in the wake of lumber mills. Regions .-hich were leaders, at 

one time or another, in lumber manufacturing became the p·::-iucipal pulp-

producing areas a decade or so later. The popularity of wood pulp as a 

raw material consequently led to regions naturally endowed with softwood 

and plentiful water to be the traditional suppliers of paper products. 

Europe, North American, and the U.S.S.R. have been, and still are, the 

traditional suppliers. 

The fact that Europe and North America are both the biggest 

producers and largest consumers of paper and paperboard products 

ccnceals the fact that substantial intraregional trade takes place 

within these two continents. Within Europe, the Nordic countries tends 

to be an excess supply area while the rest of Europe tends to be the 

excess cre:aend area. Canada tends to be an excess supply aree on the 

North American continent, with the United States an excess de:ma11d area. 

The supply attributes of each region and early industrialization partly 

explain these tendencies. 
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l. 2 Problematic Situation 

Over the last four decades approximately 80 percent or more of the 

total world production, consu:nption, and trade of newsprint, other 

printing and writing paper, and other paper and paperboard has been 

accounted for by only a few regions, all of which are developed 

economies. The regions include North America, the European Economic 

Canmunity (EEC), the Nordic countries, and Japan. In this study, North 

America consists of Canada and the United States (U.S.); the EEC 

. comprises Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of 

Germany (West Germany), Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, and the United 

Kingdom. The Nordic countries consist of Finland, Norway, and Sweden. 

Although these regions still account for a large share of world 

production, consumption, and tr&de of paper and paperboard products, 

there has been a declini:ig trend in their share, albeit the absolute 

magnitudes have been increasing (see Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3). The 

decline in the developed countries' share of the world total is due to 

the growing importance of the less developed countries. Both the share 

of the world total as well as tb.e absolute vohme of production, 

consunption, and trade of the less developed co,mtries have been 

trending upward. 

In spite of the dominnnce by a few regions in the world market for 

paper and paperboard products, no one region is able to exert a 

significant influence on the prices of these products. Rather, the 

prices are set by world market conditions. As such, firms engaged in 



Table 1.1 

Production, Consumption, Imports, and Exports of 
Newsprint for Selected Yeara, By Regions 

1948 T95S 

Regions Production Cons lill pt ion Imports Exports Production Cons llllpt ion Imports Exports 
-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - thousand metric tons - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. North and 
Central America 5350 5380 3991) 3%0 7040 6325 4555 5270 

Canada 4210 284 0 3926 5471 315 0 5150 
Uoited Stdtes 7'J4 4751 ]937 JO l:i56 5880 44JO llo 

2. Europe 1400 990 260 blO 3495 3325 1175 1J<t5 
Nordic 764 116 u 508 1258 248 1 1011 
EEC :ill 732 20/J 45 170t> 25:t.5 JlOl l j;l 

~ 
J. Japan lUL 104 3 0 571 Sol 2 12 

------
Percent of 99.0 92.4 ll9.~ 99.d 91. 8 84.8 84. 8 97.9 

world total 

World total 6920 7010 4730 46110 12095 12045 bllO 6770 

Source: YearbooK of Forest Products, FAO, United Nations, various years. 



Table 1.1 Continued 

l!:108 1979 

ProJuction Consumption Imports Exports Production Cons impt ion Imports Exports 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - thousand metric tons -

101!>1 9297 604i:! 690.l 1253b 1U70 6767 7':133 
7~3:t o!+ 7 0 6785 8756 888 0 7d63 
2682 84:a 5862 117 36d5 10175 6552 65 ---
5JJ9 4951 199!) 2387 b063 6008 3385 J440 
2442 334 0 2108 3J82 288 0 30'J4 
208) 3 /(JIJ l 7b9 l/+J 1745 4550 3020 215 
------ VI 
l47l l5b9 104 6 2566 2528 52 !:10 

-
B7.9 82.5 84, 7 95. 7 83.5 79.0 84.1 jJ.:.! 

19300 1n1J 9626 9713 25345 25187 12137 l22ih 



Table 1.2 

Production, Consunption, Imports, and Exportd of 
Printing Paper for Selected Yeara, By Regions 

1958 1%8 

Regions Production Consumption Import~ Exports Production Conslmlption Imports Expcrta 
-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - thousand metric tons - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l. Nore h and 
Central America 5460 5415 65 110 10413 10405 2 t,lj 2 7b 

Canada JU 2 71:l 8 4] bll '•137 22 140 
United State~ 50/'J 5047 34 vu %59 9692 l oU 127 

-
2.. Europe 4080 3t>d5 170 So5 8828 8202 lSll 2143 

Nordic Slit> 2'J'J 0 291 1S42 ol7 I 'J 9.:.4 0\ 
EEC 2000 :.!1>]7 149 118 5)01S 6021) LU:J 821 

J, japan 70) b4 7 0 Sli l u'.>2 1 SO'J i. 14) 

Perc~nt of 8:1. 'J 80.:, 42,0 'Jj,l 8b. 7 84. 0 71. .l 'Jo,4 
world total 

World total 11)95 11:l.15 560 740 24111 23'J5'J 2.'.>0'J :lbi:>l 

Sour.:~: Yearbook of Forest Product.i, FAO, United Nations I V3rious )'t!Bn1, 



Table 1.2 Continued 

1!'79 

Production ConsW1ptie>n Import:& Exports 
-

.. - - -
15t>J. 7 lb064 1264 817 

1478 107.! lits 524 
l )0114 141.!;1 10:.il 2~ 

-· 
1,+!lo~ UY/7 1+087 5499 -..J 

JJ92 10•14 76 2374 
874!1 lOllOl 3500 22,.2 

3771 3i0J. 38 108 
-· 
84.J 81. 7 81.6 97.5 

407% 40812 6008 6592 



Regions 

1. North and 
Central Awerica 

C:111.:ida 
United States 

2. Europe 
Nordic 
EEC 

3. Jap.111 

Percent of 
world tota1 

Worla total 

Table 1.3 

Production, Conswiption, Imports, and Exports of 
Paperboard for Selected Years, .By Regions 

h4li l'J58 

Product.ion Consuruption Imports Exports Production Co11sl.Dllptio11 Imports Export11 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - thousand metric tons - - - - - - - - - - - - -

20220 l'J'J40 230 510 21.SO'J 2131 '.I ,.oo 5'.lil 
ll22 1008 88 202 lJl1'J lJ5li 11 'J lilJ 

1 'J0'.13 1bti27 l.:+1 307 l 'Jt25 l 'JSOJ l)ij 4dll 

4d!+O 4356 6JU 1120 l107:> 1074:> 1755 2GIS5 
USJ '.iYl 12 tlu4 205o 77J. 28 L11.:+ 
..i0L7 ]J ;u ){,~ 240 6740 77JO 1 ~4'1 '.Jo:, 
--··-- ---·----

]L.7 3.lb j 4 l 71~ l bi.!J. J J) 
---

9o.u %.4 72. 5 'J7. J IH .4 85.o 7J. j •)7.lj 

-------
2:.~10 2Jl.2(; 11:10 lti8(J 3'JL60 3<J,d5 L '1'+.'.> 2710 

----

Sourc~: Yearbook of Forest Products, FM), United Nat io1111, various year1'. 

co 
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the manufacture of these products, especially those in the main 

producing ar.d cor.suning regions, not only have to be aware of local 

market conditions but also global conditions. Policy makers too must be 

aware of global conditions. This is especially true for policy makers 1.n 

Canada and the Nordic countries, since the forest industry is on,e of the 

biggest, if not the biggest, earners of foreign exchange in these 

countries. For example, pulp, paper and paperboard products were 

Canada's major export, valued at approximately $7 billion in 1979 - more 

than motor vehicle parts and accessories. For the same period, the 

value of gross production of pulp and paper mills represented 3.o 
percent of Canada's GNP. 

In contrast to Canada, paper and allied products production 

represented only 0.8 per.cent of the Ui::.ited States' GliP for 1979. The 

meager proportion at the national level, however, does not dwarf the 

United States' dominance at the global level. Sinr::e World War II the 

United States has been, and still is, the biggest producer and consumer 

of paper and paperboard products. The United States consumed 10. 2 

million metric tons of newsprint in 1979, equivalent to 40 percent of 

the world total. It is also the biggest importer of newsprint in the 

world. The United States' imports represented 94 percent of the world 

total in 1979. The United States is also the biggest producer of 

printing and writing paper; however, most of its production is 

domestically consumed. More th.an 40 million metric tons of other paper 

and paperboard, equivalent to 38 percent of world production, was 
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produced in the United States in 1971. Of this total, 38 million metric 

tons were used domestically. The United States is also one of the 

biggest exporting countries of this product category. 

There has been a substantial growth in the production of these 

three products in the United States, as well as in the other major 

producing countries, since World War II. Obviously, the growth in 

production at the national level implies a simi.lar growth at the 

regional levels; however, the growth rates vary across regions and 

across products (see Table 1.4). 

For the purpose of this study, the United States is divided into 

th~ee regions for each of the products considered here, but the regions 

are not the sa:ne for each product.l The South is the biggest producing 

region in the United States for all thre~ product categories (see Tables 

1.5 - 1.7).2 The South produces about 55 percent of the total United 

States newsprint production, with the other two regions producing almost 

an equal share of the residual. The South also produces approximately 

57 percent of the United States total production of other paper and 

paperboare1. The share of the Uni i:ed States production of other writing 

and printing paper by the South bas been steadily increasing. In 1972 

this region produced about 20 percent of the total U.S. production of 

l. The regional classification for all products is given in Appendix A. 

2. For other printing and writing paper the rest of the United States 
can be renamed the South since the S~u~h produces about 90 percent of 
the total for this region. Henceforth, the rest of the United States 
will be referred to as the South for other printing und writing 
paper• 
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Table 1.4 

Production Growth Rates for Newsprint, Printing Paper, and 
Paperboard for United States, Selected Periods 

Product 1948-19791 1968-1979 

- per cent 

Newsprint 68.63 37.40 

Printing paper2 65. 92 41.&7 

Paperboard 30. 21 26.49 

1. The mean of the average rates for three periods: 1948-1958, 
1958-1968, and 1968-1979 was computed. 

2. For this product group, the gr~wth rate was computed as the 
mean of the average rates for 1953-1968 and 1968-1979. 
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Table l. 5 

Production of Newsprint for the United States 
for Selected Years, by Regionsl 

1962 1967 1972 

------ - - - short tori.s - - - -
482272 620543 773588 

(22.99) (24.67) (22.42) 

11~0953 1304103 1887191 
(54. 39) (52. iO) 04. 63) 

474617 56003'• 789942 
(22. b2) (22.ti3) {22. 8~) 

l. Percentage of the United States total is given in 
parentheses. 

19i8 

- - - - -
767041 

(21.99) 

1932305 
(55. 38) 

769533 
(22. 63) 
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Table l. 6 

Production of Printing Paper for the United States 
for Selected Years, by Regionsl 

1962 1~67 1972 1978 

- - - - - - - - - short tons - - - ------
Northeast 2994341 3878271 4.144355 4990641 

(4.3. 09) (39. 20) (33. fJ2) (33. 29) 

North Central 2579319 3030851 3746697 4434489 
(37.12) (30.64) (30.57) (29.38) 

South 1374704 2983470 4363467 5568309 
(19. 78) (30.16) (35.61) (37.14) 

l. Percentage of the Ur.ited States total is given in parentheses. 
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Table 1. 7 

Production of Paperboard for the United States 
for Selected Years, by RegioP..sl 

1%2 1967 1972 

------ - - - short tons - - -

10588104 11'•21928 10521993 
(37. 23) (33. 22) (26.43) 

13814680 1758.322, 23337738 
(48.57) (51.15) (58.63) 

4037192 53 73696 5948019 
(14. 20) (15. 63) (14. 94) 

1. Percentage of the United Ststes total is given in 
parent hes es • 

1978 

- - - - -
12865888 

(28.16) 

26125910 
(57.19) 

6ti89942 
(14. 64) 
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other printing and writing paper but by 197d it was producing about 37 

percent of the tot~l, roughly 6 million short tons. The rise of the 

South as the major produci-ag region for all three paper product groups 

is attributed to the expansion of capaci.cy in the South, tne use of 

modern production pla..~ts, and the use of pine as a source of raw 

material. In contrast, the decline cf the North as the leading 

producing region is a~tributable to the use of old equillllent and the 

lack of investment in new capacity. 

1. 3 Pro bl e.n 

In spite of the increases ir. pl'.'oduction by all regions, especially 

the South, the United States continues tc rely on foreign sources to 

supplenea1t its cl.emend for newsprint as well as to absorb its supr:,-ly of 

other paper and paperboard. Canada has been and still i& the major 

exporter of newsprint to tr.e United States. Slightly more than 54 

percent of total United States' exports of other paper and paperboard go 

to the EEC and Latin AI:::erica. This reliance of foreign source£ is a 

manifestation of the international charactex·istics of the markets for 

these products. 

What 1 ies in the future for the United States paper and paperboard 

industry remains uncertain. The growing importance of th:? southarn 

region and the nation's continued reli~nce on trade for a sigaificant 

proportion of its domestic needs is of concern to the industry and the 

nation. The probable e:onsequences of past and potcnti,:il changes in the 
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sources of supply of and che markets f~r newsprint, other printing and 

writing paper, and other paper and paperboard are valuable information 

to both the private and public sectors of the industry. An economic 

analysis of the United States markets for these products in this period 

of uncertainty should provide decision makers with relevant and 

importE.nt information. However, au economic analysis of the United 

States markets requires not only the anelysis of th~ domestic market but 

also the international market, the significance of which has been 

alluded to before. As Sedjo and Radciiffe (42) commented 

" ••• an assessment of questions of international trade and 
forest resources, particularly for a country as large and 
diverse as the United States, requires not only a look at 
national cllld international trade, but also a regional 
assessment in which regions roughly correspond 
geographically forested areas. 11 p.3, Chapter I. 

In the p.!!per Glld paperboard industry, annual, five-year, and 

scxnetines even ten-year projections of loc:al as well as global market 

conditions are import:ent infonnation fol.' decision making 1.n curre::it 

produ~tion, shipnent, and investment plans. Such il".forma.tion is 

valuable not only to the pri"•ate sector but also to the public sector. 

For ex.ample, the U.S. For~t Service which hns been delegated by the 

Congress to ma.."lage National Forests,3 has the responsibility to: 4 

3. National Forests account for ai:>out 23 percent of the tot.e.l commercial 
fores ts lands ui. th tlie remainder accounted for by private !.an downers~ 

4. U.S.D.A,, Forest Service, An Assessment .9!. the Forest and Range Land 
Situation in the Unite~ Sta~, review draft, p. XV. 
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11 ••• prepare a Renewable Resource Assessment ••• the 
Assessment shall be prepared not later than December 31, 
1975, and shall be updated d.urins 1979 and each tenth 
year thereafter, and :,hall include but not limited to: 

(1) An analysis of present and anticipated uses, demand 
for, and supply of the renewable resources of forests, 
range, and other associated la.~ds ~ith the consider~tion 
of the international resources situation, and an enphasis 
of pertinent supply and demand and price relationship 
trends; ••• " 

In part, this directive was designed to overcome the general lack of 

interest in the international aspects of the forest economy in 

contraposition to the growing importance of international trade in 

forest products. Even the recent 1980 timter assessment model developed 

by Adams and Haynes (2) for the U.S. Forest Service has largely ignored 

the international trade aspects, other than to include Canada as a 

region of the forest econooy. While the public sector. of the industry 

is primarily concerned with the management cf forest resources at the 

earlier stages of the marketir.g channel, namely the supply of the r&w 

material (wood.)5, the private sector is not only interested in the 

beginning stages but also the later stages of the marketing chain. 0 

5. Many of the U.S. Forest Service Gtudies have been geared tm.·ards 
· ensuring sufficient supply of stunp.1ge to meet projected demand 
situations. 

6. The transformation of the raw material into the final product can be 
envisc:ge,j ao one continuous process. The ra;, material s.~d the 
transformed products at the different stages of this process are 
hauled by & series of convayor belts. Consider the production of 
ne-wsprint. Initially groundwood is conveyed to a pulping machine; 
the resulting pulp in turn is conveyed tc another machine which 
transforms it into newsprint. The preservation of this continuity in 
production is of such importance that many of the larger £inns are 
ver.tically integrated. 
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Forecasts of future demand for their products are, therefore, important 

information in assisting private firms to decide on pla.~t location and 

also market penetration. 

In the past, for e.:as t of future demand for pa per and pa per board 

products was based not on p"!"ice but on other variables of which the two 

most COCl:Ilonly used were per capita income and population. In the 

present section only the main findings of past studies will be 

presented; a detailed literature review will be presented in a later 

chapter. The common conclusion of studies in the early sixties We!; that 

the demand for paper and paperboard was insensitive to price. Uot until 

che mid-seventies was there evidence to support that demand for these 

products responded to price. Even when the estimated price coefficient 

was significant the price elasticity of demand for these prociucts still 

proved to be inelastic. The degree of sensitivity of deoand to price 

changes still remains in doubt. A dete!"lilination of the degree of 

sensitivity should help clear up scme c,f the doubts, as well as provide 

a basis for projecting future demand. 

Similarly, the sensitivity of supply to pnce changes has also beer. 

in doubt. In fact, only a few studies have dealt with this issue. None 

of th<? studies on the demend for paper and paperboard products 

considered the interdependence of supply and demand. As a result, the 

determination of the sensitivity of supply to price would also be 

important information. This infonnation would be useful for the 

projection of future supplies. The literature review on the supply 

function will be presented in a later chapter. 
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1.4 Hypothesis and Objectives 

This dissertation will address the problems alluded to in the 

preceding section. Specifically, the dissertation is an attempt to test 

the following hypothesis for newsprint, other printing and writing 

paper, and other paper and paperboard in each of these regions - the 

United States, Canada, Japan, the European Economic Community, and the 

Nordic countries: 

l. If producers in a particular region respond to the influence of 

economic factors, the variations in the quantity supplied of each 

product in that region will be explained by variations in the price 

of that product and the cost of inputs; 

2. If consune.rs in a parcicular region respond to the influence of 

econO!Ilic factors, the variations in the quantity consU!lled of each 

product in that region will be explained by variations in the price 

of the product, the prices of its subs ti tut es, and income; 

3. lf producers in each region attempt to maximize their average net 

return frcm the sale of their product to all const.ming regions and 

consUDers in each region attempt to minimize the average net cost of 

their purchases from all producing regions, then the difference 

between the simulated regional trade n~ and the actual flow will be 

relatively small; and 

4. Changes in transportation costs and in the level of any of the 

factors explaining regional supply and regional demand will result in 

a different set of regional prices, production, consw:ption, and 

trade flow, if the preceding hypotheses are valid. 
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Corresponding to the hypothe.•ees presented in the preceding section the 

objectives of the disserta.tion may be listed as follows: 

l. To estimate the supply function of each product in each of the 

producing regions; 

2. To estimate the demand function of each product in each of the 

consuning regions; 

3. To construct a model, using the above supply and demand ft!nctions, 

capable cf simulating the historical market behavior; 

4. To compare the simulated and actual market behavior; and 

5. To project the regional prices, production, consumption, and trade 

flow under alternative assumptions of f~ture economic conditions. 

1. 5 General Procedure 

The sele~tion of the variables to be included in the supply and 

demand functions will be based on economic theory and the inherent 

characteristics of the products themselves as well as the 

characteristics of the market for these products. Once these functions 

have been fully specified, they will be estimated on the basis of 

statistical theory and econometric techniques. The resulting estimated 

eq,laticns "'-ill be incorporated into a market allocation algorittn. In 

particular, the reactive programming nlgorithn will be used to determine 

the regional prices, production, consumption, and trsde fl~Ns. The same 

program will be used to trace th~ effects of various alternati·Je paths 

of future economic growth on the regional magnitudes. 
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1.6 Thesis Organization 

The literature review will De interspersed in the chapters in which 

they are most appropriate and relevant. Th~ fallowing chapter presents 

the theoretical framework cf the spatial equilibrium problem. Chapter 

III describes the specification of tile su?ply and demand relations nips. 

The scope of the study and the fin;;.l estimates of the supply and demand 

relationships of each product for all of the producing and consll!l1.ng 

regions are presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V presents a literature 

review on the demand for and supply of paper products. A graphical 

representation and the mathematical fom.ulati')n of the reactive progrmi 

is preset1ted in that chapter. The method of incorpor.i.ting the estimated 

demand and supply fu..1ction in the reactive programming algorithn is 

presented in the next chapte:i:. Chapter VI also includes .a description 

of the transportation data, a "°ay of incorporating ad valorem tariffs 

into the a..ialysis, and a comparison between the actual end simulated 

market be ha vier. The projections of regionul p::: ices, production, 

consunption, and trade flow is presented in Ch,pter VII. Finally the 

last chapter, Chapter VIII, presents the sunmary anri conclusions of the 

dissertation. 



CHAPTER II 

ANA.Li'TICAL FRA~S~RK 

2.1 The Generalized Spatial Problen 

The determination ~f the equilibriun price, as well as the 

production, consunption, and trade flow, among Sf~tially separated 

markets, which is the problem at hand, has an ancient history. 

" ••• Tne first explicit stntement that com:.,etitive market 
price is determined by the intersection of supply and 
demand functio:is seerus to hava been given by A. A. 
Cournot in 1838 in conaec:iont cu'dously enough, with !:he 
more complicated probla.! of r,rice relations bet·.·eeu two 
spatially separate markets - such e.s Liverpool and Ueil 
York. 111 

1be formulation of a general theory o: location and space, however, :-1ad 

a much more antiquated antecedence. 

Following Rica!'do' s exposition of the theory .:,f comp;irati VF! 

advantage, the construction of a general theory of location a.'\d space 

had been the major undertaking of many eccnocn.c theo:-ists. These 

endeav,:-rs resulted in the general equilibri\111 theory as expounded by 

Walras, Pareto, Cassel, and Wicks ell and their modern counterparts 

1. Samuelson, Paul A., "Spatial Price Equilibrioo snd Linear 
Progr~ing," American Economic Review, 42 (3), 1952, p. 233. 
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Hicks, Mosak, Lange, Samu~lson, Arrow, and Debreu.2 However, the theory 

elaborated by these economises did not incorporate space within its 

framework. The incorporation of space ._.i thin a generalized theory 

emerged in the works of the location theorists sucn as Thunen, Weber, 

Palander, Hoo"er, Loesch, Dunn, and Isard, and the internatioual trade 

theorists such as Ynte:na, Ohlin, Mosak, Graham, Samuelson, and Kemp.3 

Even though these economists were successful in developing a fully 

specified conceptual framework, an operational model was not available. 

It was not until the develoft11ent of mathematical programming in the 

late 1940' s and early 1950 's by Koopnans, Dant zig, and others that an 

operational model hecame possible. Building upon their work, Sl:llluelson 

sho*ed how the general non-normative problem of partial equilibriun 

anong spatially separated markets, as formulated by Enke, could be 

converted into an extremun problem. In addition, he showed that the 

problem of interconnected com pa ti ti ,;e :;,arkets contained within it the 

Koop:nans minimun transportation cost problem. 

Since many of the em~irical studies on the spatial equilibriU!l 

pt·oblem that followed were based on Samuelson's conceptualization of the 

problem, a sunmary of his work is presented in the next section. In the 

last section the various attempts of operationalizing Smnuelson's 

concept is presented. 

2. Takayama, Takashi and George G. Judge, Spatial and Temporal Price and 
Allocati~ Models, Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Cc., 1971, P• 
2. 

3. Ibid. 
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2.2 Samuelson's Welfare Maximization 

Sanuelson' s insightful contribution to the spatial problem was in 

extending the applications of the original Koop:nans/Dantzig model on 

activity analysis. Whereas the latter assuned fixed regional su?plies 

and demands Sa!lluelson, instead, assu:ned them to be variable functions 

which would adjust interregicnal shiµnents in such a way as to maximize 

economic welfare. 4 

Samuelson, the genius that he is, conceived of the solution to the 

determination of the equilibirum price for spatially separated markets 

1.n terms of a concept that can be likened to consumer surplus. In the 

vein of Adam Smith's 'invisible hands' with " ••• i nnuner- ~bl e at cxni s tic 

competitors ope.:-ate 1.n the background, pursuing th~ir private interests 

and taking no account of any centralized magnitude that is to be 

maximized, 115 - a single spatial equilibrium price is determined. For 

continuous, smooth, and positively sloped supply and negatively sloped 

demand curves, this equilibrium should be stable. This should be so 

since, intuitively, arbitragers can be expected to enter the market 

should costly cross-haulages prevail. 

4. Boyd, Roy G., The Effects of U.S. Dc:mestic Shipping Reguli?.tions on 
the North Am!:?rican Lunber Mark.et, unpublished Ph .D dissertation, Duke 
University, 1981. 

5. Sa:nuelson (38), p.285. 
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To avoid the ambiguity that is attached to the notion of consune't" 

surplus, Samuelson terms his measu't"e of welfare as the "social pay-off" 

of the region which he de;fines 2.s "the alg~braic area under its excess 

demand curve. 116 Thus far, the price ~echanics have been decentralized. 

H.c:Mever, the same price determination ~an be envisioned as being 

centrally dcte:::mined if an objec:ive function is being maximized. In 

particalar, the spatial equilibrium rnagnitudes can be obtained by 

mma.mizing the net social pay-off, which Samuelson defined as the sum of 

the social pay-offs of all the regions minus the total cost of 

transportation. 

The maximization problem is best elucidated for the simple one-

product t~o-region case. The problem can be solved graphically using tha 

back-to-back cliagram as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The problea: is 

simplified further by ass~ing linear supply and decand curves. It ts 

also assuu~d that unit transportation costs are independent of volune 

rnd distance. The pretrade equil ib~ium for Region l and Region 2 are 

represented by A1 and A2 respectively. Asst.me that trade is possible 

between the two regions and r 12 is the cost of trsnsporting a unit 

voll%1le of the homogeneous product frcm Region l to 2. Since the 

pretrade price in Region 2 is higher than that of Region l trade will 

never £lo.,, £rem Region 2 to 1. 

6 o Op o Cit. 1 p. 288, 
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Trade will flow from Region 1 to 2 'because the pretrade price 

differential exceeds the transport costs. The solution co the 

equilit>riun regional prices, production, consumption, and trade flow can 

be shown in two equivalent ways. One way of obtaining the solution is to 

look at the excess supply curves of the two regions. The excess supply 

curve is defined as the horizontal difference betwe.en supply and demand 

at each price. The excess supply curve for Region 1, ES1 , is positively 

sloped but negatively sloped for Region 2 (since the difference is 

negative with reference to the left quadrant). Region 2's excess supply 

curve is also an excess demand curve, ED2 or the negative of an excess 

supply curve. The equilibrium is attained at R if transportation costs 

were zero. Since the transportc:.tion cost is positive, the final 

equilibriun will occur where the vertical differeoee between ED2 and ES1 

is precisely T12 , or ST in Figure 2.1. Region l will produce P\F, of 

which PlE will be consumed locally, and EF will be exported to Region 2. 

On the other hand, Region 2 will coosu:ne P~G, of which P~H w·ill be 

supplied locally, with GH imported £ran Region l. By construction, Gil= 

EF n P!S "" PlT· Region l will continue to export to Region. 2 until the 

price in Region 2 exceeds the price in Region l by exactly the unit 

trsnsport cost, T12 • 

Another way of obtaining the same solution is by using the vertical 

difference between the excess. supply curves which is depicted as NN' in 

Figure 2.1. This curve is obtained by computing the vertical difference 

(in prices) at each quantity. In essence, the? area under this curve 
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measures the combined social pay-offs of regions 1 and 2. Since the 

social pay-off is defined as the area under the excess demand curve, 

Region 2 1 s social pay-off 1.s the area under ED2 (in the right hand 

quadrant). Region l's social pay-off, however, is measured as the 

negative of the area under its excess supply. Therefore, the combined 

social pay-off of regions l and 2 is obtained by subtracting the area 

under ES1 from that under ED2 which yields the area under NN'. The 

trade equilibriun is obtained at the intersection of NN' and T12 at Jin 

Figure 2.1. Since NN' represents the price differential for a given 

quantity and since the equilibrium will be at a point at which the price 

differential is exactly equal to T 12 the equil ibriun must be at J. 

Again, by construction LJ "" OM .. GH = EF = P~S = PlT· The net socail 

pay-off, defined as the combined social pay-offs less the total 

transport cost, is given by the area LIJ which is equal to the area 

The result obtained above can be generalized to n regions. The 

social pay-off for a region, as in the two region case, is still defined 

as the negativa of the area tmder the excess supply curve, i.e., 

s. (E.) .. area under th'.! excess demand curve 
1 1 

• -/, 0 E.s. {x)dx 
l. l. 

wheres. (E.) ""P. is the ex:ess supply function 
1 l. l. 

and E. • total exports of region i (to all regions) 
l. 

The net social pay-off ::.s obtained as the sun of the n separate pay-offs 

minus the tot~l transport costs of all ship:nents, i.e., 

NSP ,.. r. s . ( E . ) - r. r. t. . ( E . . ) 
1 1 l 1 J 1J 1J 
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Because E. • E. 1 + ••• + E. , this (NSP) 1.s a fu."lction of all the E .. 's 
l. l. in l.J 

and when we have found its maximum we have e.rri ved at the final and 

unique equilioirum trade pattern.7 

Smith (44), some ten years after Samuelaon' s article was published, 

posed the same Cournot-Enke problen in a different 1 ight. Whereas 

Samuelson's net social pay-off did not have any economic meaning 

attached to it,8 Smith posed the extremun problem in terms of economic 

rent. Smith showed that his economic rent minimization problem is the 

dual of SanUelson' s maximization problem, differing only by a constant 

term.9 Whereas Samuelson integrated over the quantity axis to obtain his 

social pay-off, Smith integrated over the price axis to obtain his 

economic rent. This suggest the duality natcre of the two problans. 

Smith, in fact, goes on to show and coI!!pare his results to that of 

Samuelson's .10 

7. Sauuelsoo (38), p. 292. 

8. Other than to admit the natural association between social pay-off 
and coos m.er surplus, op cit., p. 287. 

9. Sm.i th (44), p. 24. 

10. op.cit., PP• 29-30. 
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2.3 Operationalization of Sanuelson' s Net Social Pay-off 

Maximization Problem 

.. 

Even though S2muelson' s seminal paper set up the analytical 

fra:newcrk for studying the spatial problem he did not set a specific 

technique for a solution. The studies that soon followed were 

specifically directed at operationalizing Samuelson's conceptual 

p!'Oblem. It is not difficult to surmise, however, that prccedures which 

resulted £ran these studies had already been suggested by Samuelson. His 

suggestion of an iterative procedure can be found in the following 

passage: 11 

"•• .Once the separate pay-off functions are set up as 
areas or integrals of the excess supply curves and once 
transp:,rt-cost functions are known, a clerk could be 
gh•en the task of experimentally varying exports so as to 
achieve a net maximum. He could procee~ by trial and 
error, always moving in a direction that increased the 
net pay-off, and he would ultimately arrive at the 
correct equil ibri 1.m." 

He also suggested _a second procedure, nar:iely quadratic programming, of 

solving the spatial equilibrium problem.12 

Probably the first study to operationalize Ssmuelson' s concept'21 

problem was Fox's (12) study, in which a modified quadratic progrSlr!lling 

algorithll was used, of the livestock feed economy. Using an iterative 

linear programming procedure, Judge and Wallace (24) studied t1'.e beef 

11. Samuelson (38), p. 290. 

12. op. cit., p. 290. See his footnote 16 for a general fra:iework of 
quadratic programming. 
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marketing sector. They assu:ned fixed suppl ias and linear demand 

functions. On the basis of an initial set of regional prices, which 

could have been chosen arbitrarily but which were instead chosen on the 

basis of prevailing market conditions at the time of the study and 

theoretical considerations~ an inti tial set of regional demands was 

established. Once the regional prices and demands were set, the 

regional trade flow was determined ,.-ia 1 inear programning (LP) by 

:ninimizing tra..,sportation costs subject to the linear constraints that: 

(1) total demand equals total supply, (2) total shiJ:ments £ran the 

aurplcs region does not eY.ceed what is available, and (3) total 

shipnents to the deficit regions are met. The dual solution, namely the 

shadow prices, to the LP problem was then used to determine the regional 

demandz for the nel."t iteration. 'Ihe iterative procedure was terminated 

only when the prices obtained £ran the dual solution in the last 

iteration was no different ft·an the preceding set of regional prices. 

Under tbe assm1ption that all supply and demand curves are linear 

functions of prices the excess supply curves would also be linear 

functicns cf prices. Thus, a quadratic function in regional prices will 

be obtained when the excess supply function is integrated with respect 

to price in order to obtain the area under the excess supply function. 

The mu.imization of a quadratic functicn subject to a linear constraint 

o,nstitutes a quadratic prograDining problem. Maximizing the sun of the 

social pay-offs -- which are quadratic functions of prices, subject to a 

linear transp:>rtation cost constraint -- therefore, makes up a quadratic 
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progra;mning problem. Takayama and Judge (46) have used quadratic 

programming ex:::lusively as a solution technique in all of their studies 

on spatial equilibrium. In their l96L~ (46) article they showed formally 

how Samuelson's conceptual problem could be solved using the quadratic 

progra!I:nling procedure. Rather than integrate over quantity, as 

Ss;nualson did, their solution was obtained by integrating o•,er price as 

Smith (44) had done. They further showed how the procedure can be used 

to solve the spatial equilibrium problem with fixed supply (demand) and 

linear demand (supply) function, and that of multi-product linear 

regional demand and supply functions with linear substitutioo. and/or 

complane.nta't'y terms. 

In spite of the nice mathematical properties of the quadratic 

pi:ogra:Jlllling algoritlm it is limited to a quadratic objective function, 

which implies linear demand and supply functions. H011ever, the solution 

obtained £rem this procedure is assured of being global ar..d unique as 

Takayama and Judge (46) show in their paper. There are other met bods of 

finding the solution to the Sanuelson problem. One of these is a 

marke.t simalating algori thn called rcacti ve programming (RP) procedure. 

Tramel and Seale (51), who developed and nmied the procedure, used 

reactive prc•gramming to study the vegetable market in Mississippi, 

ass ming fixed supplies and linear demGI1d functions. They also 

explained the mechanics of the procedure and presented an illustrative 

example. In respond to tha criticisms by 'I'akayama and Judge on an 

earlier paper, Tri.mel (52) elab::>rated on the procedure and answered 
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their ct'iticiS'J1S point by pair.~. Only two of these criticisms will be 

discussed in this study. The first criticism was addressed at the 

nonconvergence property of the procedure. Tramel I s reply to this 

criticism was simply to note the similarity between the RP process to 

that of Hildreth' s p!'ocess; since the Hildreth process had been shown to 

converge so would the RP process. In respond to che other criticism -

that sn infinite nunber of iterations would be required to obtain the 

exact solution -- Tramel showed several short cuts that could be 

utilized snd stated that a level of accuracy could be specified at any 

desired level such that a solution can be obtained at a reasonable cost 

of compi.1ter time. This was later confirmed by King and Ho (26). A more 

rece.it version of the program by King and Gunn (27) is even more 

efficient t.han the original version developed by King and Ho. 

The reactive progrsruming procedure is a much more generalized 

method of analyzing spatial ecruilib:ciun problems 13 and, thus, this 

procedure will be sdopted for the present study. Unlike quadratic 

programming, the procedure is not limited to linear regional supply and 

demand equations. The lat cs t \·ersion of the procadure (27) can handle 

the simple tr8l!SfOrtation model (that is, with fixed supplies and 

demands), and the spatial prob::.c-..n with either linear or log-linear 

supply a:nd dcm!llld functions or any combination thereof. In order to 

highlight the concepts and mechanics of this procedure both a 

13. Tr~eJ. (52), p.13 footnote 6. 
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graphical and a mathemati.:al form.ulation of this procedure will be 

presented in a later chapter. The remainder of this section presents 

the SlJJIIllaries cf a few past studies tr.at have used reactive programming 

to solve the spatial equilibrium problem. 

One of the earliest extP..nsions of the basic reactive prg,:amming 

approach to the spatial equilibrium problem is the study of the market 

for winte:r oranges by Zusman, Melaned, and Katzir (57). They simulated 

the market behavior for two varieties of r.rinter oranges under 

..lternati,;e trade and tariff arrangements imposed by the EEC on the 

Mediterranca.-i producing countries. They incorporated demand equations 

which took account of the subs ti tut ability b-.:?tween the two varieties by 

including the price of the other variety in the demand equation of each 

va.riety of winter ora.~ges .14 Tbis study also contained an elucid!ition of 

the general mathematical model of which the reactive program is a 

special case. 

Gemmill' s (13) study of the international sugar economy is another 

extension of th,;! basic reactive prograrmuing approach. Besides 

estimating the supply equations for 67 major producing countries and 

demand equations for 75 consuming countries Ge:nmill, also studied the 

impacts of sane thirteen policy alternatives. King and Gunn (27) 

mentioned that Gemmill encountered convergence problems due to the size 

14. They also enphasized the conditions 1.mder which this may be done • 
.ilsmsn, Mela!Iled, and Katzir (57), pp. 29-30. 
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(75 x 75) of the problem and the low dernand price elasticities for sugar 

in a number of countries .15 Convergence -as approached more rapidly, 

however, by assuming semi-logarittmic demand functions .16 

A more recent application of reactive programming can be found in 

Boyd's (6) study of the North American lu:nber market. The study focused 

on the economic impacts of the Jones Act, which restricts shipping 

between. U.S. ports to American-owned and operated ships, on the North 

Am~.rican lunber market. The study also includes a lucid explanation of 

the mechanics of tbe reactive programming procedure as explained by both 

Tranel and Seale (51) and later Tramel (5.2). 

15. King and Gunn (27), p. 37. 

16. lee.cit. 



CHAPTER III 

SPECIFICATIOO OF DEMAND AND Sl;"PPLY RELATIONSHIPS 

Introduction 

The basis of the economic model for specifying the demand and 

sufply and demand relationships is presented in this chapte.:-. A brief 

literature review of supply and demand relationships for papar produ:::ts 

is presented in the first section. In the second section the 

theoretical foundatiou of an internstional model is presented followed 

by the basis of the economic model deYelopecl. 

3.1 Literature Revie<.v 

Sane studies of the demand for newsprint hsv~ incorporated price 

while others have not. Only those studies that have inclcded price as 

an explanatory variable r.re discussed in the preseat section. While 

sc:.ne authors, including Muller (32) and Guthrie (14), have specified 

newsprint demand equations following a dominant-firm price leadership 

model, Schacf er (39) has argued th.at the newsprint industry approximates 

a competitive structure.! Buongiorno (7), Nguyen (34), and McKillop (30) 

l. See Schaefer (39) p. 8. 
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also assuned a competitiv~ structure. These latter studies, with the 

exception of McKillop' s, were only ccncerned with estimating dema.,d and 

did not attempt to estimate the supply equation. McKillop had separated 

paper and paperboard products into only cwo categories, namely all 

papers and all paperboards. Ne-..isprint was grouped with all other papers 

in his scheme. Nguyen (3L~), on the other hand, classiEed paper and 

paperboard products into either consumer-o~iented or industry-oriented 

products; newsprint was categorized as a consll!ller-oriented product. He 

did not specify a newsprint demand equation as he had included newsprint 

in tne grou..,dwood paper group. Schaefer and Buongiorno, however, aach 

estimated a newsprint demsnd equation. Using pooled annual data for the 

period 1963-1973 for 43 countries, Buongiorno estimated demanc equations 

for the s&ne three product groups used in the present study. lie 

estimated a static as well as a dynmic demand equation for all three 

product groups. Ini 'Ci ally a demand equation of the general form 

cijt = aj + bjYit + CjPijt + djP'ijt + eijt 

where 

Cijt u consunption in kilograms of product J per c.&pita 10 country 
i in year t 

Y it • gr<;>ss domestic produce in US dollars per capita of country 
i 1n year t 

P ijt • pr;ce in US dollars per ir1etric ton cf product J 1.n country 
i 1.n year t 

P' · · • price in US dollars per metric ton of th~ most dit·ect 1.Jt 

e. . s: 1.Jt 

substitute for product j in country i in year t 2 

random term ior country 1 for product j in 
year t 
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was used. Thus, pooled data was used for estimation purposes. The 

estimated equations, however, revealed serious positive serial 

correlation for the static demanu equation and a small negative serial 

correlation for the dynamic equation. The static and dynamic demand 

equations were reestimated using analysis of covariance whereby a dunmy 

variable was created for each country except one. These estimated 

equations are reported in Tables 3.1 and 3. 2. The equations in Table 

3.1 were estimated using ordinary least squares while those in Table .3.2 

were estimated by analysis of covaria.~ce. Buongiorno also estimated a 

set of equations by grouping the count~ies into low and high income 

countries. These equations are su:umarized in Table 3. 3. 

Newsprint is primarily used for the pub'iication of newspapers. 

About 90 percent of the total is used for this purpose, with the 

remaining 10 percent used for handbills, comic books, shopping news 

flyers, and other printing pi.H·poscs "''here the permanency of the prints 

is not required. 

The primary considerations affecting the demand for newspapers are 

the reading habits of the public and the co~petition of other media such 

as magazines, television, radio, and billboards for the advertising 

dollar. A proxy variable for the reading habits of the public is the 

size and circulation of daily and Sunday newspapers. N~~spaper 

advertising expenditures, although its growth has been less than 

spectacular when compared to that of televis~on, continues to increase 

as the economy expands. 

2. NeYsprint and other printing and writing paper were considered as 
substitutes for one another. No substitute was considered for other 
pap~r and paperboard, however. 
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IabJ.e J,J. 

Baon 6iorno' s Ordi.aary Leas~ Squares Esti:nates of the DE:mand 
ior Paper ana Paperboard Products Using Pooleu Data 

MOOt:! ano 
product 

Static mo<iel 
Newsprint 

Printing and 
writing paper 
Other paper 
and paperboard 

Dyna.'Uic moael 
:iews print 

Printing a:1d 
writing paper 
Otht:r paper 
and p.ip,:!r i>oa::-d 

Coeft1.cients of indepen-1.ent variaoles 

Yt Pt P't Cous ta,1t 

1.1; -o. 7'J 0.20 -4,15 O.t!O 
( ,(JJJ*** {.J.6)*** ( .u)** 
l,LS -0.<ti o. 33 -o. 6:, O.bo 
(. 03) *** (. l l) **"' (,li+J** 
1. :li -O.J4 -4.1:, 0.1:10 
(.OJ)*** ( ,09)*** 

O. BL 0 ·)~ . ~- -0. )1 0.14 -0,t:,7 G,•:n 
( ,l)J)*** ( .()4)*** \,0':li* ... * { .07)*'< 
O.b~ 0. 15 -\). iL O.Ob -0,4!> o. ':Ii 
{. U:l) *** i. .0)) *** ( .OJI k* c .on 
o. ';14 O.Ub -0. 1(.J l).J7 ll. ';lo 

~ .O:l) *** (.OZ)*** (,OJJ,..** 

rno 
Q f 

0, 7L 37'J 
1 ... 0 
o. 71 37-J 
13.!s 
O.do 4ib 
lo. 2 

-0.14 37d 
2.a 

-0. 1 "/ J/0 
3.J 

-0.12 4.:.) 
:l,) 

Notes: a2, rhu, Q' ,ar.d i ina1.c:.te tht: cueffLc1.ent of determination, tn" resi.oual 
autocorrelation, tile standarciizea Von-Ne=ann ratio, a,10 tile ni.mloer .if de 6rees of 
frec::tol!l 1 respcct:..vi!ly. '.f:1.,, fi!\ure;j in p«renthesis are stanaara errurs .->t t:ne 
coefiicients. ***, **, * indicate c.ietti.cients sq;11iiicancly greater than or lP.ss 
than zero at tue O.~;,, O.:IJ, and .ur o.~•O cuoi:1dence level, resjkct.velJ, c;t-l' Ye' 
P aua P' 1nd.cate c,~nsumption per cafLta lag 5ed une y .. ar lKgJ, u1come p~r -:api.t:. 
($J, proo~ct price (~/tan), the price of the most direct suostitute 1 respectivalJ, 
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Table J,l 

Buon61orno' s Estimates of the Dana.1a for P .. per and Paperboard 
P1::.iduccs Using Analysis oi Covariance 

~oefiicient.s of 1nnepencient vax·iables 
Model ana 
product ct-1 Yt Pt P' t R2 

Static moael 
News pri nc 1. 03 -o. o!:I 0.12 o. \15 

(. l'.l) *** (.iO)*** ( ,09)* 
Pri nc i. ng ana l.4ti -0,40 0.21 o. :17 
writing paper ( ,ll)*"* ( .08)*** ( .01!) ** 
Other paper l. 52 -0,J) o. ~8 
and paperooard C.10) *** (. Ot>J *** 

Dyna::111 c model 
Newsprint O.lo o. 85 -0. 60 O. ll o. :,3 

t ,U.J) **"" t,14)*** \. .10; *')(''It c .o~ > 
Pri. r.t 1 ng aud Q,'j4 O.do -0. lb 0.17 u. ::,I) 
writing paper t. 0:>J *** l .1J) **"' ( • 07) ** t. OoJ ** 
Other pap~r l.i. 5) 0, 14 -1J. 32 o. ~C) 

anu paper board (. .\)£+)*** ( .!OJ*** ~.O::,;*"* 

.Not es: ::iee '!' aol e j, ! 

rho 
Q f 

O. lJ JJ7 
2 • .:. 

o. L2 3J7 
4.0 

0.38 'j 74 
7,) 

O.U1 330 
C.1 

-u.uo J..>o 
-1.0 

-'J, u4 J7j 

-•J. I! 
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Table 3. J 

~ongiorno' s Esti,ut~s of tht! D,~.md for Paper and Pai,erboard 
Produces Using An.:ilysls of Cova,ia,1ct! and Observations 

Str.;tilH.d According to Income Levels 

Coefficien~s of independent variables 
Mooel, product, 

and countries group Ct-l 

Static model 
Newsprint 

riibh-income 

Pr1L1t1.ng and 
wnting papt!r 

Hign-income 

l01J-incoine 

Other paper 
ana paperboard 
Higa-inco:ne 

low-income 

Dynamic model 
New,; print 

Hign- income 

Low-1.ncome 

Pnnting ana 
wri t~ng P"P"' 

Hig.'l-income 

Low-income 

Otner pa~r 
ana pap~rb->ard 

H1.g;1-income 

Notes: See Table J.l 

0. H> 
(.07)*** 
o. 17 
( .07)*** 

0.3.:> 
( ,07)*** 
o. 41 
(.Ob,*** 

0.4) 
(,Oo)*** 
0.)b 
(,Ob)*** 

0.1:H 
t.19)*** 
l. 07 

-0,4':I 
(.:Ju)* 

-0. 7L 

o. J4 
, • 18) * 
U.0J 

l,Ll)*** (,11)*** l.ll.) 

1.So 
( ,U)*** 
l. l7 
(.LOJ*** 

1. J3 
(. Oo) **·~ 
l. 63 
( .1t1; *'"* 

o. 70 
t, l:iJ'k** 
0.8~ 
( • 2.'L) *** 

l. 01 
(.1.5)**">< 
o. 7l 
, .2L)*"-* 

-0. lJ 
(, .:.U) * 

-0.49 
( .d)* 

-0.17 
(.Ob)*** 

""'3.]9 
( .09)*** 

-0.49 
(. 2.':I) ** 

-o. b3 
(. 1:l) *** 

-0.14 
( • 10) * 

-0.44 
( .10) *** 

o.n -U.1j 
(.O~)*** t.04)*** 
o. 73 -O.J7 
(.10)*** l,ObJ*** 

u.os 
l .17) 
o. 21 
l, llJ 

o. 31 
( .10)** 
0.02 
( .11) 

0.11 
t, 16) 
0.1.0 

( .10) * 

R 'l. 

o. ':I.) 

0.88 

0,93 

o. ,4 

O.o7 

0,90 

rho 
Q 

Q,14 
l. 9 

o.u 
l. 0 

u.:lJ 
3, L 

-0. ,:'.U 
L,5 

Q,45 
5.9 

0.36 
.>. j 

0. C,l 
u. l 

O,CL 
O.:.! 

-0.10 
-l. j 

--0. 0:l 
-0. l 

--0, Ob 
-o. 7 

--0. Ob 
-0. 7 

£ 

170 

178 

ll'.i 

l.:>7 

l 7.:> 

!77 
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Muller had estimated a newsprint demand equation for total North 

America, that is Canada and the United States combined, as a f•.mction of 

rclati ve prices, the circulation of new!l papers in the United States, and 

United States 

gross national product in constant 1958 dollars. Canmenting on 

Muller's (32) wo.:k Schaefer (39) argued that although Muller's dema."ld 

equation may have been s~tisfactory for siculation purposes it wru; still 

seriously misspecified. Schaefer saw four problems with this 

specification.3 First, since the demand for newsprint is a derived 

demand -- the output price, the price of newspapers, 2.nd advertising 

price should have been included. Secondly, advertising expenditures, 

instead of gross national product in constant dollars, should have been 

used as a general decand shifter since the data were av.:iilable. Iil the 

third place, Muller should have adjusted the circulation variable to 

account for the different circulations, frequency, and size of daily and 

Sunday newspapers. Finally, separate United States and Canadian 

nevsprint demand equations should have been specified in order not to 

obscure the above relationships if they differed between countries. 

Schaefer justified the last criticism on account th11t 30 percent of 

Canada's newsprint output does not zo to the United States. Correcting 

for these problems Schaefer reported a constant elasticity demand 

equation (frcm his previous work) 

3. Schaefer (39), p.518. 
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USNPC"" 6.176 + 0.07S93 CIRCA T 0.6b28 ADV - 0.3299 XP 
(9.36) (0.95) (8.75) (-5.bO) 

+ 0.1197 JP+ 0.3283 ADRT 
(1.30) (2.08) 

where R2 "" O. 9931 

DW-= 1. 37 

t-statistics in parenthesis 

USNPC a: US const1nption of newsprint; 

CIRCA,.. adjusted US daily circulation; 

ADV"" advertising in US newspapers deflated by millir.e 
rates; 

XP ""US dollars price of newsprint derived fr.:m shiµnents 
data; 

JP = US pri~e index of delivered; and 

ADRT = adjusted milline rates fo= newspaper ads. 

The demand for printing paper 1s infl~nced by the writing and 

printing needs and habits of business firms and the pt.1bli<!, by 

technological developnents in paper-using eq1.1ipnent such as duplicating 

machines, billing procedurP.s, and electronic computers, and on the 

general growth of the econocy. Like newsprint, the dernend for printing 

paper is a derived demand. 

Only two studies have estimated th<? demand for printing paper --

that of Nguyen (34) and Buongiorno (7). In M~~illop's study printing 

paper was considered as part of a broader paper category. Ng'.iyen, 

however, separated printing and writing paper into two groups. He 

estimated separate demand equations for printing paper and for ~riting 
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paper, using log-linear demliild equations a."'l.d annual data covering the 

period 1956-19i5. Since a positive but statistically insignificant 

p=ice coefficient for book (printing) paper was obtained, Nguyen did not 

include price in the final equation. The price coefficient for writing 

paper was found to be sta:istically significant at the 20 percent level 

of significance, however. Nguyen reported the fallowing equation for 

bock paper: 

Qt= 5. 754 + 1.480 DPit - 0.259 T 
(0.91) (2.85) (-0.32) 

where R2 = o. 92 

t-statistics are given 1.n parentheses 

n (sample size) =-= 20 

DW = 1. 05 

Qt .. per capita apparent consuuptiou in year t 

DP!t: per c~pita disposable persocal income in constant dollars 
in year t 

T = a time trend variable. 

All of the variables were ert1ressed in natural logaritlms. He also 

reported the foll~ing equaticc as tr~ demand for writicg paper. 

Qt a 8.180 - 0.773 Pt+ 1.496 DPit- 0.267 D1 
· (3.46) (-l.49) (6.47) \-4.44) 

where R2 ., o. 98 

n Cs ample size) .. 20 

DW • 2. 02 

Pt a wholesale price index deflated by the GNP implicit 
deflator in year t 
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Nguyen did not indicate an explanation for variable D1 • Eis estimate of 

the price elasticity for wri::ing paper was O. 77. 

Boungiorno reported the followin 6 equation for printing paper on 

the basis of analysis of covariance: 

C - 0.40 P + 0.21 P' t = 1. 46 Y t t t 
(13.3) (5.00) (2.63) 

where R2 = o. 97 

rho, first order autocorrelation= .22 

t-statistics are in parenthesis; 

Ct .. printing and writing paper consllllption 1.n kilograms per 
capita in year t; 

Pt = price of printing and writing paper 1.n year t; 

P' t .. price of newsprint 1.n year t; and 

Yt = gr.:>ss nati.:>ual product' in US dollars per capita 1.n 
year t. 

Buongiorno also found that the.re was a significant differecce between 

the demand for printing paper when 1~ and hish income countries vere 

distinguished (see Table 3. 3). 

The demand for paper:>oard, the third product category, is 

influenced by the needs of business firms for packaging materials; the 

possibilities of substituting paperboard containers for vooden, metal, 

or glass containers; the subs ti tut ion of plastic film for paperboard; 

and the general level of economic activity. The enor.no~ g~owth 

experienced by the paperboard industry is mainly attributed to the 

versatility of paperboard as a container. Almost all durable goods 

canned, packaged, and bottled foodstuffs, fruits snd vegetables, and 
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household supplies -- are ~hipped from manufacturers and processors to 

retail outlets in corrugated shipping containers. 

Only two of the studies already cited, that of Buongioroo and 

Muller, estimated demand fu.'lctions for the same paperboard group as used 

in this study. Muller (32) also considered other paper and paperboard 

as a single category but estimated a demand equation based on a "tariff 

limit price" mod.al which explicitly recognizes tariffs ss a subs c:i tute 

for the domes tic product. Using the average t~riff e."ld the ex.change 

rate, an index of landed pric~s for U .s. fine p3per and paperboard was 

calculated. This index was used as a. price for competitive products. 

Using annual data for the period 1956-1969 Muller reported tha following 

equa:ion: 

0.4027 pt+ 0.3499 p~ + 0.00929 yt 
(2.01) (1.79) (52.49) 

where R2 .. o. 99 

t-statistics are given in parenthesis 

Ct • value of shipil:.ents of other paper and paperboard 
produ~ts, deflated by P~ 

Pt= industry selling pri::e index for other pa~r and 
paperboard products (f.o.b. mill basis) (1961 ... 1.0) 

P l • d t • index of import limit price for ot oor pa per an 
paperboard prodl,cts C.a.:1.ad'.l ( 1961 ... l. 0) 

Yt • real gross national product in 1961 Canadian dollars. 

McKillop chose to exclude any kind of paper from his paperboard group. 

Nguyen specified demand equations for more specific paperboard products. 

He estimated separate demand equations for container board, boxboard, 

packaging and other converting paper, and construction pape!' and board. 
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Whereas Muller took account of the subs ti tuti on for com pc ti ti ve 

products for paperboard, Buongiorno did not in his demand equation (see 

Table 3.2 and 3.3). He obtaineo the follcwing equation fron an analysis 

of covariance using pooled data (see Table 3. 3) 

C c 1.52 Y - 0.35 P 
t (15. 2) t (5. 83) t 

where t-statistics are given 1.n parentheses 

R2 = 98 o. 
rho, first order autocorrelation= 0.38 

Although there have been several empirical studies of demand for 

paper snd paperboard only one study has incorporated the supply side of 

the market. McKillop (30) estimated a supply function for two separEte 

categories: all papers and .'ill paperboards for the United States. 

Since· there are no other studies for comparison, M~~illop's estimates of 

supply elasticities will Rerve as a guide in evaluating the estimates 

found in the present study. McKillop reported both interval as well as 

point estimates of these e!.ascicities. His interv~l estimate of the 

price elasticity of paper ranged fran -0.l to 0.5 with the point 

estimate occurring at the lwer bound. The interval estimete of price 

ehstici ty for paperboard ranged frCII! 0.1 to O. 6 with a point es timste· 

of 0.4. These estimeces will i>e referred to again after presenting the 

estimated supply functions for the t~ee product categories. 
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3.2 Model Specification 

This section presents the basis for specifying the supply and 

demand relationships. The section is divided into three subsectior.s. A 

description of two models of international trade is presented in the 

first subsection. Subsection two presents the model used in specifying 

the supply and demand relationships. Finally, the last section 

describes the market charRcteristics for paper. 

3.2.1 International Trade Models 

International trade models have sanetimes baen categorized into 

either 'traditional flow' models or 'spatial equilibriun' models. Both 

of these categories of models specify import ar.d export equations; the 

distinction lies in the deteunination of the trade flows. With a 

constant share matrix being the norm, an input-output-like trade-shares 

matrix is used to deterruine the trade flaws under the traditional flaw 

approach. Variants of this basic model have been devised; the models 

differ only with regard to th.a selection of trade flows and variations 

in the coefficients of the trade-share:. matrix. On the other hand, 

trade flews in the spatial, or interregional, equilibrium models are 

determined via the optimizat.iou of an objeci:ive function. This latter 

approach has been widely used for the study of international trade for 

many products, while the former approach has been used mainly for the 

study of total (that is, all products are lunped together as a single 

commodity) trade flows. 
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A spatial equilibriw model generally describes a competitive 

economic system, utilizing a set: of equations that include aggregate 

OE:ltland and supply for one er more coa::nodities, the distribution of 

activities over space, and the equilibrium conditions. A spatial 

equil ih='illll model is nothing more than an extension of an economecric 

model wherein the flows are determined via a programming algorithn 

whereas in the pure econometric model the flews are determined 

endogenously ,,.-i thin the model via a set of 'flow' equations. A crucial 

asstmption in the spatial equilibriu:n model is that of a homogeneous 

product; that is importers co not differectiate the produ.ct frcn its 

origin of supply.4 The design of a spatial equilibriun model requires 

the specification of regional supply ancl demand equations as well as a 

programming algorithn for determining the equilibriuu distribution of 

the product. The programming algoritrm used in the present study is 

explained in the next chapter. 

3. 2. 2 The Economic Model 

In this study products are considered homogeneous and consuners do 

not differentiate the product by the source of origin. Consu:nption can 

be defined as the tun of production and imports minus exports since the 

product is hoo:ogeneous across regiol'.lS. Since the regions being 

4. Armington 0), however, hns developed a theory of dzmand for which 
products llt"e diffcrentim:ed by their source of origin. In other words 
importers notice eith-!r quality or technical differences in the 
product frooi different sources. 
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considered are either net exporters or net importers the relevant price 

for each regions is the unit value of exports (FOB) and unit value of 

imports (CIF), respectively.5 Assume that each region is small and 

unable to influence t~ wo·rld price (a small country-case). 

For a net importing region (Figure 3.1) the relevant price for 

decision making is the import price P _. (CIF) which is determined by 

world demand and supply and transportation costs which differ by country 

location. Initially assume that S represent the domestic supply curve 

a..,d D the demand curve. As f.ar as the importing region is r.oncerned the 

supply of impcrts at that price is almost perfectly elastic since it 

cannot affect the world price if it were to import more of the product. 

At the given world price Pw(CIF) domestic profit maximizing producers 

produce Qs while co:isune:::-s de[lland Qd at this pric<:!. The as~mption is 

made that when the p~ice of the domes tic output is identical to tht? 

price of imports cons1.1I1ers t&ke up al~ domestic production at that 

price, im"[Y.)rts being the. residual. Alternatively it might ba assuned 

that the don:estic product is marginally of better quality or more 

conveniently 1n1ailable than imF(>rts, so that it is this marginal 

difference which creates a preference for the former when the prices of 

the two are the same. In other words, the effective supply curve of the 

product for the importing region is ABEC. Notice that shifts in the 

domestic supply and ciemand curves (to S I and D') do not affect the 

5. Buongioroo (7) has sh:>WP. that there is a strong correlation between 
unit value of importa or exports and domestic prices. 
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import price, they only affect the quantity of imports; imports decrease 

from QsQd to QsQ'd• However, simultaneous shifts by all producing and 

con.suning regions may affect the world price; hence shifting the import 

supply curve for an individual net importer. 

A symmetric situation exist for a net exporting country (Figure 

3.2). The ruling price in this case, however, is trc expor~ price (FOB) 

which is determined by world supply and demand and transportation costs. 

The domestic supply and demand curves are represented by S a11d D, 

respectively. The demand for the country's exports is representec by 

Pw(FOB). For an exporting region, moreover, the foreign demand of its 

export is almost perfectly elastic so that the effective demand curve 

for the region is FGJH; or alternatively the export supply Ctl:'Ve is 

perfectly elastic at the world price. At this price producers produce 

Q5 while consumers demand Qd of the product. It is assumed that when 

the domestic and world price are identical that producers supply Qs 

exporting QdQs with the residual goiog to t!le local market. A similar 

analogy to the case of the net importing country can be made here. When 

the domestic price equals world price, in the eyes of lee.al producers 

the local market is marginally more competitive in terms of distribution 

since less pape.rwork and other transaction coste are invol•.1ed. This 

marginal difference creates a preference for producers to ship to the 

local ?Darket first. Here too, shifts in the domastic supply and demand 

curves (to S' and D') do not affect the export price; only the·vol\lJle of 
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exports is affected. An increase in dcmc:nd and a decrease in supply 

will reduce exports leaving the world price unaffected; exports decrease 

£ran QsQd to Q ~Q~. 

The specification of the regional supply and demand equations will 

be presented in sections four and five, respectively, of this chapter. 

But before presenting the specification of these equations, a 

description of the market for paper and paperboard products is 

appropriate at this time. The description should clarify why the supply 

and demand equations are specified as they are in the present study. 

3. 2. 3 The Markets for Paper and Paperboard Products 

The market for paper and paperboard products is very ::nuch 

international in c.haracte:r:. Although the major trading partners of 

paper and paperboard products invoh•e only a few regicns, trading is 

transacted among many countries. On the North American continent, 

Canada tends to be the exporting region, with the United States 

absorbing most of Canada's exports. For example, two-thirds of the 

domes tic newsprint needs of the Un.i ted States is supplied by Canada. At 

the same time Canada also e:,.-ports to Europe and Latin America. On the 

European continent, the Nordic countries tend to be the exporting_region 

with the European Economic Camnuni ty being the importing region. The 

Nordic countries also export minor quantities to the United States and 

Latin America. 
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While the following de.scription is specific to the United States' 

paper and paperboard industry the general featm·es of the market are 

applicable to the markets in other regions as well. The description 

draws heavily on Slatin's (42) excellen~ paper.6 

In general, the markets for paper anc. paperboard products are 

competitive in nature. In oth~r words, no one region or country is able 

to exert a significant influence on the world prices of these products. 

In the 1920's and 1930's companies concentrated on a single line of 

production. There were newsprint, writing paper, bag paper, and 

paperboard companies with only a few companies operating in more than 

one major sector of the paper and paperboard industry. The trend tward 

vertical integration which began in the late 1930' s partly reflected the 

developnent of Southern Pine as pulpable wood, which led the industry to 

integrate pulp production with paper and paperboard production. A 

similar trend tCYwards integraticn dev.?loped in the 1950 's; producers of 

containerboard chose to integrete forward into the manuf~cture of 

corrugated shipping containers. New technology that per~itted the 

pulping of chips, slabs, edgings, and similar wood residues of ot~r 

forest industries, brought some of the larg~s t luuber companies into the 

paper indust::-y. These companies were ma.inly located in the Pacific 

Northwest, and, in sane instances, built new pulp and p.aper mills. 

6. Slatin, Benjamin, "Economic Structure of the Paper Industry," Tappi 
58(7), 1975, PP• 54-67. 
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Paper is used daily by ~any in the Uci:ed States and many parts of 

the world and is such a common commodity that the majority of pP.ople 

never give it a second thought. Paper is scill the most preva:.ently 

used material in the achninistration, both internally and externally, of 

industry, commerce, and goverrme".lt. The introduction of computers .and 

word processors has sanewhac redu~ed the volu;ie of manual clerical work, 

but even these machines require paper to disse::iinate the information 

they produce. The printed word still dominates the spread of knowledge 

throughout the world. Despite the intrcduction of television, 

newspapers and periodicals stiil play a major part i!l the spreading of 

news and information. In the packaging field, paper and paperboard used 

for the production cf wrapping antl packaging materials are still of 

vital importance to eosTJre t~ safe. passage of goods throughout th"! 

world, although it is recognized that the use of m.an-made synthetic 

materials 1.s steadily increasing. At tnf: same time, the recent 

shortages 1.n oil have stimulatc::d the substitution of paper producte for 

these petroleu:n-based synthetic materials. 

A discussion of the production process in the paper indus cry !llay 

identify sane of the economic variables required in th~ specification of 

the supply function. Most of th~ maj o.:- companies in CM paper industry 

own extensive acreage of forest land.;, but the paper industry depends 

upon fee-simple lands for only a part of their wood requirements. The 

rest comes from privately owned commercial forest lands as well as fran 

publ ic-or,med forest 1 ands. Origin.e.lly, only no:-thern softwoods could be 
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p.ilped. r.y the 1930's the industry was pulping Southern Pine, which 

opened up new for est areas to pulp;-,ood production. In the 1950 's, 

bleached pulps were made from Southern Pine and, 1.0 the Northwest, fran 

Douglas Fir and other species indigenous co that area. These expanding 

sources of p.ilp led to industry wood costs that were among the lowest in 

the world. The expansion in pulpwood sources during the period of 1930 

through 1960 led the industry to concentrate on wood as its major source 

of fiber a."ld shift more and oore cfi,lay from recycled fiber, such as 

cotton and linen rags. More recently, under the impetus of 

environmental problems in the area of solid waste, the industry has 

shown a rekindled interest in the use of waste-paper as a source of 

fiber, but wood fiber continues to be the major source of p'.llp furnish. 

Next to wood pulp, water is .another ingred:'..e~t in the manufacture 

of pa per. It takes about 50, 000 gallons of 'Nat er to make a ton of 

paper, so that the availability of water 1.s an important element 1.n the 

selection of a new mill site for pulp and paper operations. Its heavy 

use of water makes water pollution e major problem of the paper 

industry. In i973 the industry spent about half a billion dollars on 

c.api tal equip:nent for water and air pollution abatement. The industry 

is also a heaYy user of chemicals a.'ld minerals. 

The paper industry also is a major user of electric energy. In 

fact, most of the large integrated pulp and paper mills not only produce 

their O\o!n electricity but may also sell sane as well. It is also tl~ 

larg,?st user of residual oil 611d the fifth largest user of all fuels in 
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the com1try. Pc:Mer requirenents vary from region to region, however. 

Paper and paperboard mills .in the Northeast use wastepaper as their 

major furnish, while the integrated pulp and paper mills in the Southern 

and Pacific Regions have larger power requirenents. While the Pacific 

Region normally rely on imported fuel, thf.! Southern Region relies on 

dcr.:ies tic f ue 1 • 

The paper industry relies heavily on railroads both for bringing 

raw materials to the mill and for shipping the finished products to the 

cus tcxner, or to the next stage of production. If both incoming and 

outgoing freight are considered, the paper indmtry supplies 10 percent 

of the total freight revenues of the nation's railroads. Waterways and 

trucks are also used as a means of transportation, where the latter 1.s 

more important in the converting sectors. 

Wages, salaries, and supple:nents account for about one-third of the 

total costs in the paper industry. This proportion has held since the 

postwar period. Wage rates and productivity havz coved along with the 

national trend. The gains in productivity can be traced back to the 

rising average. education attainnents of ::he industry's employees and 

heavy capital investments. Although raw materials, labor, and other 

variable costs form sn important part of the total cost structure of the 

primary sectors of the p.."lper industry, it is fixed cost that seems to 

loom largest in the minds of management. The focus of the fixed cost 1.s 

the funds set aside to meet depreciation. For the primary sectors about 

5.5 percent of the vali.ie of shiIXllents was required for depreciation. 
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3.3 Summary 

International trade models may be categorized either as 

'traditional flow' models or as 'spatial equilibrium' models. The 

former uses a flow matrix to determine the trade fl<Ms and has been 

widely used to study aggregate, but not commodity-specific trade flows. 

The latter approach, on the other hand, has been widely used in the 

study of specific commodity trade flc:Ms. The spatial equilibrium 

approach is adopted in this study. The ability of a particular region 

or country to influence world price is a significant consideration in 

modeling international trade. If a region is able to influence price 

then not only domestic but also world price has to be included in the 

demand and supply functions for each product and region. In this study, 

individual regions are considered to be unable to influenc.! world 

prices. 



CHAPTER IV 

ESTIMATED DEM.\ND AND SUPPLY FUNC!IOOS 

Introduction 

The scope of this study is presented in the first section. This 

section is subdivided into two subsections. Sources and limitations of 

the data base are presented in the first subsection. The second 

subsection describes the regional breakdwon for each product group. The 

empirical model and the results are discussed in section two. Tnis 

section is. subdivided into two sections; one subsection presents the the 

estimates of the demand funcdons and the other subsection presents the 

estimates of the supply functions. Each subsection is further divided 

into three sections wherein the estimates of each of the three products 

are presented. 

4.1 Scope of ~ Study 

The scope of this study has been limited by data availability. 

Although the regions had been identified early in the problem 

formulation, the products were not decided upon until after a 

preliminary investigation of various data sources. Initially newsprint, 
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kraft lincrboard, and market wood pulp were considered since trading in 

these products is quite substa..~tial. However, with the exception of 

newsprint, data were not available for these specific products on a 

cowtry-wide basis. The demand and supply relationships were estimated 

£ran annual data covering the period betweer. 1962 and 1976. 

4.1.1 ~ Sources and Problems 

The Yearbook of Forest Products {53), published by the Food and 

Agricultural Organization, contains cross-sectional time-series data for 

paper and paperboard products, but only for three broad categories. 

Thus, only the following categories of products, as categorized by the 

Food and Agricultural Organization, are considered in this study: 

1. Newsprint {641.!) defined as uncoated paper, unsized {or only 

slightly sized), containing at le~ t 60 percent mechanical wood pulp 

(percent of fibrous content), usually weighing not less than 40 grams 

per square meter and generally not more than 60 grans per square 

meter of the type used mainly for the printing of newspapers; 

2. Other printing~ writing paper {641.~) defined as paper, except 

newsprint, suitable for printing and business purposes, writing, 

· sketching, drawing, etc., made £ran a variety of pulp blends and with 

various finishes. Included are such papers as those used for book and 

magazine, wall paper base stock, box lining and covering calculator 

paper, rotonews, duplicating, tablet or block, label, lithograph, 

banknote, tabulating card stock, bible or imitation bible, 

stationary, manifold, onionskin, typewriter, poster, etc.; and 
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3. Other paper and paperboard ( EX 641) which includes construction paper 

and paperboard, household and sanitary paper, special thin paper, 

wrapping and packaging paper and paperboard and other paper and 

paperboard not elsewhere specified. 

Henceforth, other printing and writing papers will simply be referred as 

printing paper and other paper and paperboard simply as paperboards. 

Although data for the United States was available for a great 

D\l!lber of specific products, the choice of regional breakdown and sanple 

period was limited. The Current Industrial Report, Pulp~ Paper, 

published by the U .s. Department of Camnerce, contains annual data on 

production of individual categories of paper and paperboard products by 

states and regions. The earliest data publ is bed, however, were for 

1962. Consequently, annual data for the period 1962 through 1978 were 

used for this study. The three paper and paperboard products categories 

were obtained for the United States by sumning over the individual 

products as specified in the FAO classification system. 

Regional data for Canada, grou!)ed according to the three FAO 

product categories, proved to be surprisingly difficult to obtain. 

Although newsprint data were readily available on a regional basis, data 

for the other two categories were not. Newsprint data were obtained 

£ran the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association. Statistics Canada and the 

U.S. Forest Service were most cooperative in providing regional Canadian 

data for the other two product categories. 
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Data for the explanatory variables used in the demand and supply 

equations were obtained from several sources. Price indices were 

obtained from the Main Econo:nic Indicators, published by the 

Organization of Economic Cooperation and Developnent. Data on gross 

national product, and exchange rates were obtained from the 

International Financial Statistics Yearbook, published by the 

International Monetary Fund. 

4.1.2 Regional Demarcation 

This subsection describes the regional classification adopted in 

the present study. The following countries or regions are considered: 

the United Scates, Canada, the European Economic Canmunity, the Nordic 

countries, and Japan. For the purpose of this study, the European 

Economic Canmuni ty consists of Belgiun-Luxembourg, Denmark, the Federal 

Democratic Republic of Germany (West Germany), France, Ireland, -Italy, 

the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. Finland, Norway, and Sweden 

comprise the Nordic countries. The Nordic countries represents an 

excess supply region while the European Economic Canmuni ty tends to be 

an excess demand region for paper and paperboard products. 

Canada and the United States are further separated into two and 

three regions, respectively. Canada is divided into British Colunbia 

and the rest of Canada. For the purpose of this study the latter region 

is simply referred as Ontario. This was done in order to reflect not 

only the geographical but also the institutional differences between the 

two regions. These two regions not only differ in terms of the 
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production of paper and paperboard but they are also differ in terms 

govaroment administration and in forest types. Moreover, forest policy 

for the two regions are not the same. British Columbia mainly produces 

newsprint and printing paper, with a small amount of paperboard 

production. For newsprint and paperboard the United States was 

separated into the North, the South, and the West. Although still 

consisting of three regions, for printing paper the United States was 

divided into the Northeast, the North Central, and the rest of the 

United States.l li<Mever, since the South accounts for 90 percent of 

printing and writing paper production in rest of the United States, this 

region will simply be referred to as the South hereafter. The United 

States has different regional breakdowns because data were not available 

for the same regions for all products. Since individual products were 

aggregated according to the FAO product categorization scheme it was not 

possible to have the same regional breakdown for printing paper. The 

regional demarcation for the three product groups are summarized in 

Table 4.1. 

4.2 Empirical Results 

Ideally, the spatial equilibriun model developed in this study 

should include a demand equation for each product and each country. 

Initially, a supply and demand function for each product for each 

1. The regional classification of the United States by states LS given 
in Appendix A. 
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Table 4.J. 

Regional Danarcation £or Newsprint, ¥rintin~ Paper, and Paperooard 

Product 

Newsprint 

Printing 
!>aper 

Paper boar a 

Supply 

Japan 
Nordic 
British Col1.111oia 
Ontario 
U.S. North 
U.S. South 
U.S. liest 

Japan 
EEC 
.Nordic 
Ontario 
U.S. North 
u. s. North 
U.S. Soutn 

Japan 
EEC 
Nordic 
Canada 
U.S. North 
U.S. South 
U.S. West 

East 
Central 

Demand 

Japan 
EEC 
u.s. East 
u.s. West 

EtC 
Nordic 
Canada 
u.~. East 
U.S. West 

Japan 
EEC 
U.S. t:ast 
U.S. West 
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country was specified. TI1is involved estimating equations for each 

country in the European Economic Camnuni ty and the Nordic countries. 

However, the estimates obtained for some products for sane countries 

proved either to be contradictory to theoretical considerations or were 
I 

statistically unsatisfactory. Data for individual countries in the 

European Economic Camnuni ty were pooled and pooled cross-section times-

series analysis was per£ ormed on each group. This was also done for the 

Nordic countries. A pooled cross-section time series analysis produced 

unsatisfactory estimates for the European Economic Canmunity and the 

Nordic countries for the three product categories. In light of these 

results, it was decided that these two sets of countries will each be 

considered as a single region, each with a single demand and supply 

point. Quantity data were su:mned over all the countries in each region 

and unit value data were weighted accordingly. Another objective in the 

specification of equations in general was that a common set of variables 

be incorporated across regions whenever possible. To a certain extent 

this objective autanatically reduced the n1.m1ber of variables that could 

be used in the equations, due to the limited number available for &l.l 

regions. As a result, the final set of variables selected are similar 

to that of Buongiorno's (7) work, since a similar data base was used in 

both studies. 

All of the demand equations presented will have the following 

general form 

Cijt • 8 ij + bijPijt + cijGjt + djtZijt 

where 
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Cijt • apparent consumption of product i in region j 1.n year t 

P ijt • price of product i in region j in year t 

G jt .. gross national product in region j in year t 

Zijt • a vector of predetermined variables for product i in 
region j in year t; and 

b, , < 0, C. • > 0. 
l.J l.J 

The price variable employed is either unit value of exports or unit 

value of imports for the particular product considered. For a net 

importing country the unit value of imports is used and for a net 

exporting region the unit value of exports is used. The subscripts i 

and j have been dropped since the equations are presented by product 

category and by region. The unit values were computed by dividing the 

total value of imports/exports in US dollars by the volume 

imports/exports for any given year. These values were then converted to 

real U .s. dollars with a base year of 1975. The gross national products 

of the various regions were also converted to constant 1975 U.S. 

dollars. The dependent variable, Cijt' is expressed in thousand metric 

tons. The predetermined variables may include lagged consunption and a 

dumny variable to account for years after 1970. Lagged consunption was 

specified to accomt for the persistence of habit in the demand for the 

three product groups. Since the literature review revealed that studies 

on the demand of paper and paperboard products during the 1960 's did not 

produce significant price variability but studies since then have, the 

dumny variable was incorporated to account for a structural change in 

the demand of the three product. Moreover, the period since 1971 had 
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seen a period of price fi=.ces and the oil crisis which may affect prices 

not previously affected. The following definition is used for all the 

demand equations 

C • P + I - E 

where C • apparent consumption 

P • total production 

I • imports 

E • exports. 

4. 2.1 Demand ~ Paper Products 

The results of the estimated demand relationships for the three 

product groups are presented in this section. The first subsection 

presents the estimated demand functions for newsprint for the regions 

considered in this study. The second subsection presents the estimated 

demand functions for printing paper for regions selected in this study. 

Finally, the third subsection contains a presentation of the estimated 

paperboard demand for selected regions. 

4.2.1.1 Demand !2::, Newsprint 

Despite the similarity between the present study' s and Buongiorno' s 

data base, there are minor differences in the specification of the 

newsprint and printing paper demand equations. Whereas Buongiorno saw 

fit to assune these two products to be substitutes for one another the 

present study makes no such assunption. A commodity is considered a 

substitute for another either because it has a similar use or because 

the two commodities are produced from a common input. In this study 
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newsprint and printing paper is judged to fit neither of these criteria 

sufficiently to be treated as substitutes. Newsprint cannot be 

substituted in usage for most printing papers since the former does not 

require the permanency of the printing as do the latter. Moreover, 

while groundwood is the major raw material used in the production of 

newsprint, printing paper uses a combination of mechanical and chemical 

wood pulps, grass (esparto), cotton fiber pulp, or selected reclaimed 

paper stock for raw material. 

The unit value of newsprint exports was used as own price variable 

for Japan and Canada, while the unit value of imports was used for the 

European Economic Camnunity and the United States, since Japan and 

Canada are net exporters and the latter two regions are net importers. 

The equations we,:-e estimated using ordinary least squares using annual 

data for a sample period of 1962 through 1978. Where serial correlation 

was found, the equations were corrected using 'Proc Autoreg' £ran the 

Statistical Analysis Systen (SAS) package. Out of the three estimated 

equations reported (see Table 4. 2) two were corrected for serial 

correlation. The demand equations for both the European Economic 

Camnunity and the United States were corrected for negative serial 

correlation. It is assumed that regional consunption is proportional to 

total consunption in the same measure as that of regional income to 

total income, that is 

QW 

QT 
• 

yw 

where QW is consumption in region w; 
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Table 4.2 

Estimated Newsprint Demand Equations for Selected Regions 1 

Coefficients of Explanatory Variables 

Region Intercept Price GNP O\Elllly DW rho R2 

Japan l4bl. 2'J7 -1. 709144 l. 877699 23b.l40 1. 303 o.::1140 
(303.584) (0. 905579) (0.413125) (lbl .15.'.>) 

EEC:l 2963. 88i -4. 70i201 2.024547 -91. 692 -0.4bl o. ~484 
(265.277) (0. 7)3042) (0. 297355) (14.2. 821) 

Total 5187.928 -13. 8d2099 4.9()7l48 -U3.142 -o. 584 0.991~ 
u.s.2 < 41 7. ioJ) (l.412.209) (0.2378!14) (102.891) 

u.s. 3740.4::16 -10.008993 3.538125 -81.57) 
East3 

U.S. 1447.432 -3.873106 1. 369n2 -31. 567 
West3 

1. Standard error are reported i:1 parentheses, DW is the Duroin-Watson statistics, 
rho is the first order a~tocorrelation, and R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of 
determination·. 

2. Corrected for serial correlation. 
3. These equations are obtained as a proportion of Total U .s. demand equation. 
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Y-~ is income in region w; 

QT is total consu:nption; and 

yT is total income 

The demand equations for U.S. East and U.S. West were obtained by 

multiplying the demand equation for total United States by 0.72 and 

0.28, respectively. Tnese proportions are the means of historical and 

projected proportions of regional disposable incomes in relation to the 

total for the United States. Both the price and GNP coefficients for 

all three regions were significant at the l percent level. While it can 

be stated confidently that structural change did indeed occur in Japan 

before and after 1~70, the same cannot be said witn confidence for the 

European Economic Canmunity and the United States. No estimates for the 

Nordic countries and Canada are reported since the coefficients of i">oth 

price and gross national product were statistically insignificant. 

Moreover, the statistical fits were poor for both linear and as log-

linear functional forms. 

Not surprisingly, the demand for newsprint for all of the regions 

were folllld to be quite inelastic at the sample means, ranging £rem -0.27 

to -0.38 (see Table 4.3).2 This means that consuners are rather 

reluctant to ch3nge their current level of consumption given a 

percentage cnaoge in the price of newsprint. This may indeed be the 

2. Previous studies have also shown the demand for newsprint to oe price 
inelastic. The preferred comparison would have i>een to that 
Buongiorno's estimates since a similar data base was used; however, 
Buongiorno did not report short term price elasticities, only iong 
term estimates. 
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Table 4.3 

Derived Demand Price Elasticities for Newsprint 
at the Sa:nple Means, Selected Regions 

Mean Price 
Apparent Sample 

Cons\lllption Elasticity Mean Elasticity 

178).6247 -0.27 282. 8044 0.39 

395b. 8641 -0.29 243.5510 0.55 

8ti95.o888 -0.38 2)b. 7119 0.79 

GNP 
Sample 
Mean 

369. 952j 

1077. 99~5 

13!:14. 6941 
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case since many publishing houses in the United States, for example, 

have contracts with producers over the Canadian border. In sane cases 

tne paper mills in Canaaian are subsiaiaries of American interests. Tne 

elasticity of gross national product may be construed as an 'income 

elasticity' of some sort. The elasticities, in general are rather 

inelastic; a percentage change in gross national product will be 

associated with a less than proportionate increase in newsprint 

consunption. Since the demand for newsprint is a derived demand for 

newspapers a low 'income' elasticity should not be surprising. 

Newspaper is more of a reading habit than anything else; moreover, since 

it constitutes a small part of the consumer's budget increases in income 

levels would not affect the level of consumption by much. 

4.Z • .1.:l Demand for Printing Paper 

Tne demand equations for printing paper are reported in Table 4.4. 

The unit value of imports was used as a price variable for the European 

Economic Can:nunity and the United States since these regions are net 

importers of printing paper while the unit value of exports was used as 

the price variable for the Nordic countries since this region is a net 

exporter. The estimated equations for printing paper for Japan did not 

have significant coefficients on either price or GNP. Estimated demands 

for the Nordic countries, Canada, and the United States had price and 

GNP coefficients significant at the l percent level. The equation for 

the European Economic Camnunity was corrected for negative serial 

correlation. The reported equation for Canada was estimated by 
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Table 4,4 

Estimated Printing Papers Danand Equations for Selected Regions 1 

Coefficients of Explanatory Variaoles 
--------------------------------------------------------

Region Int er ce pt Price GNP D1SJ1Uy lag DW rho R2 

EEC2 1146. 431 -6. 6 73 96 8 5. 386828 -543.089 0.454083 ~. 528 0.%86 
(947.607) (2.0l5b34) ( l. 67!i230) (464.385) (0. h25!+ 7) 

Nordic 3lt>,069 -1.249167 7. 2644.'.>8 -17. 098 2. 021 o. 7190 
( 202. 470) ( 0.48.'.+530) (2. 985768) (123.712) 

Canada3 328.116 -L t>64082 1. 719481 103. 848 0. 7315 
(51.~ll) ( o. 260330) (0. 2689~7) (lb. 246) 

Iotal -2 791. 024 -;. 757734 10. 593223 -267.145 2.1~~ 0.%80 
U.S. ( lJ:.!6. 5u8) (l.. 700733) (0. 895559) (4v7.J60) 

u .s. -ZOL.i. 328 -4.1513:lb 7.637714 -19.!. 612 
East4 

u.s. -77b.32b -Lt>Oo408 2, 955509 -74.53J 
west'+ 

1. Standard error are reported in parentheses, DW is the Durbin-Watson statistics, rho is the 
first order autocorrelation, and R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of determination. 

2, Corrected for serial correlation. 
3. Esti.aates of principal components. 
4. These equations are obtained as a proportion of Total U.S. demand equation, 
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principal component analysis. Structural change is observed with 

confidence for the demand for printing paper for Canaaa. The same 

assumption about regional consumption for newsprint is also made for 

printing paper demand in the United States. The demand for printing 

paper for the European Economic Community also snowed strong habit 

persistence for European consumers. 

In general, the demand price elasticities of printing paper are 

less inelastic than that of newsprint ranging from -0.14 to -0.73. This 

result concurs with Buongiorno's finding. The United States' demand for 

printing paper, however, is very inelastic at a value of -0.14. The 

'income' elasticities were also found to be higher for this product 

category; they were in the elastic range (see Table 4.S). Tne income 

elasticities range from 0.40 to 1.48 with Canada having the most 

inelastic demand and the United States the most elastic demand. This is 

consistent with Buongiorno's observation that the income elasticity of 

printing paper was higher for high income countries. Although reading 

habits still play an important role in determining the level of 

consunption, the amount spent on reading material in relation to the 

total budget will be higher as the level of of income rises. The effect 

at the retail level trickles down to the lower level of the marketing 

chain thus affecting the derived demand for printing paper. Moreover, 

as the size of the economy (as reflected by the GNP) increases so does 

the size of businesses and often times also the size of governments. 
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Table 4.5 

Derived Demand Price Elasticities for Printing Papers 
at the Sample Means, Selected Regions 

Mean Price GNP 
Regions Apparent Sample Sample 

Consumption Elasticity Mean Elasticity Mean 

EEC 6!>16.5682 -0.4t 447.3025 0.1::!9 1077. ~9~5 

Nordic 567 .1176 -0. 73 333.0852 1.19 92. ~420 

canada 557.2353 -o. 69 230.4400 0.40 128.2583 

USA 9998~6341 -O.l4 242. 5882 1.48 1394. 6941 
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The printing and writing needs of big institutions are a lot larg~r than 

those of smaller economies. All of these effects rationalize the higher 

'income' elasticity for the more developed economies. 

3.4.!.J Demand 12!: Paperboard 

Finally, the estimates of the demand for paperboard and their 

elasticities will be discussed. The unit value of imports was used as a 

price variable for the demand of tne European Economic Cc:mmunity because 

this region is a net importer of paperboard while the unit value of 

exports was used for the other regions since they were net exporters. 

The coefficient on GNP for all four regions were significant at the l 

percent level (see Taole 4.6). For two of the regions, the European 

Economic Camnunity and Canada, the price coefficients were significant 

at the 1 percent level. The demand for paperboard for the Et.ropea~ 

Economic Community also appears to be influenced by habit persistence or 

contractually dependent as was the case for the demand for printing 

paper. Structural changes have affected the demand for paperboard for 

Japan and Canada while they are not significant in affecting the demands 

for the European Economic Canmunity and the United States. 

Turning to elasticities, it was found that the demand for paperboard is 

very price inelastic (see Table 4.7) ranging from -0.05 to -0.33. It 

appears that the demand for paperboard is even more inelastic than that 

of newsprint. This result is·contrary to Buongiorno's finding that 

printing paper was the more inelastic demand than the other two 

products. The United States' demand for paperboard is especially 
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Table 4,b 

Estimated Paperboard Demand Equations for Selected Regions 1 

Coefficients of Explanatory Variables 
--------------------------------------------------------

Region Intercept Price GNP Duncy lag DW rho a.2 

Japan2 -47~::1.::130 -:.!. 980::116 4.b787t>2 !SL0.730 O.JLlo69 O.cS89d 
(7cS2, 307 J (1..1::10539) ( o. b251 ':lo) ( lbb, 330) (0. 033b29) 

EE<.;.2 3 8418. 200 -lJ. 073b79 4. 583':ill 64.436 0.464910 -0 .409 0.::11::,7 
( L)b9. ObJ) (4 • ..1.41948) (2.t>04791) (::155.bOl) (0.207cS80) 

Canada2 f44.202 -o. 80 7::1.'.+3 4. 208424 .267.350 0.5789 
(l b. 721) (0.177::138) ( o. 926844) (::ill. 880) 

Total 705), 282 -4. 71J831 19, 7132311 -641.562 o.n1s 
u.s. ( 3477. 220) (4.070611) (2.627242) (1176.427) 

u. s. 5086.858 -3.J9is672 14. 263046 -462. 566 
East4 

u.s. 1::168.424 -1. 315159 5.Sl::1265 -178. ::196 
West4 

l. Standard error are reported in parentheses, DW is the Durbin-Watson statistics, rho is the 
first order autocorrelation, and R2 is the unadju3ted coefficient of determination. 

2. Corrected for serial correlation. 
3. £stimates of principal components. 
4. These equations are ootained as a proporcion of Total U.S. demand equation. 
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Table 4.7 

Derived Demand Price Elasticities for Paperboard 
at the Sample Means, Selected Regions 

Mean Price GNP 
Apparent Sample Sample 

Consunption Elasticity Mean E las ti city Mean 

7548.470b -0.17 441.1085 0.2J 369.9523 

14825.0588 -0.33 378.9673 0.33 1077. 95195 

2244. 6471 -o.o~ 258.627b 0.25 D4.0l82 

3:tts23. ~000 -o.os 322.4010 o. 84 13~4. b~41 
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inelastic, at a value of -0.05. Canada is also very price inelastic in 

demand at a value of O.O~. Of the three products considered, paperboard 

has the most income inelastic demand ranging from 0.23 to 0.84. The 

United States had the least income inelastic demand but it had tne most 

price inelastic demand. 

4.2.2 Supply of Paper Products 

The estimated supply for the three product groups are presented 1.n 

this section whicn is divided into three subsections one for each 

product. The first suosect1.on presents the estimated newsprint supply 

for selected regions. Estimated supplies for printing paper for 

selected regions are presented in the second subsection. Finally, the 

third subsection presents the estimated paperboard supply functions for 

selected regior~. 

4.~.2.1 Supply of Newsprint 

The results are presented 1.n the sa~e order as had been done for 

the demand equations: newsprint first, printing paper second, and 

finally paperboard. Six supply equati~ns were estimated for newsprint 

(see Table ~.8). Only for two regions, the Nordic countries and U.S. 

West, were the supply price coefficients statistically significant at 

the 10 percent level. The coefficient of determination were also 

relatively high; the lowest R2 obtained was .5~9 for the U.S. West 

supply equation. The estimated supply function for Japan and U.S. West 
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Table 4.8 

Estimated Newsprint Supply l:.quations for Selected Regions l 

Coeificients of Explanatory Variables 

Intercept Price lag Pulp Wage 

9.015 0.110333 l. 224032 -7.131337 -12.128759 
(110.9,6) (O.JH77b! (().061954) (:1.828169) (5.561403) 

1684.372 2.136721 0.611897 -52. 401.l36 
(621.693) (1. 672079) (0. LJ0220) (23.01)666) 

3650. 281 5.129630 --0.237277 -lid5.161 
(7oz. 69u) (10.5J~45J) (O. lil9'.:!04) (o3b.934) 

1)2. 2b0 l. b'.>0351 
(181. 02 7) ( 1. 346193) 

548.490 o. 863)04 
( 5 7t>. 490 ! ( 3. l Ut>653) 

514. 5J7 3. 1.)07015 
(261. 79U) (2.228911) 

1. Standard errors are reported in parentheses, OW is the Durbin-W.'ltson 
statistics, rho is the first order autocorrelation, and R2 is the 
unadjusted coefficient of determination. 
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Table 4,8 Continued 

Coefficients of Explanatory Variables 

Region Chemical Fuel Capacity D=y DW rho R2 

Japan -141.250 2.000 -0. :i62 o. 9969 
(57,582) 

Nordic 47.500 0.9346 
(119,320) 

British -2521. 356 513.362 0.883~ 
Col \Jllbi a Ci 7':il. 505) Cl:i7.22o) 

u.s -5':14. 313 o. 93080 7 -:w. 769 o. 8677 
North (43 7. 82 9) (0.157248) (30.999) 

U.S. -olo.607 o. 754938 8. 116 0.%39 
South (4L4,8J6) ( 0. l 06885) ( 70. 530) 

u. s. -769.440 141.608 o. ,;o o. :>b4~ 
West (490,498) (45. 689) 

l. Staadara errors art:! in part:!ntheses, DW is the Durbin-Watson statistics, rho is 
the first ord~r autocorrelation, and R2 is the unajjusted coefficient of 
det enninat ion. 
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were corrected for serial correlation. 3 Although the price coefficients 

of the supply functions for Japan, the Nordic countries, and British 

Columbia were not very significant, these equations are still useful 

inputs in the reactive programming algoritts., they still show some 

supply response. Moreover, it is not that producers do not response at 

all to prices -- only that over a period of one year they are not 

sensitive to price changes. Notice that the coefficients on lagged 

production for the there producing regions mentioned earlier are all 

significantly different from zero. Pulp prices lproxy variables for 

prices of groundwood) have greater influence on the supply of newsprint 

for Japan And the Nordic countries than the other regions. In the case 

of Japan it is the scarcity of the raw material domestically that makes 

pulp prices an important factor. In a similar vein the Nordic countries 

face forest management policies which restrict domestic producers £ran 

overcuttiog their forest resources. Whereas lagged production is an 

important factor in the supply of newsprint for Japan, the Nordic 

countries, and British Columbia, capacity plays a significant role in 

the supply for two of the U.S. producing regions. Chemicals also 

contribute in determining the level of production of newsprint for U.S. 

North and U.S. West. Only production in the U.S. South region seems to 

affected by fuel prices. Structural change may have affected newsprint 

production in Japan, British Columbia, and the U.S. West. 

3. The procedure 'Autoreg' of the Statistical Analysis System lSAS) 
package was used. 
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The short run supply price elasticities of newsprint for the 

producing regions ran~e from an almost perfectly inelastic Japan at 0.02 

anci an elastic U •• s. West at l. • .1.5 (see Table 4. 9). The Nordic countries 

and U.S. South also possess inelastic supply curves. British Columoia 

and U.S. North are quite close to being elastic supplies. Since three 

of the producing regions have dynamic supply functions the long run 

elasticities of their supply can be discussed. Out of the three 

regions, only the Nordic countries possess a long run elasticity greater 

than its short run elasticity; the long run elasicity is 0.54. Canada 

bas a long r\;.Il elasticity of 0.73 while Japan's long run elasticity 

turns negative. 

4.2.~.2 Supply of Printing Paper 

Seven supply equations were estimated for printing paper. Although 

all of these equations had satisfactory statistical fits, a coefficient 

of determination of .b2 or better was obtained for each of the 

equations, the price coefficients for two producing regions were not 

statistically very significant (see Table. 4 • .10). Only four of these 

equations, the supply for the European Economic Camnunity, the Nordic 

countries, U.S. North Central, and U.S. West yielded significant price 

coefficients at the 1 percent level; the remaining equations were 

significant at between the 5 to 15 percent level. Although Japan's 

supply function did not have a statistcally significant price 

coefficient, the function was retained since lagged production was 

statistically significant. For four producing regions lagged production 
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Table 4.9 

Derived Supply Price Elasticities for Newsprint 
at the Sample Means, Selected Regions 

Production Price 
Regions Mean Elasticity Mean 

Japan 1769.4300 0.02 282.8644 

Nordic 2564. 7359 0.21 249.9130 

British 1311. 2447 o. 90 230.4400 
Colu:nbia 

us North 62 7. lllb o. 70 236. 7119 

us South 1452.1714 0.14 230. 7119 

us West 618.6650 1.15 236. 71.19 
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Table 4.10 

Estimated Printing Papers Supply Equations for Selected Regions l 

Coefficients of Explanatory Variables 

Region Intercept Price lag Pulp Wage 

Japan 161. 862 0.115528 1, 213318 -4b,6'J:.i 
(335. :JISO) (0,458348) (0,197152) (!1.561403) 

EEC 11713,092 5,721989 0.4696b4 -115. 746 
(21&1.592) (2, 270941) (0,104014) (37,945) 

Nordic 1791.051 3,276504 0.402894 -88.550146 
( 542. 36!1) (2,053904) ( o. 255823) (34.696il9) 

Ontario 266.028 2,437280 -o. 402 791 -0.933419 
(~25. 603) (2. 538!+52) (0, 308950) ( 1. 334645) 

U,S North 859. 309 1.771133 -1.946412 
East (846. 500) (2.907971) (l.919777) 

u.s. North 382.1Z7 3. 846!>~0 -4. 232696 
Central (728. 371) (2. 514950) (1. 755174) 

u.s. -439.087 3. 685090 -2,567921 
West (489 • .248) (2.105225) (l.398195) 

1, Standard errors are reported in parentheses, OW is the Durbin-Watson 
statistics, rho is the first order autocorrelation, and a2 is the 
unadjusted coefficient of determination. 
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Table 4,10 Continued 

Coefficients of Explanatory Variables 

Region Chemical Fuel Capacity Di.mmy DW rho R2 

Japan -J50. 85 8 -353.377 2,000 o. 9534 
(2;b,JOL) (:.1.64. 980) 

EEC -3831. 523 25J,389 2.000 0.!!731 
(1486. l3b) (51.'.>,408) 

Nordic 643.110 0,9Ll5 
(296.110) 

Ontario -690.426 623.628 -o. 364 o. 6204 
(4n.201) (198. 618) 

u. s. North o. 79505 7 -368. 187 o. 795 7 
East (0.184206) ( 291. 53 9) 

u. s. North 0,901062 -252.493 0.8t>03 
Central (0.195373) ( 263. 435) 

u. s. 1. 025687 -291.867 0,550 o. 9818 
South l0,078295) (200,569) 

1. Standara errors are in parentheses, OW is the Durbin-Watson statistics, rho is 
the first order autocorrelation, and R2 is the w1adjusted coefficient of 
determination. 
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plays an important role in determining the level of production. Pulp 

prices also appeared to be a key factor in determining the level of 

production for many of the producing regions. It also appears that tne 

printing paper sector of the paper industry had undergone structural 

change before and after 1970 since tnis factor is.statistically 

signiticant for all of the producing regions. 

All regions, except Ontario, had price inelastic supply functions 

(see Table 4.iiJ. Short run supply price elasticities range £ran 0.03 

to 2.10 with Japan and U.S. North East having the more inelastic 

supplies. Ontario had a short run supply price elasticity of 2.10. The 

long run supply price elasticities for the European Economic Ccmmunity 

and the Nordic countries are greater than their short run elasticities, 

with the former possessing a price elasticity of 0.82 and the latter 

0.99. Although tne long run elasticity for Ontario still remains 

elastic it is less elastic than its short run elasticity -- at a value 

of l.~O. AB in the case of newsprint, the long run elasticity of supply 

for Japan becomes negativ~ valued at -0.14. 

4.2.2.J Supply of Paperboard 

As was the case for the supply for printing papers, structural 

change is believed to have occurred in the paperboard sector of tne 

paper industry (see Table 4.12). Although the price coefficients of 

supply for Japan and the Nordic countries are not very significant they 

are retained because they might help in the allocation part of the 

study. Moreover, the coefficient of pulp prices are significant thus 
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Table 4.11 

Dervied Supply Price Elasticities for Printing 
Papers at the Sample Means, Selected Regions 

Production Price 
Regions Mean Elasticity Mean 

Japan llt>3. 0588 0.03 55~.3186 

EEC 5911.8235 0.4) 447.3025 

Nordic 1847.6471 0.59 333.0852 

Ontario 392. 0793 2.10 338. 3836 

U.S. North 
East 3624. 8124 0.16 322. 8584 

u. s. North 
Central 3098.2865 0.40 )22. 8584 

u. s. 
South 3216.4900 0.37 322. 8584 
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Table 4.12 

Estimated Paperboard Supply F.quations for Selected Regions l 

Coefficients of Explanatory Variables 

Region Intercept Price Pulp Chemical D1.111111y DW R2 

Japan 8706.232 o.93n61 -107. 807 4985.323 1. :a1 o. 7737 
( 1756. 6JO) (3. 803141) (59.~7b) (2ci4.9b0) 

EEC 134~3. ;,OJ 12. 73741b -2613. 683 1289.437 o. 13370 
(1408 • .L99) (b.4871345) (72. 775) (5!>2. 009) 

Nordic 7078. 750 l.686Sl3 -l4S.029 1316. 295 2.358 o. 8507 
(703.170) (J. 523197) (47.276) ( 26'+. i:,83) 

Canada 6285 • .Z07 2.615539 -4 797. dl8 417.%9 1. 707 0.8032 
( 1068. 776) (2. 375329) (1467. 772) (169. 269) 

u .s. 12276.510 4.312072 -9204. 788 -1396.208 o. 9571 
South (284 7.010) (3.913390) 0779.468) (1021.090) 

1. Standa1·d errors are reported in parenth.?ses, DW is the Durbin-Watson statistics, rho is the 
first order autocorrelation, and R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of determination. 
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allowing tne supp!y function to shitt through time in the reactive 

program. The price coefficient for the European Economic Canmunity is 

significant at the l percent level while that of Canada and U.S. South 

are significant only at the 15 percent level. 

The short run price elasticities of paperboard are quite inelastic 

ranging from 0.05 to 0.42. Japan and U.S. South appears to have the 

more inelastic supply curves out of the .five producing regions (see 

Table 4.13). UnliKe the previous two products, supplies of paperboard 

are not de~ndent on the lagged production indicating that inventory 

built ups are not as crucial in determining the level of production. 

4.3 Summary 

Initially, five consuming regions - the United States, Japan, 

Canada, the Nordic countries, and the European Economic Camnunity - and 

eight producing regions - Japan, the Noridc countries, British Columbia, 

Ontario (representing the rest of Canada), U.S. North, U.S. South, and 

U.S. West - were considered for the three product groups - newsprint, 

printing paper, and paperboard. This regional breakdown, however, was 

altered either because data were not available or because meaningful 

equations could not be obtained. The final regional breakdown for each 

product is summarized in Table 3.1; four consuming and seven producing 

regions for newsprint, and five consuming and seven producing regions 

for printing paper and paperboard. 
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taole 4.13 

Derived Supply Price Elasticities for Paperboard 
for Selected Regions at the Sample Means 

Prcduction Price 
Regions Mean Elas tici cy Mean 

Japan 7724.0000 0.05 441.1085 

EEC 11523. 5294 0.42 378. 9673 

Nordic 4900.1765 0.12 349.8670 

Canada 2564.2353 0.26 258.6276 

US South 18592. 8765 0.07 322.4010 
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Several studies of tne demand for paper nave incluaed own price as 

an explanatory variable in tne demand function. All of these studies, 

except for Buongiorno, adofted a product classification scheme different 

from the present study. Both the Buongiorno and this study used a 

similar data base; the difference between the two studies lies in the 

coverage of the sample period and model s~cification. Whereas 

Boungiorno specified newsprint and printing paper as substitutes for one 

another, this was not done in the present study. 

Not surprisingly, gooci-fitting demand functionG for large net 

importers and good-fitting supply equations for large net exporters were 

obtained. The unit value of imports was used as a price variable for 

net importers and the unit value of exports was used as the price 

variable for net exporters. !.t is ass um ea that for large 

importers/exporters that the unit value of imports/exports should be 

highly correlated with the domestic price. The price coefficient for 

newsprint for all regions considered were significant at the l percent 

level. The short run own price demand elasticity, at the sample means, 

for newsprint were in the inelastic range. The 'income' coefficient for 

Japan, the European Economic Community, and the United States were all 

highly significant, at the 5 percent level. Not only is the demand 

price elasticity inelastic but the income elasticity is also inelastic. 

The price coefficients for the demand for printing paper for the 

European Economic Canmunity, :he Nordic countries, and the United States 

were all significant at the l percent level. In general, the short run 
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demand price elast~city fer printing paper is less inelastic than tnat 

of newsprint. Tne United States demand price elasticity at -0.14 was 

especially inelastic. The income coefficients for printing paper for 

the four regions were also highly signiiicant. However, the income 

elasticities were much higher than that for newsprint; in fact, they 

were in the elastic range, except for Canada which nad an elasticity of 

0.40. 

While the European Economic Canmunity's damand price coefficient 

for paperboard was significant at the one percent level, that of the 

United States and Japan were only significant at the 10 percent level. 

The de:nana price elasticity for paperboard for all regions wera 

inelastic with the United States being more inelastic, a value of -0.05. 

Not unlike the inco.ne coefficier;.t for newsprint and printing paper the 

income coefficient for paperboard is also highly significant. The 

income elasticity for paperboard were all inelastic; they were more 

inelastic than the income elasticity for newsprint. 

Statistical fits for newsprint supply for the six producing regions 

were quite high. The price coefficients for British Columbia, U.S. 

North, and U.S. South were significant at the 10 percent level. It is 

quite clear that factor cos ts play an important role ir;. determining the 

quantity supplied by each producing region. The price elasticity of 

supply for all the regions, other than U.S West which had a price 

elasticity of !.15, were all inelastic. 
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Although tne supply equations for princing paper obtained fit well 

statistically, the price coefficients for many of them were only 

significant at the 10 percent level. Only the supply equations for the 

European Economic Ccxnmu.11i ty a.-,d the Nordic cocntries had price 

coeff~cients significant at the l percent level. Again, input costs 

appear to be important in determining the quantity supplied by each 

producing region. The supply price elasticity for printing paper was 

fotmd to be quite inelastic, in general. Only the supply price 

elasticity of Ontario, at a value of 2.10, was elastic. Japan's price 

elasticity, at 0.03, was the most inelastic supply among the producing 

regions. 

The price coefficients for the supply equations for paperboard, in 

general, WP.re significant at the 5 percent level at the least. Input 

cost have an important role in determining the amount of quantity 

supplied by each producing region. Structural change appears to have a 

great influer.ce on the supply of the printing papers and paperboard 

sectors of the paper industry. The supply of paperboard was found to be 

inelastic, with Japan having the least inelastic supply and U.S. South 

having the most inelastic supply among the producing regions. 

The price elasticities of supply and demand obtained in this appear 

to agree with the results of past studies. In general, the price 

elasticity of supply and demand for paper products are inelastic. The 

price elasticity of demand of printing paper is less inelastic than that 

of nevsprint. This result concurs with Boungiurno's finJings. The 
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demand for newsprint and paperboard are both income inelastic but wnile 

the present study found pr.perboard to be tne more inelastic demand 

Boungiorno found newsprint to be the more income inelastic demand 

instead. Supply price elasticities for paper products tenc to be very 

inelastic. This result agrees with the findings of McKillop (30). 



Introduction 

alAPTER V 

SPECIFICATION OF THE TP.ADE IDDEL AND 
REACTIVE PROGRA~.ING ALGORITHM 

A brief literature review of spatial studies specific to forest 

products is discussed in the first section. In the second section tne 

reactive programming algorithm is presented. The mathematical 

formulation of the spatial problem ana the computational peculiarities 

of the algorithm are also discussed in this section. This section also 

includes a graphical demonstration of the iterative natu=e of the 

algorithm. Finally, a summary of the chapter io presented in the third 

section. 

5.1 Literature Review of Fores try Spatial Studies 

The earliest attempt at spatial reodeling in the forestry literature 

was bf Holland and Judge (19), who developed a spatial model of the 

lunber industry. Other researchers since have modeled various sectors 

of the forestry industry. Holley (20) modeled the softwood plywood 

sector, Hallberg and Clemente (15) modeled the Northeast pulp and paper 

sector, Davis, Lyons and riurkhart ( 10) modeled tne southern Appalachian 
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hardwood lumb~r-using sector, an.cl Holley, Haynes, &nd Kaiser (lO) 

modeled the softwood sector. All of these studies adopted the basic 

transportation model approach; given fixed quantities of supply and 

demand linear programming was used to determine the least cost routes. 

Holland and Judge divided the United States into Z~ regions. 

Regional demands, supplies, and the resulting surpluses or deficits of 

hardwood and softwood lu:nber vere estimated for eacn of these regions 

for the year 1~58. lnitialiy the ratio of re 6ional to national 

construction expenditure was computed. Regional demand was simply 

computed as this ratio multiplied by the national demand since regional 

consunptioo data was not available.l Holley also used the linear 

programming approach to analyze the disparity between the actual 1965 

flows and the flows suggested by the optimal solution. He also computed 

the necessary shifts required to bring about the most efficient location 

of the softwood plywood industry for the projection year of 1975. 

Hallberg and Clemente also solved for tne optimal interregional flows 

based on 197, projections of consump:ion and production of softwood and 

hardwood pulpwood for 33 regions. Davis, Lyons, and Burk.~art used the 

tr~sshipnent model, an extension of the standard li.nnear programming 

algorithm, to obtain the least cos.: spatial organize ti on for four wood 

products distributed over l:l regions. They the.n compared the results 

based on alternative scenarios fer raw material supplies, final demand, 

l. This is not an uncol'.'lmon practice in m.any spatial studies where 
regional co~~~nption data is not available. 
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production cos ts, and trans portat1.on cos ts. A recent s tuc.iy 1:>y Holl~y, 

Haynes and Kaiser (21J incorporated more regions and products into their 

analysis. Tney incluciea 17 supply and 2~ demand regions for li 

products. Ass1.m1ing fixed supplies and demands, they employed linear 

programming to determine tne least-cost, most efficient geographical 

pattern of industrial location and timoer harvest over time. Processing 

cos ts and import &"1.d export constraints were al so incorporated in the 

model. Haynes, Holley and King (18) extended the earlier work of 

Holley, Haynes, and Kaise= (21) by including sloping demand functions in 

the study thereby forcing prices and consumption to be determined 

endogenously within their model. The same set of products and regions 

used in the latter study were analysed in the former study. 

Other researchers have taken the econometric approach to study the 

international trade problems in forest products rather than the linear 

programming route. McKillop (jl) adopted the econometric approach to 

model Japanese-North American trade in logs a.~d lumber. Using quarterly 

data for the period 1~50-!~70, McKillop estimated export demand 

equations for Japanese dem.and for U.S. logs, U.S. lumber, and Canadian 

lumber; and export supply equations for U.S. supply of logs and lumber 

and Canadian supply of lumber to Japan. The supply and demand for logs 

were estimated using ordinary least squares while the remaining four 

equations for ltmber were estimated simultaneously. Manning (29) 

developed a simultaneous system of four equatio~~ - one domestic dema.~a, 

two export, and one supply equation - to study the Canadian softwood 
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luuoer ind us try. Manning used annual data for the period 1~51-1971. 

Thevenon t50J formulated an econometric model cf international trade for 

kraft linerboard using quarterly data for the period 1961-1969. The 

model was formulated on the basis of Armington's (3) theory of demand in 

which a commodity is differentiated by its source of origin. Many trade 

flows we!'e not considered on !. priori grounds; the only markets 

considered were the United States domestic market, United States 

shipments t., the United Kingdom and Germany, and Swedish shiftllents to 

tne UIU.tea Kingdom and Germany. Two stage least squares were used to 

solve the simultaneous set of e~-port supply and demand equations. 

A combination of the econometric and reactive programming 

approaches is found in the work of Adams and llaynes (2), which is an 

· outgrowth of the previous works of Adams (l) and Haynes (17), on a 

spatial model of North American so£ twood lumber, plywood and stumpage 

markets.2 Their work is d~scribed in greater detail than the other 

studies alluded to earlier since the analytical framework of the present 

study corresponds to theirs. Specifying nine stumpage and final product 

supply regions, and six final product demand regions, Adams and Haynes 

linked the &tum.page sector to the final product sector by a block 

recursive set of sim1.1l taneous equations. 3 Regional demand functions for 

2. Aciams and Haynes coined the term "quasi-spatial msr1.<et models" for 
mooels using the econometric approach such as McKill::>p Ul) and 
Thevenon \4~). Yneir study also contained a comp~enensive 
description of previous efforts to model and project forest products 
markets. See PP• :;-~. 

3. Op. cit,,p. 11. 
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softwood plywood were estimated b~t oecause regional consumption data 

was not available, regional demand fur.ctions for lumoer and stumpage 

were not estimated bf conventional econometric means but rather by an 

elaborate scheme of computation. These regional demand functions formed 

an integral part in locating the equilibrium points in their 

projections. 

The regional functions were obtained in a stepwise manner. 

Initially, estimates of national price and consumption were computed. 

After imposing certain restrictions about the elasticity of demand, the 

Elope of the regional demand functions were obtained. National 

projections were based on annual data for the period 1950-l97b. Tne 

mean of a multi-period moving average was used to arrive at a price 

trend for s.:>ftvood lu::nber while no price trend was assuned for sof tt..·ood 

plywood. Consumption levels were computed as the product of end-use 

ratios znd end-use activity levels. Tnus, projections of the end-use 

ratios and end-use activity levels were made, judgmental or otherwise. 

The price crends previously CO!Ilputetl served as a judgmental guideline in 

evaluating shifts in these projections. 

Th.? price. coefficients of the regional ciemar~ds vere obtained in the 

following steps. Initially a national elasticity of de.mand of -0.35 was 

assumed from another study. The first step involved estimating a 

functional relationship between the producer price index and the 

wholesale price at lumberyards in each demand region yielding 

A.• 
l 

P. 
l 

p 

i=l, ••• ,u 
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where P = producer price index 

P, = wholesale price at lumDaryards 1.n demand region 1. 
l 

A.= coefficient of proportionality for demand region i 
l 

The regional demand elasticity was assumed to be proportional to the 

national elasticity by the factor ).. , thereby yielding 
l. 

£. • )..(-0.3!>) 
l 1 

where t. is the demand price elasticity for region i. Total consu:nption 
1 

in region i was ootained as the p=oduct of fer capita consumption in 

region 1. and the population in region i, that is, 

Q. • PCQ. x POP. 
1 1. l. 

where Q• ... 1. total consumption in region l. 

PCQ. • capita consumption . . per 1.n region 1. 
l. 

POP . .. 
l. 

population in region i 

Since the regional elasticity of demand is defined as 

£ .• BiPi 
1. 

the regional price coefficient, S., can be solved in the following 
1. 

manner 

E:iQi S. • 
1 

• 

p, 
l. 

:\i(-0.~-')Qi 
p. 

1 

These coefficients were used as data in the allocation al.gori thm. 

Reactive program was employed to determine the optimal distribution of 

the produ:ts among the various supply and demand regions. 
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Despite the nu:nerous attempts at spatial modeling in the forestry 

literature, only the Aaams and Haynes (2) and Boyd (6) stuaies have made 

any attempt to recognize international trade. Even then, Canaaa was 

inclu'led in the Adcl!ls and Haynes model more as a natural extension of 

the Pacific Northwest than as an effort to fully incor?<)rate 

international trade into the model. Credit should be given to Boyd, 

however, for explicitly incorporating international trade aspects into 

his analysis. Boyd adopted es timate.s of demand based on the econometric 

mod~l by Robinson (37) for the United States, but supply was assumed to 

be predetermined. Boyd used reactive programming to solve the spatial 

distribution of lumber. Like Boyd's study, the focus of the present 

study is on international trade flows. 

5.2 Reactive ~amming 

Reactive programming is a special case of mathematical programming 

in its most generalized form. A mathematical programming problem 

involves choosing nonnegative values of a vector x so as to maximize or 

minimize an oojective function, f(xJ, subject to a vector of inequality 

constraints, g(x) > b, where o is a vector of paremeters.4 Nonlinear 

prograirming can be considered s.s a special case of m.athematical 

programming in which the obje~tive function f(x), is a polynomial of 

degree k > 2 and the conEl traints, g (x), are of degree j > l. 5 The case 

4. See Intriligator (23), p. 44. 

5. See Takayama (45), p. 56-60. 
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in whicn both the objective h:.n-::tion and the constraints are linear 

constitutes a linear programming proble:n. 

Tbe term "transportation problem" is used to refer to a special 

type of linear programming problem in which fixed supplies in each of M 

regions are allocated to meet fixed demands in N markets so as to 

minimize total transfer costs.6 Mathematically, the transportation 

problem can be expressed as 

Minimize T -= r.r.T .. Q .. 1. .. 1, ••• ,M 
1 J l.J l. J j .. l, ••• , N 

subject to r . Q .. < s. i .. l, ••• ,M 
J l.J 1 

t.Q .. < D. j = 1, ••• , N 
1 l.J J 

~j > 0 

where T .. = per uait transportation cost of shirping frco region 1 
l.J to region j 

Q .. = volume of shifments from region 1. to j 
l.J 

Si= total available su?ply in region 1 

D. = total fixed demand in region j. 
J 

The dual of the transportation problem above is theu7 

Maximize R: r.P.D. - t.C.S. JJJ l.1.1 

subject to P . - C. < T .. 
J l. ~J 
S.,D.>0 

l J 

for all i,j 

for all 1,J 

where P. = market price 1.n region j 
J 

C. a supply price.in region i. 
1 

6. King and Gu..n (27), p. 12. 
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Reactive progracming is simply an extension of the dual of the 

trans~~rtation problem. Whereas the P.' s and C. 1 s in the dual are 
J l. 

exogenous to the system of equations, they are endogenous to the system 

in reactive progral!lliling. They are now fu:ictions of quantity. There is 

a price-dependent demand f1..nction in each market. That is 

P. - F. (D.) 
J - J J 

Whf?re D. = z;. Q .. • 
J l. iJ 

There is also a price-dependent supply function in each producing 

region. That is 

C. _ G.(S.) i- i i 
where S. _ !;.Q .. 

1.- J iJ-

Notice that reactive programming now emerges as a nonlinear programming 

problem with a nonlinear objective f~ction 

RI = LF . (D . )D . - LG . ( s . ) s. 
J J J J i i i 1. 

with ~ set of linear and/or nonlinear constraints 

PJ. _ C. < T .. 
i iJ 

P. = F. (D.) 
J J J 

C . .,. G.(S.) 
1. 1. 1. 

,:.o .. = s. J ·iJ l. 

,:.Q .. = D. 
i l.J J 

Q .. > 0 
l.J 

7. The coefficient on S · is negative since the constraint 1.n the primal 
was set up as being tess than Si• 
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depending on the functional forms of F. and G J i• By substituting terms 

this nonlinear programming problem maybe rewritten as a revenue 

maximization problem with 

Maximize R' = t·F·(I:.Q .. )I.Q .. - I:.G.(t.Q .. )I:.Q .. J J l 1.J 1. 1.J 1. 1. J 1.J J 1.J 
subject to a contraint that limits the feasi~le set to a p~1.ce 

differential greater than the per unit transportation costs 

F.,J:.Q .) - G.(t.O .. ) > T .. J \ 1. 1.J 1. J ·1.J 1.J 
This set of equations can then be transformed into a Lagrangian function 

L .. I: .F . (I:. Q. • ) I:. Q. . - I: . G . Cl:. Q. . ) I:. Q. • J J l. 1.J 1. 1.J l. l. J l.J J l.J 
+ I:.!.(), .. (F.O:.Q .. ) - G.(I:.Q .. ) - T .. )) J l. l.J J 1. l.J 1. J 1.J l.J 

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for this no::i.linear progrc:r:n;ning problem are 

aL F • (I:. Q. • ) - G • (I:. Q. • ) + ). . • ( aF . - aG . ) 
- & J l. 1.J 1. J 1.J 1.J _..L. --=-.. 0 
aq.. , ~.. aQ·. l.J . ""<1. J l.J 

oL x Q.. (F.(I:.Q . . ) - G.(l:.Q . . ) + 
~ 1.J.. J 1. l.J l. J 1.J 
aQ •. l.J 

_,.. 
a>.ij 

aL 

F·Cl::.o .. ) - G.(l;.Q .. ) - T .. • 0 J 1. 'i.J l. J 1.J 1.J 

). .. ( aF . - aG . ) ) X Q. • 
1.J _..L. --=- l.J - 0 

aQ·. aQ .. l.J l.J 

-- x ). .. • (F.{1;.0 .. ) - G.(t.Q .. ) - T .. ) x ). .. • 0 1.J J l. 'i.J 1 J l.J l.J l.J a>. .. l.J 
This $et of conditions will be met at the optimal set of shipments. 

Although the Kuhn-Tucker conditions characterize a. solution they do not 

pr~vide a constructive method·for obtaining a solution. 8 The roles 

played by these conditions in the reactive algorithm will become clear 

8. lntt"iligator (23), p. 62. 
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when the algorithm is explained in more det~il. Many solution 

algorithms exist, and reactive programming is only one such algorithm. 

Tne mechanics of reactive programming, accompanied by a graphical 

&4alysis, occupies the remainder of ttis section. In their original 

paper, Tramel and Seale (jl) riemonstrated the procedure for a problem 

consisting of demand functions and fixed supplies. With the exception 

of the graphical analysis, the ensuing presentation is based on Tramel' s 

l5:LJ rebuttal to Taicayama and Judge's (46) criticiSI:1 and foyd I s (6) 

lucid explanation. Starting with the equilibrium (Kuhn-Tucker) 

conditions, the problem is that of initiating a path towards trie optimal 

solution. 

The optimal solution, however, must satisfy four restrictions 

before the solution can be interpreted meaningfully in econc.:iic terms. 

First of all, all shipments must be nonnegative, that is, all Q. ·'s must l.J 

be greater than or equal to zero. Secondly, to guarantee that no losses 

are made, the average revenues defin~d as 

R. . s F . 0:. Q .. ) - T .. 
1J J 1 l.J 1J for all i,j 

must also be nonneg3tive.~ These two restrictions are acutally the first 

t~o Kuhn-Tucker conditions presented earlier. The second Kuhn-Tuc~er 

concition condition holds true if L/Q .. , Q .. , or both are equal to 
l.J l.J 

zero. At the optimal solution marginal revenue lthe first Kehn-Tucker 

9. Sir.c~ supplies are assumed fixed, that is 
G.( .Q .. ) • 0 

l. J 1J 

it is, therefore, absent in the formula. 
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condition) equals zero. For positive shipnents tne product cf marginal 

revenue at the optimal solution and the snipnent is also equal to zero 

(:he second Ku·nn-Tucker) condition. However, this product may still i>e 

zero even if marginal revenue is not to zero but shipnents, the Qij's, 

will have to be zero such that the second condtition is satisfied. The 

third restriction requires that for any producing region i, all the 

Rij's for consuming regions for whicn shiinents are made are e~ual and 

at the same time greater than the Rij's for region's in which no 

shipnents are made. This restriction ensures that higher profits cannot 

be achieved through a reallocation of shipments. The thira restriction 

implicitly assumes the third and fourth Kuhn-Tucker conditio~s. At the 

optimal solution, market price exceeds the supply price oy exactly the 

unit transport costs as given by the third Kuhn-Tucker conditio~. 

is the 'shadow price' of cnanging the per unit net return. The 

). .. 
l.J 

interpretation of conditions three and four combine~ is analogotw to :he 

explmation of the. relationship between marginal revenue and shiixuents. 

Finally, the total shipnents from any producing region cannot exceed its 

fixed supply, that is 

I: .Q .• .-: s. J l.J 1. 

The computatio~al steps will not be presented here siuce they have been 

described elsewhere.10 

lO. See Tramel .a.no Seale !.51) pp. 1013-.1014 and Boyd (6), pp. 47-49. 
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In response to criticisms by Takayama and Judge (46), Tramel 

modified the originial algorit:rtn to allow for both demand and supply 

functions to be incorporated into the algorithm. The only major change 

made was in the calculation of the shipments, the Q· .'s. A much quicker 
l. J 

method of computation, Newton's method of approximation, was used to 

calculate the shipnents. '!'he following formula was used: 

(K)Q. = (k-lJQ .. -
l.J l.J 

R .. 
l.J 

(F l • ) J - G' i 

where k; number of iterations, 

F'. = 
J 

...... = b . 
l. 

the deriv!ltive of the pn.ce-dependent demand equation 
with respect to quanitity, and 

the derivative of tne price-dependent supply equation 
with respect to quantity. 

to adjust shipments from any producing region 1. to all consum1.ng regions 

j for positive average net revenue, that is Rij O. 

Tne simplicity of the reactive p~ogramm1.ng algorithm can be 

highlighted with reference to a graphic.al analysis of a one-product, 

two-region case. The problem is further simplified by assmn1.ng linear . 
demand and supply functions. l! 

It is easy to demonstrate graphically how the reactive programming 

algorithm proceeds to arrive at the epatial equilibrium solution. The 

algorithm proceeds by a trial-and-error process towards the equilibrium 

solut1.on. Initially ao arb1. trary set of regional production and 

11. Different fllllctional for:ns involved corresponding changeR in tne 
adjustment of the shipments. See K1.ng and Gunn (27), p. 34. 
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consunption is cnosen such that aggregate production, that is the sum of 

production in all producing re&ions, equals aggregate consumption, the 

S\E1 of cousumption in all consuming regions.l~ The origin of Region l 

has been shif teci vertically to the horizontal line TT by a vertical 

distance of OT (see Figure 5.1). Thus, the supply and demand curves of 

Region i nave beth been shifted by an equal vertical distance. In other 

words unit costs of shipping frcm Region l to 2 has been added on to 

both the demand and supply prices in Region l. Let OA and OA' be the 

initial (but arbitrary) production points for Region land 2, 

respectively. Aggregate production is, therefore, measured as the 

horizontal distance BC(= QA+ OA').13 Since aggregate production equals 

aggregate consumption in equilibrium, (the first restriction descrioed 

earlier in this section) aggregate cons~TJnption can be found by locating 

a horizontal diEtance measuring BC between the two demand curves. The 

hori2:ontal line E'G (a OE + OE I J meets this criterion, that is FG .. BC. 

However, to ensure that no losses are incurred the average net rev~nue, 

defined as demand price minus supply price minus the transport cost lor 

12. Production and consumption in each region either have to be provided 
or they may be solved usine the Equilibrium subroutine if linear 
fiIDctions are specified. See King and Gunn (27), pp. 15-li. 

13. This is another simplification in the graphical demonstration. The 
initial production and consumption al.1.ocations in both regions need 
not have been chosen to coincide at the same price; all th.at is 
required is that aggregate production equals aggregate consumption. 
However, if the initial allocation were not at the same price then 
this would have meant drawing too many lines on the same graph. 
Moreover, the number of iterations required to reach the spatial 
equilibrium would have increased; this al~o means increasing the 
nu:nber of lines on the graph. 
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the Rij's), must be nonnegative (the second restriction). For the 

initial selection the net average revenue ~s 

p2 - pl > 0 

since Pl is greater than p2 (see Figure 5.1). Therefore, Region l will 

not export to Region 2 since it is not profitable to do so. l~ Select 

another aroitrary set of regional prod\.1ction and consumption points such 

that the first restriction is met. Let production be OH and consunption 

be OK in Region land let OH' and OK' be production and consumption in 

Region 2. Aggregate production, IJ (= OH + OH'), equals aggregate 

consunption, I....~ t= OK+ OK'). This time average net revenue 

(P4 - P3) > 0 

is positive aince p4 is greater than p3. By construction the demand 

price for both regions is p4 and the supply price is p3. Hence 

production E:xceeds consumption by KR in Region 1. This a:nount will be 

shipped to Region 2. At the same ti.me consumption exceeds production by 

K'H' in Region 2. Part of Region 2's cons'!.llLption is imported from 

Region 1, thot is Y..H - K'H', while the remainder, OH', is supplied 

domestically. These results may be deduced from the equality between 

aggregate production and consumption, that is IJ n LM. 

Therefore, 

OH + OH I ... OK + OK I 

which implies 

14. The algorithm sets shiµnents to zero when net average revenue is 
negative. 
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KH = OH - OK ::: OK' - OH I = K' H'. 

Since producers in beth regions ac,;rue profits they will increase 

production. As it will bccomf: evident later, the :i::agnitude of the 

adjustment in the shippir.3 p=obram will v~ry much dep~nd on the relative 

magnituJes cf the slopes of the E.:pply end demnnd fu'1ctions ln each 

region. Reca.11 the chiJY.nent adjustment formda pi:e:sented e3rlier 

(k)q , C (k-l)q., 
lJ l.J 

where k ·- number 

R .. . , 
-.; 

~F' ... G'.} 
J l. 

of iterations, 

F'. :; the derivative of the price-dependent 
J with respect to quanitity, 

G' . .. the derivative of the pri~e-dependeut 
l. 

with respect to quaritity, aud 

R .. = F. - G. - T .. 
l.J J l. LJ 

demru.1e1 equation 

supply equation 

Rather than cluttering i:.p Figure 5.1 with more lines it 1.s reprc,duced, 

with only the relevant infCJru1ation n2~d;:;d to illustrate the adjustment 

ncchanism vis-a-vis the above formula, as Figure 5. 2.. T.hree 

cbservatioru, pertaining to the current p-coblem should be r,ointE::d out 

before proceeding any further. First, notice thzit the slope of the 

dema.11.d curve in Region l is less steep than th.lt :;f the dema..'"ld curve for 

Region 2. This mc!lns that for an equal chnnge in q.rnnLity dE.manded, the 

price change in Region 2 is more than that in Region l. Therefore, 

producers tend to ship to Re[;ion. l t11ore thsn to Region 2. Secondly, the 

supply curve in Region l ir. sJ.so less stee? thnn Rceion 2 1 s r,upply 

curve. Tnis incticates that producerc in R(~gion l need rel,,ti ·1ely 
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smaller price changes in order to supply more of the product. Finally, 

it is more profitable for producers in Region l to supply the domestic 

market since they do not have to incur transport costs in doing so. 

These observations suggests that Region l should initiste the adjustment 

program. 

Let AE be a unit change in quantity for Region l tsee Figure 5.~). 

A segment of Figure 5.2 is enlarged by two times and is reproduced as 

Figure 5.3 in order to clarify the following explanation. Consumers 

expect the market price to drop by AG if they were to increase purchases 

by AE. On the other hand, producers expect the price to climb by FC if 

they were to produce an equal amount JC(= AE) tsee Figure 5.3). 

Applying the formula given earlier we obtain Region l's new shipment as 

(2)Q = (i)Q . -
lJ. li 

p4 - p3 

F l 
l G' l. 

MA 

., OK - -AG FC 

AE JC 

OK+ ( 
MA Fc)x • AE since AEa:JC 

AG+ 

Since region one's new domestic shipment is in addition to its original 

ship.neut, FC is added on to AG such that FC • GQ. For a price 

differential of AG, producers would. supply an additional amount AE to 

the domestic market. Producers would, therefore, supply AR to the 
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domestic market since the price differentiai is MA.15 Thus, producers 

would ship 

(2)QlJ.., OK+ AR 

to the domestic market. Region cne's shipment to Region 2 can be 

obtained similarly; it is given by: 

p4 - p3 

----
F' 2 - G' 1 

MA 

., KH - - VU - FC 

UW - JC 

Region 011e's total supply is obtained by adding a horizontal distance of 

KH (= RU) has been added on to point R. The unit change in quantity 

(AE) is maintained throughout the present demonstration, that is A'C' = 

AE • JC • UW (see: Figure 5., l). The distance UV has been constructed 

sucn UV equals to A'Q'. The slope of region two's demand curve is given 

by -VU/UW (= - A'Q'/A'C'). The new shipment to Region 2 can therefore 

be rewritten as 

+( Mt\ \x 
\ VU + FC / 

uw 

15. Using the familiar result of similar triangles in geometry 
AQ .. !1A 
AE • AR 

Therefore, lMA/AQ) x AE • AR. 
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Add a vertical distance of FC (= VX) to UV. Hence, for a price 

differential of UX, producers in Region l would ship UW of the product. 

For a smaller price differential of YU (= MA), producers would only ship 

uz. The latter is obtained by constructing a line parallel to XW (a 

result of similar triangles 1.r1 plane geometrJ). Therefore, 

(2) Q.2 = KH + UZ. 
Re6ion onets total supply is therefore, 

.. 01< + AR + KR + UZ 

or the point Z, on the horizontal axis. The new dogestic shipment for 

Region 2, ( i)q2:l, can be obtained using the same analysis described 

above, that is 

(2)q .. (lJQ -2:l Z2 ~~~~ 
-A 1 Q1 F'E I 

p4 _ p3 

C'A' E'I' 

wbere F'k' = A'Q' 

the second term of the right-hand side of the above equation can be 

obtained by constructing a line parallel to lice R'I (see Figure 5.4). 16 

Therefore, the new shipment is 

(2)q 22 = OH' + IV' 

lb. A segment of Figure 5.2 has been enlarged by two times and 
reproduced as Figure 5.4. 

17. These adjustments are done by the subroutine RPCALC in current 
version of reactive programming. 
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Figure 5.4 

.. 
Deotermining the Magnitudes for Region 2 in the First Iteration 
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which is also equal to Region Two's total supply. 17 Aggregate supply 

and demand have both increasea in magnitude. Aggregate supply is now 

Sl + S2 z OK+ KH +AR+ UZ + OH' + IV'. 

Moreover, market and supply prices are no longer at the initial level. 

Supply price is at pS while demand price is at p6 in Region l. At the 

same time, supply price is at p7 and market price at p8 in Region 2. 

Since market prices in ooth regions are lower than Region l's supply 

price producers in this region will decrease their shipments to both 

regions. Producers in Region 2, on the other hand, wili increase their 

domestic shipments. New supply and market prices in each region will oe 

established as a result of the readjustments. These readjustments will 

persist, as long as producers fincl it profitable to do so. When profits 

can no longer be made by readjustment of shipments, all regional supply 

and market prices becone a singleton. At this unique price, pe (see 

Figure 5.1), aggregate supply and demand are equal (RS= WX), and also 

Region l's exports equals Region 2's imports (XS= WR.). 

The adjustment procedure for the two-region case presented above 

becomes slightly more complicated when generalizing to the case with 

more than two supply and demand regions. Since a region may_have 

several shipping routes, the decision as to whether to increase or 

decrease shipment to a particular route is no longer simply based on tne 

net return to that route, but rather is based on a comparison between 

the net return to that route in relation to the weignted average net 
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return, defined as 

EjRiJQij i .. 1, •.• ,M 
R. = 

l. 
EjQij j = l, ••• , N 

The deviation of net return from this weighted average net return 

D .. = R . . _ Ri. 
determirles t~J required adjustment to be made. The adjustment formula 

defined earlier is modified to 

(k)Q .. = 
l. J 

(it-l)Q .. 
l. J 

D .. 
l. J 

F'. - G'. J l. 

where D .. has been substituted for R ..• The net return to all consu:ning 
l.J l.J 

regions is calculated for each producing region. Considering only one 

producing region at a time, adjustments are made where positive net 

returns are obtained using the above formula. When the adjustments for 

the first producing region are completed, the new market prices in each 

consuming region are computed from the given demand equations since 

these prices would change because shipments nave been adjusted. These 

market prices will be used to compute the net returns for the :iext 

produc1.ng region.18 These computations are repeated witil the last 

producing region has also been considered. The iteration continues 

unt1.l the shipments from the last iteration is no different from the 

current set of shipnents program. 

18. See King and Gunn (27), pp. 19-25, for the steps involved in these 
calculations. 
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Before concluding this section, several capabilities of the 

reactive programming algorithm to handle modification's of the basic 

single product spatial equilibriu;n problem will be mentioned. First of 

all, the current version of the algorithm can handle not only linear but 

also log-linear and semilogarithmic demand and supply functions. This 

only involves a slight modification to the adjustment formula.l~ ln 

fact, the assumption of perfect competition may be relaxed as long as 

the corresponding supply and demand equations are properly specified. 

Secondly, the algorithm is capable of handling two products 

simultaneously. Hence, twice the number of supply and dema.~d regions in 

the single product case is obtained for the two product case. Finally, 

the algorithm is also capable of handling multi-period problems; tne 

number of time periods is not restricted to two, however. The transfe~ 

cost matrix is slightly modified, containing several submatrices; large 

transfer costs are entered in order to block shiJXI1ents from later time 

periods oack to earlier ones. 

l~. See King and Gunn (l7),' p. 34. 



CHAPTER VI 

HISTORI~~L SIMULATICN OF TRADE FLOWS 

Introduction 

The supply and demand equations used as inputs into the reactive 

program are reported in the first section. The problems peculiar co the 

computations in reactive programming are also discussed in this section. 

Tne determination of supply and demand points, the distances between 

supply and demand points, and the correspondine transportation costs are 

discussed in tne second section. In section three, the results of the 

historial simulation are discussed. This section is divided into three 

subsections in which the results of of each of the three products are 

discussed. These results are then compared to the &ctual trade flows. 

Finally, a suramary of the chapter is presented in section four. 

b. l Supply and Demand Equations Used in the Reactive Progrrning 
Algorithm 

Supply and demand functions estimated for each product 61ld each 

region have already been reported in the previous chapter. These 

equations were quantity-dependent with, generally, several independent 

variables. The reactive programming algorittin, however, recognizes only 
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price-dependent functions and only the coefficients on quantity and 

intercepts need to be provided. Hence, explanatory variables other than 

the quantity have to be collapsed into the intercept term. The 

conversion of the quantity-dependent equations into the form specified 

by the algorithm may be generalized in the following manner. The 

quantity-dependent function 

where Q = total apparent consumption on total production. t 

x 1t = price of the product 

x 2t' x 3t = other explanatory variaoles, 

with a 1, a 2 , a 3 taking the appropriate sign for either a demand or a 

supply function. The function is transformed so that only an intercept 

term end the price coefficient are present. This is done by multiplying 

the value for x 2t and x 3t by a 2 and a 3, respectively. The su:n of these 

products is then aded to the intercept term, a 0 , resulting in the 

foliowing equation 

Qt • a 1 0 + a 1 X lt 

where 8 0 .. a O + a 2 X ~t + a 3 X 3t 

X~t = value for x2t 

x3t • value for x::St 

This equation is then inverted to obtain the price-dependent function 
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Before presenting the equations used in the algorithm, a problem 

that arose in the estimation stage must be mentioned. Recall from the 

previous cnapter that several demand equations were not specified for 

some products and regions. Specifically, demands for newsprint for the 

Nordic colllltries and Canada, demand for printing paper for Japan, and 

demand for paperboard for the Nordic countries, were assumed to be 

fixed. The reactive programming algorithm, however, cannot handle fixed 

demand quantities.l This is because the algorithm will not consider 

routes that yield negative net returns (since the market price is zero). 

This is only logical since producers will incur losses, instead of 

profits, by shipping to routes with negative returns. This shortcoming 

can be overcome by specifying excess supply functions for the products 

and regions where demand quantities are assumed fixed. Consequently, 

the total number of demand regions for each product will be reduced by 

the number of regions where demand quantities need to be assumed fixed; 

namely, newsprint consists of four demand regions, and printing papet· 

and paperboard consists of five regions. 

The excess supply fllllctions may be specified in two alternative 

ways. Ideally, an excess supply function should be estimated. For a 

demand equation of the form 

where D • total apparent consumption 1n year t. t 

P • price in year t t 

1. See King and Gunn (Z7), p.]O. 
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Yt -= income in year t 

al' a 2 0 

and a supply equation of the form 

where St= total production in year t 

Zt -= price of input in year t 

the excess supply function will be 

ESt = c0 + c1Pt - o2zt - a2Yt 

where ES -= S - D t t . t 

CO .. bO - aO 

cl .. bl - al 

c.1 o 
with the slope of the excess supply function being steeper than the 

supply function and the coefficient of income being negative. Excess 

supply functions for the products and regions alluded to earlier were 

estimated with disappointing results. This method was, therefore, 

abandoned. Instead, the alternative was used, in which the estimated 

supply function and a fixed demand is used to obtain the excess supply 

function. Suppose the esimated supply equation is 

st .. do + dlPt - d2Zt 

where the variaoles are as defined earlier and demand is fixed at D0 

' 
then the excess supply function becomes 
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Note that in the present situation tne price coefficient of the excess 

supply function is exactly that of the supply function. This excess 

supply function has to be transformed so that an intercept term and the 

price coefficient are the only parameters in the equation, that is 

5tl • eO + dlPt 

where e0 = d0 - Do - d2Zt 

Zt .. the sample mean of Zt 

upon inversion, this equation becomes 

P • lle + S) 
t dl\ 0 t 

Thus, in the price-dependent form, assuming demand quantities fixed 

simply shifts the supply curve vertically upwards along the price axis. 

Four excess supply functions were specified using this approach. These 

functions were for newsprint for the Hordic countries and British 

Colu:nbia, printing_paper for Japan, and paperboard for the Nordic 

countries. 

Demand quantities were not the only ones that were assumed fixed, 

supply quantities for newsprint for Ontario and the European Economic 

Camnunity, printing paper for British Col\mlbia, and paperboard or U.S. 

North and U.S. West were also assumed fixed. The reactive programming 

algorithm handles fixed supply quantities by equating supply prices to 

zeroes. This does not jeopardize the adjustment mechanism since 

positive net returns are still possible. 
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6.2 Regional Location ana Transfer Costs 

In this section the selection of the supply and demand points for 

all regions for each of the product group is discussed. Tne derivation 

of transportation costs between all routes for eacn product group is 

also discussed in this section. In addition, tariffs are also 

incorporated into the analysis. 

Paper products, like many other products, are transported among 

trading nations via ocean freight. As such, the locations of the supply 

and demand point is restricted to major ports. Since data on railway 

freignt rates for most countries, other than the United States, are not 

readiiy available, the destination (demand) and supply points w~re 

assumed to t>e located at the same point except for the United States and 

Canada. 2 Trade flows within the United States were assumed to be 

shipped via railway since data for rail~ay freight rates were available. 

The locations of the supply and destination points for each product 

group are summarized in Table 6.1. Yokoha:n.a was chosen to be both the 

supply and demand point for Japan, Hamburg was chosen for the European 

Economic Canmunity, Stockholm for the Nordic countries for all three 

product groups. Stockholm represents an excess supply point for the 

Nordic countries for both newsprint and paperboard. New York was 

selected to represent the demand point for the United States East and 

i. lf railway freight rates had been available it would not have been 
necessary to locate not only supply points but also destination 
points at the major ports because it would have been possible to 
measure the economic distance (trsnsport costs) between the points. 
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Table 6,! 

Location of Supply ana Demana Points, oy Product Group 

Product 

Newsprint 

Printing 
Papdr 

Supply 

Yokohama lJapanJ 
StocKholm (Nordic) 
Vancouver (British ColumDia) 
.fton:real (Ontar1.0J 
New York (U.S. North) 
New Orleans (U.S. South) 
Portland (U.S. West) 

Yokohama lJapanJ 
Hamburg lEECJ 
Stockholm (Nordic) 
Montreal (Ontario) 
New York lU,S, Northeast) 
Chica 6o lU,S. North Central) 
New Orleans (U, S, South) 

YoKonama {Japan) 
Hami>urg U::.t:CJ 
Stocitholm lNordic) 
Montreal lCanacaJ 
New York lU,S. North) 
New Orleans lU,S. South) 
Portalnd (U.S. West) 

Demand 

Yokohoma (Japan) 
Hamburg {EEC) 
New York (U , S, Eas t) 
Los Angeles (U,S, West) 

Ham bur 6 (EEC) 
Stockholm {Nordic) 
New YorK {U.S. east) 
Los Angeles (U.S. West) 

Yokohama (Japan) 
Hamourg (E.EC) 
New York (U,S, iast) 
Los Angeles (U.S. West) 
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Los Angeles as the demand point representing the United States West for 

all three product groups. Montreal represents the demand point for 

Canada for newsprint, and an excess supply point for Ontario for 

printing paper and paperboard. For newsprint and paperboard, New York, 

New Orleans, and Portland represents the supply points for U.S. North, 

U.S. South, and U.S. West, respectively; for printing paper, New York 

represents U.S. Northeast Region, and Chicago represents U.S. North 

Central Region and the U.S. South is represented by New Orleans. 

Data on distances between all routes were obtained from Distances 

Between Ports ~11) publishea by the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency. The 

distances are measured in nautical miles (see Table 6.~J. The shortest 

possiole route between any two points was chosen. The route distances 

include inl~d U.S. waterway distances. Thus, international routes from 

and to Chicago were routed through Montreal. 

No attempt was made in this study to specify or estimate transport 

cost functions. Instead, the ocean freight cost functions from the 

study of Wisdom (56) were used to compute the ocean freight rates. 

Concerned about the paucity of studies on transportation costs, 

especially in forestry studies, Wisdom developed three conceptual 

models. A justification often proferred for the scarcity of 

transportation cost studies is that transportation costs reflect 

unalterable geographic factors. However, Wisdom cited the work of 

Binkley and Harrar (5) who pointed out that policies directed at 

improving shipping technology, port facilities, and government subsidies 



Table 6.2 

Distances between Selected Ports 
(Nautical Miles) 

To New York Chicago Portland Montreal Vancouver Stockholm Hamburg Yokohama 
From 

New Orleans 1708 4069 5302 2391 5465 5613 5100 9115 

New York 2538 5887 1460 6050 4187 3674 9700 

Chicago 8151 1078 8314 4787 4274 11964 

Portland 7073 371 9487 8974 4323 I-' 
w 

Montreal 7236 3709 3196 10886 N 

Vanc,~uver 9650 9137 4262 

Stockholm 594 13300 

Hamburg 12787 

Source: Distances Between Ports, 1976, Pub. 151, U.S'. Defense Mapping Agency 
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aimed at improving exports all can influence the comparative advantage 

held by countries through geographic differences. 

Wisdom (5tiJ suggested two factors - unit value of the commodity, 

and stowage factor as the key variables affecting freight rates for 

different commodities on a given route.3 He specified three models. For 

different commodities on the same route Wisdom specified: 

(i) Fr. . • f (UV . , S . , Q . . ) iJ i i iJ 
where FR,. is the freight rate of commodity~ on route j in 

iJ dollars per metric ton 

UV. is the unit value of commodity i in dollars per metric 
1 ton 

S. is the stowage factor for commodity 1 in cubic feet per 
1 metric ton 

Q .. is the quantity of commodity i shipped on route j, in 
1J thousand metric tons; 

For the same commodity on different routes Wisdom specified: 

(ii) FR .. • f(DI., TV., Q . . ) 1J J J 1J 
where FR-. and Q •• are defined as before 1J 1J 

DI. is the distance of route j in nautical miles, and 
J 

TV, 1s the total volume of goods shipped on route j, in 
J thousand metric tons 

and a linear combination of (i) and (ii); 

Ciii) FR, • • £(UV., S., DI., TV., Q .• ) 1J 1 1 1 J 1J 
where the variables have been defined previously. 

3. The stowage factor is defined as the number of cubic feet per ton 
occupied oy a commodity in a ship's hold. 
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Using 1980 data on ocean freight rates obtained from the Federal 

Maritime Canmission snd route distances from the Defense Mapping Agency 

publication, Wisdom reported equations by product and by route. 

Not all of Wisdom's estimated equations are reported in this study. 

Only those equations that are used to compute the ocean freight costs 

for each product group are reported. Wisdom ootained the fol.J.owing 

equation 

FR a -3~.7~2 + 0.02 DI+ 0.041 UV - l.!J3 lV 
(17.lJ.J l7.23) (l.99) 

where R2 .. O. !:H 

n (sample size)• 91, and 

t-statistics are given in parenthesis. 

for all paper products on a route £ran the United States to Europe. 

This equation was used 1.n this study to obtain the ocean freight costs 

for all routes used for newsprint. The equation was reduced to be 

dependent only on distance by evaluating unit value and total volune et 

the sample mean of US $1182 and ~,490 metric tons, respectively, and 

collapsing the sum in the intercept term yielding 

. FR"" -0.9092 + 0.02 DI 

as the cost function for newsprint on all routes. Wisdom estimated the 

following equation for printing and writing paper on a route from the 

United States to Europe: 

FR a 33.53 + 0.021 DI - 2.352 lV 
(15.72) (3.~7) 

where R2 .,. O. 86 

n (sample size) .. 30, and 
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t-statistics are in parenthesis. 

Evaluating this equation at the mean of total volume \•9,o!:10 metric 

tons), the following cost function was adopted for printing paper on all 

routes: 

FR• 10. 73!:ll + O. 021 DI 

Wisdom's cost function for linerboard from the United States to Europe 

was used as the cost function for paperboard for all routes in this 

study. The cost function is as follows 

FR IC 8.005 + 0.012 DI 
( 8. 34) 

where R2 IC o. 78 

n lsample size)• 38, and 

t-statistics are parenthesis. 

Ocean freight rates for 19~0 for the three product groups on the 

different routes were obtained by substituting the distances in the 

corresponding equations (see Tables 6.3, 6.4, ti.5). 

For the purpose of historical simulation, the calculat~d ocean 

freight costs were linked to a common world freight index, with a oase 

year of l!:106, publiohed by the Norwegian Shipping News l35). However, 

the earliest data available for the index was for 1970; thus limiting 

the historical simulation to a period of 1970 to 1978. The index is 

based on trip charters for dry cargo. 

Interregional trade within the United States is mainly transported 

by rail. Railway freight rates were obtained from tne Agricultural 

Stabilization and Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agricultur.e. 
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'Iable 6.3 

Ocean Freight Rates for Newsprint, 1980 
(Dollars per metric ton) 

Japan EEC U .s. East 

0 254. 83 193. 0~ 

265. 09 10. 97 82.83 

84. )3 UH.83 120.09 

216. 81 63.01 216. 81 

193. 09 72.57 o.oo 

181.39 101. 09 33.25 

ij5. 5 7 178.57 97. 71 

U.S. West 

85.57 

94. 83 

6. 51 

140.55 

97. 71 

86. 01 

o.oo 
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Table b,4 

Ocean Freignt Rates for Printing Paper, i%0 
(Dollars pt!r metric ton) 

To EiC Nordic Canada u. s. East u. s. West 
Frooi 

Japan 27'1 .. 0 2 ~o. 04 2]'1,35 2i4,44 101. j-. 

EEC o.oo 2J,2l 100.49 87.8~ l ~:i.i., 

Nordic 2J.2J. o.oo ti!s. bJ 9/j,o7 20~. -JI 

Canada 77, So di!.o3 o.uu 4!,40 L5'1. '"7 

u. s. Northeast i!7.d~ ':t!l,b7 4L4\J o.ou li.4. L'J 

u. s. f;ortn Central !00.4~ lu • ..:7 JJ.JI:! b4,U4 i O 7. :.,9 

u. s. South 1.,.~ !Li!.61 73, jj 4b. bl lOL.0! 
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Table 6.5 

Ocean Freignt Rates for Paperboard, 1981 
(Dollars per metric ten) 

Japan EEC Canada u .s. East 

o.oo 161.45 138. 64 124.41 

lb.l. 45 o.oo 46.36 52.09 

167. 61 15.D 52.51 58.25 

138. 6'+ 46.36 o.oo 25.53 

124.41 52.09 25. 53 o.oo 

117.39 69.21 43. 90 28.50 

59.89 115. 69 92. 88 67.18 

U.S. West 

59.B~ 

l.1.5. 69 

121.bS 

92.88 

67.18 

60.16 

o.oo 
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These rates are set by zones and are not a function of distance. The 

original data were given in terms of dollars per hundred pounds. The 

rates were multiplied by a factor of ll.0462 to yield rates expressed 1n 

dollars per metric ton. The original data were effective since 

Septemoer l~~l and were assumed to grow at an annual rate of 4.7 

percent. The rates for paper and fiDerboard for 19~1 are presented in 

Table 6.6. Data since 1970 were computed by dividing the 1981 data by 

(l.047)n, where n is the number of years before 1981. The freight rate 

for paper was employed as the rate for newsprint and printing paper and 

the rate for fiberboard was used as the rate for paperboard. 

Inasmuch as transportation costs influence what products are 

traded, which nations trade, 3nd the direction of trade, it is only one 

of many forms of a trade barrier which gives nations a trading 

comparative advantage over other nations. Nations form tariffs and 

nontariff barriers either to buffer domestic producers from foreign 

competition or to strengthen local producers' competitive edge over 

other exporters.4 Many form3 of tariffs and non-tariff barriers exist 

but the following discussion is limited to ad valorem taxes since this 

is the type of tariff used by trading nations for paper products. 

Printing paper and paperboard are taxed on an ad valorem basis, as a 

percent of total value, by the nations/regions analysed in the present 

study. These rates vary from as low as 2 percent to as high as 15 

percent of the total value of imports (see Table 6.7). Newsprint is 

4. The reasons why nation form trade barriers and the effectiveness of 
each type of barrier can be found elsewhere. See Corden(9), 
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Table 6.o 

Railway Freight Rates for U.S. Regions, 
for Paper and Fiber Board, 1981 

(Dollars per metric ton) 

u. s. East u .s. 
Paper Fiber Paper 

Board 

U. S North East 39. 02 26.23 243.61 

u. s. North Central 74.52 54.67 204.05 

u. s. South l6b.Ol 56.00 167 • .il 

U.S. West 222.01 123.02 49.36 

West 

Fiber 
Board 

lO!J.35 

85.32 

o~.89 

4!,. 60 
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Table 6. 7 

Ad Valorcm 'Iax Rate for Printing Paper and 
and Paperboard, by Regions, prior to 19S2 

(percent) 

Japan Canada USA 
EEC 

EFTA Non-EFT A 

Printing Paper 8.00 13. 75 2.0 4.875 9. 75 

Paperboard 12.00 15.00 5.5 7.510 10.00 

Source: Seajo and Redcliffe (4l). 

Ch.acholiades (8), and Kreinin (28). 
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exempt from any tax. 

Ad valorem taxes are incorporated into the analysis since these 

rates were in effect during the sample period. Trade flows for the 

period 1970 co 1978 were simulated so that they may be compared to the 

actual trade flow. This historical simulation is done as a means of 

validating the specified model. Although the simulated trade flows are 

not expected to duplicate the values from the actual flows, 

incorporating all relevant information, including ad valorem taxes, will 

bring the simulated flows closer to the actual flo~s. Following the 

Tokyo Round of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations the present rate of 

taxes will change effective January l, 1982. Since projections of trade 

flows will be made up to the year 2030 this change in the rates ~ll 

have to be recognised in order that th~ projections be gore realistic. 

Althougn the incorporation of tariffs into spatial.equilibrium 

models has been done in numerous studies, these studies have not 

elaborated on the procedure other than to mention that either the rates 

are added to transportation costs or that supply and demand curves have 

to be shifted. Thus, before presenting the results of the historical 

simulation in the next section the procedure for incorporating taxes 

into the reactive programming wili occupy the remainder of this section. 

The earliest suggestion that taxes may be incorporated into the 

reactive programming algorithm was made by Seale and Tramel (41). They 

did not specifically addressed the problem of tariffs, but discussed 

that of premiums and discounts. 
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" ••••• If the premiums or discounts are absolute amounts, 
the demand functions become P =a+ oQ + C where C is the 
premium or discount for individual supply points. If the 
premiums and discounts are on a percentage basis, the 
demand function becomes P =(a+ bQ)\C) where C isl plus 
the premiµm or l minus the discount for individual supply 
points.".) 

.Later Bawden (4) suggested ways of incorporating various forms of 

tariffs into international trade models. 6 

Basically, there are two ways of incorporating tariffs into a 

spatial equilibrium analysis. When tariffs are fixed, in the man~er of 

a discount or a premium, they simply can be added to transportation 

costs. However, when tariffs are calculated as a percentage of total 

value, price, or quantity, the demand and supply curves have to be 

shifted. It will be shown that the two methods are equivalent under a 

certain condition -- regions/countries are small enough such that they 

are unable to affect prices. In other words, the market is perfectly 

competitive; hence, all regions are price takers. The equivalence of 

the two methods is best demonstrated by a partial equilibrium graphical 

and mathematical presentation. 

Consider the case of a net importing region. Let Sand D represent 

the supply and demand curves, respectively, of this region (see Figure 

6.1). M represents the supply of imports to this region. Since the 

market is perfectly competitive, the region can import all it can afford 

at a constant world price of P • Suppose this country/region decides to w 

5. Scale and Tramel (41), p.55 

6. Bawden (4), pp. 865-868. 
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levy, for one reason or another, an ad valorem tax oft percent of the 

total value of imports. Total tax collected at the customs gate is 

t A• PW X Q X ~ 
100 

where A is the total ad valorem tax 

Pw is the world price 

tis the ad valorem tax rate, in percent, and 

Q is the quantity of imports 

In order to show the effect of the tax levied in the graph, taxes have 

to be expressed in per unit measure. The per unit ad valorem tax may be 

obtained easily oy dividing A by Q resulting in 

A t 
a • 

Q 
Pw x 

100 
- . 

Notice that a is invariant with respect to quantity. Therefore, in the 

P-Q space, the per_unit tax rate, a, can be represented as a vertical 

distance. Effectively, the imposition of the tax raises the import 

supply curve, M, to M' by a vertical distanc2 of a. 

There are several points to note when taxes are in effect. 

Danestic prices, Pd are no longer equal to the world price, Pw· 

Instead, domestic consumers pay a price 

P' .,. P + t d w 
and have reduced their purchase of the product from OF to OJ. 

Meanwhile, local producers have increased their supply to the local 

market from OE to OI. Imports, therefore, have been reduced from EF to 
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IJ, while leaving world price unaffected although domestic prices have 

increased. 

One means of incorporating ad valorem taxes into the analysis is oy 

adding the per unit tax to transport costs. Note that this method is 

only valid when tne supply curve of imports, M, is perfectly elastic. 

For if M were sloping upwards, then a per unit ad valorem tax would not 

be independent of quantity. In either case, the spatial equilibriun 

price (world price) has to be known before the per unit tax can be added 

to transportation costs. In the context of reactive programming this 

approach may prove to be too cumbersane. 

Initially, the problem has to be solved without tariffs. Then, the 

world price has to be solved. This involves summing the regional de~and 

and supply fu...ctions over price such that aggregate supply equals 

aggregate deruand. Since the reactive program solution provides the 

quantity of aggregate demand and supply, tne world price can be 

calculated by substituting the quantity of aggregate demand into the 

aggregate demand function. Tariffs for each region are obtained by 

multiplying the ad valorem tax rate of that region by the world price. 

The results can then be added to transportation costs. 

A simpler method c&n be employed by shifting the regional supply 

and demand curves proportionately (by a factor equal to the ad valorem 

tax rate). From the previous analysis it was found that an imposition 

of an ad valorem tax effectively reduces imports. For the time being it 

is asserted that the demand and supply curves shift from D to D' and S 
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to S', respectively. This is done by multiplying both curves by the 

reciprocal of (1 + a/100). The new supply curve intersects Mat G and 

the new demand curve intersects Mat ll which implies that imports equal 

GH which equals IJ. A mathematical analysis is invoked to prove the 

assertion made earlier. The analysis will be made using a simple 

example. Let the demand function i:>e 

PC 800 - 4Q 

and the supply function 

PC 20 +·Qo 

Solving for the quantity 

800 - 4Q = 20 + Q 

i.e. Q = 780/5 = 156. 

At this quantity price is 170. Suppose an ad valorem tax of 10 percent 

is imposed by the importing region. Therefore, the new demand curve is 

given by 

P' • 0.91 (800 - 4Q) 

= 727.27 - 3.64Q 

and the new supply curve by 

P' = 0.91 (20 + Q) 

r. 18.18 + 0.91 

oy equating the demand and supply equations, that is 

727.27 - 3.64 Q • lB.18 + 0.91 

or 

Q • (7i7.l7 - lB.18)/4.5) • l5b 
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Therefore, 

P' = lbO. 

Notice  that  the  equilibrium  quantity is identical  under  the  original  and 

the  new  set  of  supply  and demand conditions  and  that  the  new  equilibrium 

price is  exactly 0.91 of  the  original  equilibrium  price. 

To prove  the  assertion  that  the  supply and demand  curves  shift in 

proportion  to  the  ad  valorem  tax,  the  same  set  of  supply  and demand 

equations  will  be  reused.  Suppose  world  price  is  at  100.  At  this  price 

producers will supply 100 = 20 + Q or Q = 80  units  of  the  product.  At 

the  same  time,  consumers  will  purchase 100 = 800  - 4 Q or Q = 700/4 = 

175  units  of  the  product. This means  that  175  - 80 = 95  will  be 

imported.  When an ad  valorem  tax  of 10 percent  is  levied  domestic  price 

is  no  longer  equal  to  world  price;  domestic  price  will  increase  to  110. 

At  this  higher  price  producers  increase  their  supply  to l!O = 20 + Q or 

Q = 90 while  consumers  decrease  their  purchases  to 110 = 800  - 4Q  or Q = 

172.5. This means  that  imports  will  have  decreased  to  172.5  - ~O = 

82.5. The s.sme set  of  values ~~11 be  obtained  when  the  shifted  curves 

are evaluated at the  original  world  price. The quantity  supplied  is 

~~ ~ 

100 = l~.18 + 0.9! Q 

or Q = 90 

and  the  quantity demanded by 

100 • 727.27  -3.64 Q 

or Q • 172.5 7 
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Therefore, shifting the supply ana demand curves vertically downwards 

proportionately oy the reciprocal of one plus the ad valorem tax rate is 

equivalent to adding the ad valorem tax rate to the world price. 

The second method is adopted in this study since it is less 

cumbersome than the first. Moreover, the second method does not require 

prior knowledge of the spatial equilibrium price. For each region the 

supply and demand equation is shifted down by the reciprocal of (l + 

a./100) where a. is the ad valorem tax rate levied by region i. 
i i 

6.J Historical Simulation 

The results of the historical simulation for the period 1~70 to 

197d are presented in three suhsections. The results for newsprint are 

presented in the first subsection; the results for printing paper are 

presented in the second subsection; and finally, the results for 

paperboard is presented in the third section. Historical simulation 

could not be carried out for the period prior to 1970 because data was 

not available for indexing ocean freight rates. Results frcm the 

historical simulation are compared to the actual data for 1970-1978. 

Simulated trade flows for printing papers, however, could not be 

compared to actual data since these flows are not reported. Simulated 

intraregional flows within the United States also cannot he compared to 

the actual as the data does not exist. 

7. The answer may differ only because of rounding error. 
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6.3.! Newsprint 

Since newsprint is not levied any tariff at all, the supply and 

demand functions were not adjusted. The market for newsprint consist ot 

seven producing regions and four consuming regions. The United States 

is divided into three and Canada into two producing regions lrefer to 

Table j.~). The Nordic countries is an excess supply region. The 

supply for Ontario is fixed in quantity. The supply and demand curves 

are shifted through time via the changes in the values of the 

explanatory variables, other than price, in the supply and demand 

functions. These values are combined as a single shifter in the 

equations used in the reactive programming. The equilibrium regional 

prices, production, consumption, and trade flcrJs are presented in 

Appendix Bas Table B.l. Note that quantities and dollar values are 

expressed in thousa..,ds. 

Over the period 1970 through 197~ the simulation predicted 

increased in total production for the seven producing regions (also 

equal to total consumption), average costs, and average market prices. 

Total production increased at an annual rate of 2.7 percent, average 

costs at 7.3 percent, and average market prices at 6.b percent where 

average costs are calculated by dividing the sum of revenues of all tne 

producing regions by total production and average market prices are 

calculated by dividing the su:n of costs in all consuming regions by 

total,consumption. 
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Througnout the simulation period Japan was self sufficient in 

newsprint consumption; it even mar.aged to export a small amount to the 

western part of tne United States maritet with the except for 1~70. 

Actual data reveale~ no shipments coming in from Japan. Contrary to 

actual data, the simulation predicted the European Economic Community as 

the largest consumer of newsprint when actual data shows the United 

States as the largest consumer. Meanwhile, Ontario is simulated as the 

largest exporter of newsprint to the European Economic Cooununity when in 

fact the Nordic countries is the largest exporter to the Camnoo Ma!'ket. 

The simulation also tended to ove!'est1mate the exports of the Nordic 

countries and Ontario while underestimating the exports from the 

Canadian producing regions to the United States. When in reality the 

U.S. producing regions ship only small quantities to the European 

Economic Canmuoi ty, the simulation showed no shipments frooi the U.S. 

South and U.S. West and all of the U.S. North's production being shipped 

to the EEC. While the western producing region supply the western 

mm.·ket the southern region supplies the eastern market of the United 

States market for newsprint. 

For five of the seven producing regions further shipments (mainly 

to the EEC) were not possible because of capacity limitations. Actual 

production was used as the measure of capacity so that the admissible 

solution set would not be too unrealistic. All five producing regions 

are on the North American continent. Had capacity been left unbounded 

the EEC probably would have imported more from the U.S. North and 

Ontario since these were the most profitable routes. 
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6.3.2 Printing Paper 

The supply and demand functions of the producing and consuming 

regions for printing paper were adjusted to take account of the tariffs. 

Five consuning and seven producing regions are considered and Japan is 

considered an excess supply area. The five consuming regions are the 

European Economic Ca:imunity, the Nordic countries, Canada, U.S. East, 

and U.S. West, The producing regions are Japan, the European Economic 

Ccxnmunity, the Nordic countries, Ontario, U.S. Northeast, U.S. North 

Central, and U.S. South. The equilibrium regional production, 

consUC1ption, prices, and trade flows for each year are presented in 

Table B.2. in Appendix B. Trade flows obtained from the historical 

simulation, however, cannot be compared to the actual flows since data 

is not published for this product group. 

Simulation showed total production (and consumption) to rise at 

annual average rate of 3. 3 percent, average cos ts to rise 18. 6 percent, 

and average market prices to rise by 15.6 percent. Annual production 

declined, however, for 1974 through 1970; average costs declined in 

1970; and average market prices declined in 1977. 

Although simulated trade flows cannot be compared to the actual 

flows, regional prices, production and consumption can be compared. The 

simulation tended to slightly overestimate the production and 

consUJ1ption of printing paper in the European Economic Canmunity and the 

Nordic countries. Canada's production is also slightly overestimated 

while Canada's consumption is severly underestimated. While the actual 
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data show Canada aosoroing most of its production, the simulation shows 

all of Canada's production being shipped to both the U.S. East and U.S. 

West markets. All of the producing regions except Japan and U.S. South 

ship to the U.S. East market. By .1973 even the U.S. South was shipping 

to this market. The simulation indicated that Ontario, U.S. North 

Central, and the U.S. South as the major suppliers to the United States 

western market. 

6. 3. 3 Paperboard 

The market for paperboard products consists of five consuming and 

seven producing regions. The consuming regions are Japan, the EEC, 

Canada, U.S. East, and U.S. West while the producing regions are Japan, 

the European Economic Canmunity, the Nordic countries, Canada, U.S. 

North, U.S. South, ana U.S. West. The demand and supply functions were 

adjusted to account for the tariffs imposed by the consuming regions. 

During the simulation period, total production averaged an annual 

increase of 2.5 percent although in 1974 and 197~ production declined 

instead of rising. Simulation showed average costs to have wide 

fluctuations during the period so much so that average annual increase 

for the period wes very high, at a rate of 93.5 percent. A similar 

fluctuation resulted for average market prices; an annual rate of 58.2 

percent was predicted. 

The results of the historical simulation for paperboard can be 

compared to the actual data since trade flows data for this product 

group is published in the Yearbook of Fore~ Products. A comparison 
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between the actual and simulated data is presented in Table B.3 in 

Appendix B. Although the simulation picked up the general direction of 

the trade flows it tended to either overestimate or underestimate the 

size of the flows. However, the simulation predicted the shipnents from 

the Noridc countries to the European Economic Ccmmuni ty quite closely. 

The simulation also tended to underestimate all of the regional costs 

and market prices. Japan's production was slightly overestimated by the 

simulation while consunption is underestimated. On the other hand, ~he 

simulation tended to underestimate pr.eduction of the European Economic 

Canmuni ty whiie only s 1 ightly under es ti:nating consu:npticn. The 

simulation do, however, show that the European Econ0t:1ic Camn1.mity as 

being a net impcrter with ship-:ients frcm the Nordic countries and U.S. 

North, the European Economic Community's t·wo largest suppliers. But the 

actual data reveal the Nordic countries and Canada as the major 

suppliers. Instead, the s:ilI!ulation predicts Canada to ship to the U.S. 

markets. Although the total production from Canada is only slightly 

overestimated, Canadian coosu:nption and shipments are grossly 

underestimated and overestimated, respectively. The simulation slightly 

underestimated total production and consU'llption for the Unitea States 

but grossly overestimated the &hipnents of U.S. producing regions. 

While actual data shows U.S. South aa the largest exporter of paperboard 

among U.S. producing regions, the simulation shows U.S. North as the 

largest exporter. 
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b.4 Summary 

The estimated quantity-oepen<lent supply and demand functions were 

transformed into price-dependent functions since this was the format 

requirement of the reactive programming. The method of doing this was 

presented in the first section. The cnosen supply and demand points 

were presented in the second section. Once the supply and demand points 

were chosen, distances between supply and demand points were measured 

and the corresponding transport costs were calculated. The calculated 

transport costs were based on the estimated functions made by Wisdom. 

Levies are imposed on imports of printing paper and paperboard while no 

levy is imposed on newsprint imports. Supply and demand functions were 

adjusted by multiplying the price-dependent functions by the ad valorem 

tax rate. Results of the historical simulation were presented in 

section three. 

Although the simulation picked up the direction of many of the 

trade flows, in general, tne magnitudes of regional production, 

consuaption, and trade flows were either underestimated or 

overestimated. Instead of indicating the United States as the largest 

consuner and importer of newswprint, the simulation had the European 

Economic Ca:n:nunity as the largest consumer and importer of newsprint. 

The simulation had Ontario as ·the largest exporter of newsprint when in 

fact the Nordic countries are. Exports from the Nordic countries and 

Ontario to the EEC were overestimated while exports from the Canadian 

regions to the United States were underestimated. Simulated trade flows 
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for printing paper could not be compared to actual data since this data 

were unavailable. However, simulated production and consumption were 

compared to actual data since this data were available. Production and 

consunption for the EEC and the Nordic countries were overestimated 

While Canadian production was slightly overestimated consumption was 

severely underestimated. Simulated production, consumption, and trade 

flows for paperboard were also either overestimated or underestimated. 

There is one exception -- the exports from the Nordic countries to the 

EEC were predicted closely. 



CHAPTeR VII 

PROJECilO~S OF TRADE FLOWS 

Introduction 

The estimated economic model was validated by historical 

simulation. Althougn the results did not match actual data exactly they 

do resemble the actual data. The simulation predicted the correct 

direction of many of the trade flows but the magnitudes of these flows 

often were underestimated or overestimated. Disparity between actual 

and simulated magnitudes, however, are not unexpected since the choice 

of supply and demand points, hence transp~rtation costs between 

locations, affects not only the trade flows but also regional prices, 

production, and consumption. The projections that foll01o7 should, 

therefore, be taken is this perspective -- they are not point estimates. 

These projections can serve only as guidelines for policy makers snd 

business executives in the paper industry with regard to the future 

condi tioos. Projections of regional distribution of pn.ces, production, 

coosunption, and trade flows for each of the product groups are 

presented in this chapter. 

- 157 -
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The choice of the projection horizon is presented in the first 

section. This section also includes a justification for these 

projections. Projections of the regional distribution, however, is 

contingent upon obtaining a set of values of the predetermined variables 

for the projection period. The procedure for obtaining these values is 

the topic of discussion in the second section. Initially, the general 

procedure for obtaining these values is discussed. This is followed by 

a discussion of the projections of the shifters for both the demand and 

supply functions. The procedure for obtaining the values of the 

transfer costs is presented in the remainder of this section. The third 

section contains the results of the projections for each of the three 

product groups. The section is further divided into three subsections, 

one for each of the three scenarios to be presented later. Each 

subsection is further divided into three subsections for each product 

group. The results baseci on the mean growth rates are compared to the 

projections made by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and 

the one made 'by Data Re3ources Inc. (DRI). A summary of this chapter 1.s 

presented in the last section. 

7.l Projection Period 

The projections span a period between 1982 ~nd 20JO out instead of 

projecting annually over the entire projection period only a few years 

wer.e selected. A total of seven projections were performed for each 

scenario for each product group. Beginru..ng with 1982, projections at 
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four-year intervals were performea through 1990 and at ten-year 

intervals subsequently. Specifically projections for the following 

years: 1~82, 1~~6, 19~0, 2000, 2010, 2020, and 2030 were made. 

Projections of future conaitions provide decision makers, whether 

they oe public policy makers or business execut1.ves in the paper 

industry, sane information upon which to act. Of course, the usefulness 

of these projections will depend on the decision makers belief in the 

model specified. Projections based on the mean growth rates are 

compared with the results of other studies that have included 

projections about future supply and demand of paper products. In 

particular the results are compared to ;he results obtained by FAO and 

by DR!. 

7.2 Predicting Predetermined Variables 

Predicting the regional distrioution of prices, production, 

consunption, and trade flows involves shifting the regional supply and 

demand function through time. However, values of the demand and supply 

shifters in the future are not known. One, therefore, has to come up 

with sane value for the shifters before one 1.s at>le to make predictions 

about the future regional magnitudes. One way of obtaining these values 

is by assuming the values calculated in other studies or assuming the 

growth rates from other studies. This option, however, was not open to 

the present study since the shifters specified in the model have not 

been used elsewhere; only the growth rate for gross national product has 

been used widely elsewhere. 
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Another way of predicting future values of the predetermined 

variables is by making use of the information contained in the sample 

period. The following method was adcpted for computing the values of 

the predetermined variables for the projection period. Annual growth 

rates, gt, for each of the explanatory variables in the sample period 

1962 - 1978 was calculated using the following equation 

g • 
t 

The average of the annual growth rate, g, from the historical data was 

assumed for the projection period where g iE defined as 

n 
E gt 

t=2 
g = ----

n-l 

Values for specific projection years were calculated by multiplying the 

actual value for 1~78 by the average growth rate, g, raised to the power 

of n, where n is the number of years away from the projection year. 

Mathematically, the following equation is used to calculate the value 

Three scenarios were set up for the projections. Besides the mean 

growth rate, growth rates one standard error above and below·the mean 

were also computed. 

Demand was assumed to be either fixed or a function of pr1.ce, 

constant dollar gross national product, lagged consumption, and a dummy 

variable for years after 1970. When no estimable equation was obtained, 
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consumption was assumed to grow at a constant rate as outlined earlier 

in this section. The same assu=nption is applied for fixed supply. 

Recall that when demand was assi.:nea f.ixed, these values were substituted 

into the supply equation ~nd the result was an excess supply equation. 

Tnus, the excess supply equation incorporates both tne supply and the 

demand shifters. Both ocean and railway freight rates are assu:aed to 

grow at an annual of 4.7 percent for all three scenarios. 

7. 3 Projections 

This section is divided into three subsections. The projections 

based on the three growth rates are presented in each subsection. Ench 

sur:>secti.on is further divided into three subsections in which the 

projections of each product group is discussed. The projections based 

on mean growth rates are compared to the projections made by FAD and 

DRI. Canparisons to other studies for the low and high growth rates are 

not made since both FAD and DRI made only one set of projections; it is 

assumed that these projections were made at some mean growth rate. For 

the purpose of comparison between each projection year, the following 

definitions are used. Average cost is defined as the sum of producer 

revenues for all regions divided by the smi of production for all 

regions, that is 

r 1· S .P. 
1 1 AC• 

L . p. 
1 1 

where AC is average costs 

s. is production in region i 
1 
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Pi is supply price in region 1 

Average market price is defined as the sum o! consumer expenditures for 

all consuming regions divid~d by the SUl:l of consu:nption for all regions, 

that 1s, 

APM = 
I:, C.P. 

1 1 1 

r. P. 
1 1 

where APM is average market price 

C. is consumption in region i 
1 

P. is demand price in region i 
1 

These weighted averages are compared for each projection year rather 

than comparing the magnitude for each region for each projection year. 

The weighted averages reflect tne general trend in price increases. 

Hereafter ,all growth rates refer to compounded annual growth rates. 

7.3.i Projections Based .2!!. Low Growth Rates 

This section is divided into three subsections. The first 

suosection presents the projections for newsprint. The second 

subsection presents the reults of the projections for printing paper and 

the third subsection presents the projections for paperboard. 

7.3.!.l Newsprint 

Over the entire projection period average costs are projected to 

increase at a rate of 4.0 percent and average market prices at a 

slightly higher rate of 4.2 percent. Total production, that is, total 

production of all regions, increases at a rate of 2.2 percent. Japanese 
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consumption is projected to increase sl::r..o1ly, remaining self-sufficient 

for the years 1982 and 1986. By 1990, however, consumption overshoots 

local production making it necessary for Japan to begin importing from 

British Columbia (see Table C • .1., Appendix C). A phenomenal growth in 

the size of imports from British Columbia is projected beginning with 

70.4 thousand metric tons in 1990 and increasing to 456S.4 thousand 

metric tons, or about one and one-half times the size of local 

production, in 2030. 

Tne largest consumer and importer of newsprint is the European 

Economic COOl!llunity tEEC). Consumption for the EEC rises at 3.4 percent 

annually, slightly higher than the weighted average for all regions, 

over the projection period. The la~gest exporter to the EEC is Ontario: 

with the Nordic countries trailing closely. British Columbia and U.S. 

North also export to the EEC. By the year 2010, even U.S. West is 

projected to e~-port to the EEC. By this time too, British Columbia no 

longer ships to the U.S. East market; instead, U.S. South emerges as the 

leading supplier to this market. ?roducing regions in the United States 

are projected to ship more and more to the EEC by year 2020 at the 

expense of the domestic markets. 

7.3 • .1..2 Printing Papers 

Total production, average costs, and average market prices are 

projected to increase at about the smne rate over the projection period. 

Total production increases at a rate of 2.8, average costs at 2 • .i., and 

average market prices et 2.4 percent annually. Total production 
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decreases for the period between 2010 and 2030 and average costs for the 

perioa oetween 2u.10 and 2030. Although average market prices are 

projected to increase between 2010 and 2030, the rate of increase is 

lower than that in previous periods. 

The U.S. East market specifically, and the United States as a 

whole, are projected to be the largest consumers of printing paper 

throughout the projection period (see Table C.2, P.ppendix C). The 

United States, as a market, is so big and attractive that all foreign 

producers, with the exception of Japan, export to this market. Prior to 

the twenty-first century the Nordic countries are projected as the 

largest supplier to the U.S. East market, with the EEC coming in a close 

second. The U.S. South continually leads all other regions in being the 

largest supplier to the U.S. West market. Instead of being a net 

importer, the EEC is projected ta be a net exporter prior to 2010. 

However, beginning in 2010, thereafter, the EEC emerges as net importer. 

By this time, the Nordic countries reduce their shipnents to the 

U.S. East market and divert ship11ents to the European market. For the 

years 2020 and 2030 the U.S. North Central region is also projected to 

slup to the European market. As time progresses towards the twenty-

first century, the U.S. South region is projected to emerge as a much 

bigger supplier to the local markets. Although Ontario remains a 

supplier to the U.S. East market, both the Nordic countries and the EEC 

no longer are suppliers to this market. 
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7.3.!.3 Paperboard 

Over the duration of the projection period total production is 

expected to increase at a rate of 2.3 percent. Meanwhile, average costs 

and market prices are expected to increase at roughly equal rates for 

the entire projection period; average costs are expected to increase by 

4. 0 percent and market pn.ces at 4 • .L percent. 

The United States is the largest consumer of paperboard with the 

EEC coming in second (see Table C.3, At>pendix C). The American market 

is projected to grow at such a high rate that even the EEC slowly 

increases its shipments to the American market. Such is the case that 

by the year 2030 more than two-thirds of the Camnuni ty' s production is 

shipped to the eastern American market. The Nordic countries no longer 

ship to the European market but instead diverts its excess supply to the 

eastern market too. 

At the same time, the Japanese market for paperboard is also 

growing at a tremendous rate. Local production is continually diverted 

a-.;ay from foreign markets and more towards the domestic market. By the 

year 2030, the U.S. West region is projected to supply the Japanese 

market. The U.S. South is the largest supplier in the eastern American 

market while the western supply region is the largest supplier to the 

western mar Ket. 
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7.J.2 Projections Based£!!. Mean Growth Rates 

Projections for newsprint and paperboard can be compared to the 

projections made by the FAO and ORI. Year-to-year comparisons can be 

made only to the ORI projections. The FAO projected for the foliowing 

years: i980, 1985, and 1990. Therefore, only the last year can be 

compared on a one-to-one correspondence basis. For the purpose of this 

study, .1~82 projections from the present study are compared to the 1980 

FAO projections and the 1986 projections of the present study are 

compared to the 1985 FAO projections. As should be eA-pected, the rates 

of growth for total production, average costs, and average market prices 

are much higher than those obtained when low groYth rates are assumed 

for the demand and supply shifters. 

7.3.2.l Newsprint 

The projected total production, average cos ts, and average market 

prices increases at a much higher rate than those projected on the basis 

of low growth rates. Total production is projected to rise at a rate of 

3.4 percent, average costs at 5. 2 percent, and average market pn.ces at 

5. 3 percent. 

Tne EEC emerges as the largest consumer of newsprint tsee Table 

D • .l, Appendix D). It remains the largest consumer well into the twenty-

first century. The United States role as the second largest cons\.Mler 

will diminish and by 2010 no shipments are made to this market at all. 

At the same time, Japan emerges as an important market, especially for 

British Columbia. 
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The major suppliers to the EEC in the earlier years of the 

projection period are Ontario, the Nordic countries, and U.S. North, 

with Ontario as the largest supplier. British Columbia joins the ranks 

of major suppliers to this market by year 2000. A decade later, the 

European market is so profitable that the two remaining producing 

regions, U.S. South and U.S. West, ship to this market too. While the 

Eu:-opean market becomes more attractive to producers, the American 

market oecomes less so. British Colunbia and OntarLo, the two foreign 

supplLers to the American market, divert their shiftDents away frcxn the 

American market to the European market. Besides increasing its shiµnent 

to the European market, Britisn Columbia also increases its shipment to 

the Japanese market. 

The projections of the present study tend to be core conservative 

than the projections of either the FAO and DRI (see Table 7.1). 

Projections of Japanese production and consumption are quite close to 

those of the FAO and DRI. The net imports of the EEC are overestimated 

in comparison to the projections of the other studies. The projections 

of the consunption for the United States are quite different from the 

projections of either the FAO or DRI. The projections of the present 

study are about one-half of the size projected by the other two studies. 

The projections of Canadian production of newsprint is also slightly 

higher than those projected by DRI while the United States production LS 

about half the size of the projections of DRI. Although the magnitudes 

of regional production and consumption are either u~derestimated or 
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Table 7,i 

Canparisons of irojections of Regional Production and 
Consumption for Newsprint for 1~82, l~do, and l~'JO 

Present Stuay FA01•l 

Apparent Apparent 

ORI 

Apparent 
Region Year Production Consuuption Production Cons um pt ion Production Consu.nption 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - million metric tons - - - - - - - - - - - -
l'J82 

Japan 2,5'J 2 • .'.>9 2. a; 2, 71 n.a. 2. a1 
Et:<; n.a. ( 11. ;,O) 2.14 4. 70 n,a, 3.80 
Canaaa 11. <+ts o. 00 12.5'+ 11,5'J. 8.lS7 i, 06 
USA l.. <+ 7 6. 78 4.47 10, bO 

l'Jlio 
Japan 2. )'+ '-· 77 n.a. 3.29 n .a, J,<+:> 
EEC n.a. llJ,77) n .a. 5.1; n .a. 4. '-'+ 
Canada 12, 'J] o.ou 13.0o 

'J, .)] l.'J.0 n.a. 
0,31 ii.<+.:> USA j,UO b, oO 

l\l'JO 
Japan l.. 4~ J. 01 4.30 3,9'J n.a, ], 'J2 
EEC n.a. llo.52) 2.40 5.011 n,a. 4. 72 
Canada 14. 70 o.oo 15.<+0 15, 04 10, 37 l. 51 
US.t1. 3. 7:S 6.2!! 5. s; ll..41 

Notes: n.a. not availaole 
Figures in parentheses represent net imports. 
1, l'J80 FAO data is used to compare to 1~!12 results and 19d5 FAO data is used to 

compare to J. 'Joo results. 
2, FAU lunps Canada and USA as a single region - North America, 

Sources: 1. Pulp and Paper Review <+(2J, Data Resources Inc,, l'JtsO, 
:.I., World Pulp and !:'aper Demaad, Supply and Trade, Volume 1, FAO Forestry Paper 

4/1, Food ana A6ricultural Organization of the United Nat.i.ons, l'J77, 

-
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overestimate the projections do indicate shipments £ran Canada to the 

United States and the EEC. The projections even picked up flows going 

£ran the U.S. Nortn to the EEC. 

7.3.2.2 Printing Paper 

Total production increased at a higher rate than that projected at 

the low growth rate. Total production increases at an average rate of 

5.8 percent. Average costs and market prices, however, are projected to 

increase at a lower rate than that projected on the basis of the low 

growth rate; the annual increases in average market prices are 1.7 

percent and 0.7 percent for average costs. 

Although the United States remains the largest consumer of printing 

paper throu&hout the projection period it is not the most profitable 

market for producers for the entire projection period (see Table D.2, 

Appendix D). The eastern American market is the most attractive market 

for most producing regions for the projection period prior to 2010. T"ne 

Nordic co1.U1tries is the largest foreign supplier to this market. The 

EEC and Ontario are the other two foreign suppliers. The U.S. South is 

the sole supplier to the western section of t~e American market; it 

remains so throughout the entire projection period. 

Beginning in 2010, the EEC becomes the most profitable market and 

all producing regions ship to this market. The U.S. South does not ship 

to the European market prior to 2010 but ships to that market in 20l0 

and 2030. By then the U.S. South emerges as the largest producing 

region in the world. By 2030 it is the sole supplier to all markets. 
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In comparison to the projections of the other two studies, the 

projections of the present study are closer to the projections of DRI 

than those of the FAO (see Table 7.~). Projections of production for 

the Nordic countries are higher than the projections of both the FAO and 

DRI while the projections of United States production is well below 

those of FAO and DRI. Projections of consu::ption for the EEC and the 

United States from the present study are a lot closer to the projections 

of the DRI than those of the FAO. The present study did not project 

Japan to ship to any of the available markets since its projected costs 

were much too high. 

7.2.3.3 Paperboard 

For the entire projection period, total production increases at an 

average rate of 3.l percent. The rate of increase b~tween projection 

years increases from a rate of 2. 5 percent in 1982 to 3. 8 percent in 

20)0. Although the growth rates for.average costs and market prices are 

also projected to increase between projection years, the rates of 

increase start to decline by 2020. Average costs and market prices 

increase at a rate of 3.8 and 3.~ percent annually, respectively, on the 

average over the projection period. 

The largest consumer of paperboard over the entire projection 

period is the United States (see Table D.3, Appendix D). While the EEC 

is the second largest consumer in the earlier phase of the projection 

period, it does not bold this position towards the later phase of the 

period. Instead, Japan emerges as the second largest consumer of 

r 
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Tai>le 7.2 

C(Dpari sons of Projections of Regional Production and 
Consu::nption for Printing Papers for l,d2, i9do, ana h!:10 

Present SLudy FAo.i.,2 DRI 

Ayparent Apparent Apparent 
Region Year Proauction Cons u::n pt ion Production Consumption Proauction Consumption 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - million metric tons ------ - - - - - - -
1!18:l 

Japan o.oo o.oo 2,o4 4.04 n.a. 4,)/ 
E.t:C i:...u3 B. ,!I 7,ii 10.LO n.a. 9,4J 
tiordic 5.14 0, O\I 
Canaaa 1. ,dj o.oo 14.40 lb,35 1.89 1.07 
USA :Jo'+O 14. OJ lb. 61S 17, 41 

l!loo 
Japan 0.00 o.oo n.a. 5.56 n.a. 5.58 
EEC 12,44 9,5.l n.a. ll • .,5 n.a. 10, B3 
Nordic 3.b5 0.69 
Cauada o. TJ 0.00 ll,lil 2.43 l,l5 
USA d,24 J.O, IS:> n.a. 

l !:I, id 20,D 

1\1~\J 
Japa,1 o.uu o.oo 7.oo il,06 n.a. b,41 
EEC l.L,42 11. J. 7 l.t,4U lo,OJ n.a. LL.a 
Nordic o.04 0, 7o 
Cauaaa i. 70 u • .iu 24.UO LIS, dl i.. 17 l .4J 
USA li,lll l !:I, 7t> 2J.,7J l.L,dl 

Notes: n.a. not availaole 
i, i~ISO FAU data is usea to compare to l~til results and !!18:, FAO data is used to 

co:npare to J.9~o results, 
Z, FAO lunps Canada and USA as a single region - North America, 

Sources: l, Pulp and Paper Review 4llJ 1 Data Resources Inc., 1980. 
2, Worla 1'.ili1 and Paper Demand, Supply and l'rade, Volune 11 FAO Forestry Paper 

4/1 1 Food and Agricultural Organization of tlle United Nations, 1-177, 
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paperboard. The largest exporter to the United .itates is the EEC. Tne 

Nordic countries and Canada also ship to the United States. Canada also 

ships to the growing Japanese marK.et while the U.S. South is the sole 

supplier in the American market. 

The only projection from the present study that comes close to the 

projections of the other two st~dies is that of paperboard consunption 

for the United States and paperboard production of the Nordic co\llltt'ies 

(see Table 7.~J. Projection of production for the United States is also 

well below those made by FAO and DRI -- it is less than a third of the 

size projected by the FAO. On the other hand, the present study 

projects European production of paperboard to be about forty percent 

higher, on the average, in magnitude than the projection of FAO and DRI 

for the entire projection period. 

7.3.3 Projections Based~ Hi~ Growth Rates 

This section is divided into three subsections; one for each 

product group as was done for the previous two sets of projections. As 

should be expected, the rates of growth for total production, average 

costs, and average market prices are much higher when high growth rates 

are assumed for the demand and supply shifters. 

7.::S.3.1 Newsprint 

Total production increases by 4.7 percent annually over the 

projection period. The rates of increase tend to get higher as the 

projection horizon is approached. This tendency is also true for the 
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Table 7.J 

Canparisons of Projections of Regional Production and 
Consumption for Paperboard tor l~d2, 1~86, and 1~90 

Present Study FA01 • 2 

Apparent Apparent 

DRI 

Apparent 
Region Year ?reduction Consu:nption Production Con:.umption Production Consu:nption 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - million metric tons - - - - - - - - - - - -
19d2 

Japan o.oo o. b4 13. 70 13,08 n.a. 8.26 
EEC 24,24 d,90 16.03 1~ ... ~ n.a. U,75 
Norciic (8. j.)) n.a. 6.80 2,24 n.a, n,a, 
Canaaa 5, 70 o.oo 44.50 42.~l:i 3.32 2,0.L 
USA 11.84 40,49 39,45 J 7. l.~ 

1901:> 
Japan o.ou LOl n.a. lt>.58 n,a, 9,44 
E.EC 27.0l 8.43 n,a. 22,17 n.a, 15, .)l 
Nordic (u.17) n.a. n.a. 2,.)4 n.a. n,a, 
Canaaa b,ji, n .a. 4D,o8 3.b4 3.J.o 
USA lJ. 70 45.80 n.a. 43, 71 40, '14 

h!IO 
Jai>an 0,00 1,:,Q 2!.40 20.39 n,a, 10, 72 
EEC 30,ld 7,132 'J.l.20 :b,d:, n.a, 17. j:.( 

Noraic (7, 94) n.a. s .. w 2, 97 n,a, n.a. 
Canada 7,D o.oo b2.00 57,48 4,01 3,57 
U::iA 15. 95 51. 91 47,41 44,bl 

Notes: n,a, not available 
Fig~res in parenthesis are net exports, 
l, l\lCSO FAO data is used to compara to 1982 result~ and 1'185 FAO data is used to 

compare to 19dt> results, 
2. FAO 11.Rps Canada and USA as a single region - Nortn America. 

Sources: 1, 1:'ulp and Paper Review 4(2), Data Resources Inc., 1980. 
2. World Pulp and Paper Dtman<.1, Supply and Trade, Volume l, FAO Forestry Paper 

4/1, r'ood and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, l'J77, 

-
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growth rates for average costs ar1d market prices. Average costs 

increases by 6. 45 percent and average market prices by a slightly higher 

rate of b.50 percent. 

The largest consumer and importer of newspr1.nt is the EEC (see 

Table E.!, Appendix E). The United States remains the second largest 

consuner but by the beginning of the twenty-first century Japan assumes 

this role. by year 2010 no shipe1ents, including those frOCil domestic 

suppliers, are made into the United States market. Instead, ali 

shipments go to either Japan or the EEC, predominantly to the latter. 

The largest supplier to the European market is Ontario with the 

Nordic countries being the second largest supplier. Initially, Brit1.sh 

Columbia does not ship to Europe but by year 2000 it does ship to this 

market. British Coiumbia ships to Japan as early as 1982 and continues 

increasing its shipnent in subs~quent periods. As the markets of Japan 

and Europe grow bigger, suppliers from all regions find it more 

profitable to ship to these ~arkets and divert flows £ran the American 

market. 

British Columbia and Ontario ship to the American market prior to 

year 2000 out discontinue shipping to this market after that year. 

British Columbia expands its shipment to Japan while Ontario expands 1.ts 

shipment to Europe. The American market initially is supplied by U.S. 

South and U.S. West but by 1~90 only the West continues shipping to both 

sections of the American market. Sane thirty years later even U.S. West 

stops shipping to the American market and instead starts shipping to the 

Europe&n market. 
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7.J.~.L Printing Paper 

Projected total production increases at an average rate of 6.5 

percent over the entire projection period. The rates tend to increase 

as the projection horizon draws closer. The growth rates for average 

costs and market prices, on the contrary, tend to decline as the 

projection horizon draws nearer. The decline is so great for the period 

between the projection years 20l0 and 2030 that a negative growth rate 

is obtained when the growth rate is averaged over the entire projection 

period. 

Average costs are expected to decrease at a rate of 2.2 percent on 

the average while average prices decline at a rate of 3.8 percent. The 

decline is because many of the quantity-dependent supply functions 

included lagged production or capacity lwith a positive coefficient) as 

an argument so that when the function is inverted into a price-dependent 

supply function lagged production now has a negative coefficient. When 

this term is suppressed into the intercept term of the price-dependent 

supply function with only quantity as tee argument the intercept term 

becomes a large negative number, that is, the supply curve is shifted 

downwards. This results in negative costs and market prices as 

equilibrium solutions. The reactive programming algorithm, moreover, 

allocates only on the criterion that net returns are positive, that is, 

so long as market prices are greater than costs net of transport costs 

it continues making adjustments in the ohip:nents program; the algorithm 

ignores whether prices are positive or negative. 
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The United States is the biggest consumer of printing paper up to 

year 2020 ~y which time the EEC assumes this role. The EEC remains the 

largest producer only until year 1990 (see Table E.2, Appendix E). 

Starting in !990, the U.S. South emerges as the largest producer and by 

year 2030 it holds such a cost advantage over other regions that it is 

the sole supplier to all the available markets. In its quantity-

dependent form, the supply function for the U.S. South included capacity 

as an explanatory variable. The growth rate for U.S. South's capacity 

for printing paper is high resulting in a large negative number as the 

intercept of tne price-dependent supply function as explainea earlier. 

For the years up to year 2000 the Nordic countries, followed by the 

EEC, are the two largest suppliers to the American market (see Table 

E.2, Appendix E). Both suppliers only ship to the eastern section of 

the market. The U.S. South begins shipping more to both sections of the 

American narket. By year 2000 the South increases its shipnent to tne 

U.S. East market by fivefold and foreign suppliers no longer ship to 

this market. Instead, the Nordic countries and Ontario switch shipments 

frocn the American to the European market. U.S. North Central begins 

shipping to the European market. Ontario and the Hordic countries 

continue shipping to the EEC \mtil year. 2020. By this time the only 

other supplier, other than U.S. South, is the Nordic countries which 

supply their °"'n domestic market. 
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7. 3 • .:J. 3 Paper board 

While the growth rates between each projection year for total 

production tend to increase as the projection horizon is approached, the 

growth rates for average costs and market prices tend to decrease. 

Total production average an annual increase of 3.5 percent while average 

costs and market prices both average increases of ~.4 percent. 

The largest markets, in descending order, are U.S. East, U.S. West, 

and the EEC (see Table E.3, Appendix E). This is true up to year 2010 

~t which time japan replaces the EEC as the third largest consumer. On 

the supply side, the EEC, U.S. South, and the Nordic countries are the 

largest suppliers, in descending order, of paperboard. By year 2000, 

however, Canada replaces the Nordic countries as the third largest 

producer of paperboard. 

In the initial phase of the projection period the outlets for. the 

excess supplies of producing regions are limited to U.S. East anci U.S. 

West markets. The EEC and the Nordic countries ship to U.S. East while 

Canada and Japan ships to the U.S. West market. Canada also begins to 

ship to Japan by year 2000. As the South's shipnents to both domestic 

markets increase, shipments from foreign sources begin to dwindle except 

for the EEC which still finds the eastern section of the American market 

a very profitable one. By the end of the projection period the U.S. 

South finds the Japanese export market a profitable one to ship to. 

Meanwhile, Canada stops shipping to the American market and diverts 

almost all of its shipments to the Japanese market. At the same time 

U.S. South is the only local supplier to both U.S. markets. 
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7.4 Summary 

Before projections of regional prices, production, consumption, and 

trade flows could be made, projections of the shifters of the regional 

demand and supply functions #ere performed. These latter projections 

are based on the average annual growth rates of the shifters prevalent 

during the ssmple period of 19b2 - 1978. Two additional scenarios about 

future conditions were obtained by projecting one standard error above 

and below the mean annual growth rates. 

Misdirection of trade flows and underestimation or overestimation 

of the regional production, consumption, and prices during the 

historical simulation phase are perpetuated into the projections of the 

future. Projections based on all three growth rates indicated the EEC 

as the largest consumer of newsprint and Ontario as the largest 

exporter. Projections cased on all three scenarios also indicated that 

the Japanese market becomes an important market in the future and that 

the U.S. South becomes an important supplier to both the domestic and 

export markets. On the basis of low growth rate the United States is 

projected to be an important market for printing paper throughout the 

projection period, but on the basis of mean and high growth rates the 

EEC assunes the position of the largest market after 2010 and 1990, 

respectively. The U.S. South consistently emerges as a leading supplier 

of printing paper to both the domestic and export markets in all three 

scenarios. By the end of the projection period the South becomes the 

sole supplier of this product group. In all three scenarios the U.S. 
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South emerges as the leading supplier of paperboard towards the end of 

the projection period. Growth of the Japanese and United States markets 

for paperboard becomes apparent in all three scenarios. 



CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND <X>NCLUSIONS 

Despite the significant role of international trade in the market 

for paper products, studies in the role of trade have been scarce. A 

growth in the importance of the U.S. South and a continued reliance on 

foreign markets, for both exports and imports, necessitates a study of 

the economic forces affecting the international msrket for paper 

products as it affects the United States market for paper products. 

Since the paper industry is highly capital intensive, planning for the 

future is of grave importance to decision makers, whether in the public 

or the private sector. Local as well as global conditions become 

important information for decision makers. The future of the paper 

industry remains uncertain. Projections of the future supply and demand 

of paper will help decision makers to make plans for the future. 

Until recently, the demand for paper products was believed to be 

insensitive to price changes. Many studies regressed the quantity 

demanded of paper products on non-price variables such as population, 

per capita income, and gross national product. Recent fluctuations 40 

prices, especially during tne mid-seventies, have necessitated an 

explanation for these variations. Although the demands for paper have 
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been found to be inelastic, at least they are responsive to price 

changes. l'he degreee of sensitivity of the demand for paper to price 

changes still remain 1.n douot. Ascertaining the degree of sensitivity 

serves to clear some of the doubt as well as provide a basis for 

projecting future demand. 

The responsiveness of supply to price changes is even less certain. 

Only one study, that of McKillop (30), nas considered modeling supply 

when analyzing the market for paper products. Ascertaining the 

sensitivity of supply to price changes is an important information 1.n 

itself, but it also helps in projecting future supply. 

Changing economic conditions affect the supply and demand of the 

mai.n producing and consuming regions. Although each region may not be 

able to affect the world market, simulteneous changes among all regions 

affect the world market, which in turn affect the individual regions 

through the world price. To take into account this effect necessitates 

an understanding of the international trade model for paper products. 

An analytical framework for understanding such a model is the 

spatial equilibrium model presented in Chapter II. Following 

Samuelson's (3~) seminal work on spatial price equilibrium models, 

several methods of operationalizing his concept were introduced, one of 

which is the reactive programming algorithm. This algorithm was adopted 

in this study since it is a more flexible program than quadratic 

programming and can handle nonlinear supply and demand functions. In 

either case, supply and demand functions have to be properly specified. 
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The specifications and estimations of the supply and demand 

functiors for each product group and each region were presented in 

Chapter III. The results of the estimation of these functions were 

presented in Chapter IV. Not unexpectedly, the demand for paper 

products was found to oe inelastic. The demand for paperboard appears 

to be the most inelastic of the three product groups. Its elasticity 

ranged £ran -0.05 to -0.33. The demand for newsprint was less inelastic 

ranging from -0.27 to -0.38. Printing paper had the least inelastic 

demand of the three product groups. Its elasticity ranged from -0.14 to 

-0.73. Not only does paperboard have the most price inelastic demand 

among the three product groups it is also the most income inelastic, 

thereby contradicting Buongiorno's finding. Bo\.lllgiorno found newsprint 

to be the more income inelastic demand among the three product groups. 

The income elasticities ranged from 0.23 to 0.84 with the latter being 

the income elasticity of demand for the United States. However, both 

the present and Buongiorno's study found the income elasticity of 

printing paper to be more income elastic among the three product groups. 

The supply of paper products is also price responsive. The 

supplies of all three product groups appear to be price inelastic in 

general and the supply of paperboard is the most price inelastic. The 

supply price elasticity for paperboard ranged £ran 0.05 to 0.42, for 

newsprint from 0.22 to 1.15, and for printing paper from 0.03 to i.10. 

These results compare favorably with the results of McKillop (30) who 

found the price elasticities of paper ranging from -0.1 to 0.5 and that 
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of paperboard ranging £rem O.! to O.b. Input costs, lagged production, 

and structural cnange play an important role in determining the amount 

of paper products supplied. Inputs such as fuel, chemicals, wood pulp, 

lagged production, and capacity were statistically significant 

explanatory variables in explaining the level of supply for a given 

region. 

The iterative nature of the reactive programming algorithm was 

illustrated both graphically and mathematically in Chapter v. Since it 

possible to incorporate tariffs into the spatial equilibrium analysis, 

the manner of doing this was illustrated in Chapter VI. By way of 

validation, historical simulation over the period 1970 - 1978 was 

performed for all three product groups. The results were compared to 

actual data in Chapter VI. ln general, the direction of many of the 

trade flows were duplicated, although the magnitudes of the simulation 

did not duplicate those of the actual flows. 

Using the mean annual growth rates from the sample period of 1962 -

1~78, projections of the supply and demand shifters were calculated. ln 

a similar fashion, projections of fixed supplies and/or demand were also 

computed. Since all explanatory variables other than quantity were 

suppre$sed in the intercept term of tne price-dependent supply and 

demand functions used in the reactive programming algorithm, these 

projections locate the supply .and demand curves in the price-quantity 

space for the projection period. The procedure for doing the projection 

and the results obtained were presented in Chapter VII. Results of the 
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projecti.ons based on the mean growth rate were compared to the 

projections of the FAO and DRI. The results from the present study 

differ somewhat from the results of these two studies. Negative supply 

and demand prices were obtained for the projections based on high growth 

rates for paperboard indicating the world m~rket is saturated with 

paperboard. Such a solution is possible because the reactive 

programming algorithm does not care if supply and demand prices are 

negative just so long as demand is greater or equal to supply price. 

In specifying an economic model that cuts across countries, one 

faces the proolem of obtaining a consistent set of data suitable for 

estimating supply and demand functions with a common set of variables. 

One of the criteria followed in specifying the supply and demand 

equations was that a common set of variables across regions be used. In 

doing so the choice of variables was limited. Had domestic prices for 

the three product groups been recdily available, they would have been 

the proper variables to use. 

The demand for and the supply of paper products generally are price 

responsive but the relative changes in quantities demanded or supplied 

due to price changes are rather small. Therefore, changes in other 

factors such as gross national product and contrs.ctual (or persistence) 

demand are more important in determining the level demand for a 

particular market. Similarly, factors such as the prices of fuel, 

chemicals, wcod pulp, and cap3city or inventory levels are more 

important than product ptice in determining the level of supply of paper 

products for a given region. 
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This is quite apparent from the results of both the historical 

simulation and future projections. Although magnitudes of regional 

prices, production, consu::npcion, and trade £lows obtained fran the 

historical simulation were often underestimaced or overestimated in 

ccmparison to the actual data, the direction of trade flows were often 

correctly predicted. These tendencies will be perpetuated into the 

projection anri therefore policy makers, executives in the paper 

industry, ana other users are forewarned not to regard the projected 

magnitudes of the regional prices, production, consumption, and trade 

flows as point estimates but rather as "ballpark 11 fig.1res. However, 

changes in the direction of trade flews in the future should be 

carefuliy noted since the model has predicted the direction of the maJ or 

trade flows quite well. It should also oe noted that the results of 

future projections based on the mean growth rate are also more 

conservative estimates in co~parison to the projections of tne FAO and 

DR!. Projections of future region.al magnitudes, therefore, may oe 

slightly higher than those projected 1.n this study. 

Tne growing importance of the U.S. South region as a producing 

region was mentioned very early in the description of the proble:natic 

situation 1.n Chapter I. The projections indic.ated that the South will 

indeed be an important producer of all three product g:-oups. Not only 

will the South be an important supplier to the domestic mar~£t, it will 

also be an impo:rta..,t supplier to export markets. Policy makers and 

businc6s executives in the paper industry should be aware of the growth 
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of the marKets in the Eurcpeand Economic Canmunity and Japan. Japan's 

growth may be underestimated since its growth rate from the historical 

data was adjusted downward. This was done to make the projections more 

realistic because the growth rate for Japan's gross national product 

during the historical period was a lot higher than those of the other 

regions. 

One shortcoming of this study is that no account was ziven to the 

other 25 percent of the world market nor was expansion in the market for 

or the supply of paper products considered. The developing countries 

are increasingly becoming more important in the global picture. These 

countries are potential market areas for which the major producing 

regions may wish to penetrata. Latin America is another area that is 

increa~ingly becoming an important potential uarket. As the potential 

markets develop, so do potential suppliers. Bra~il is expanding as a 

supplier of wood p~ip, a major ingredient in the making of paper and 

paperboard. It would be interesting to see wnat the effects of 

introducing one or more producing and consuming regions are on the 

regional distribution of prices, production, consumption, and trade 

flows. 

Dive.rgencies between simulation and actual trade flows C8n be 

faulted on the specification of the demand and supply functions, the 

specification of the transportation costs, which depends on the number 

of routes considered, or both. It is the author's judgement thst 

misdirection of sOCle on the trade fiows were due to using 
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unrepresentative transportation costs ar.d supply and demand points, and 

uot including enough supply and demand points. It would have been 

tempting to adjust the transportatioa costs for specific routes such 

that the actual trade flows would have been duplicated but there are 

probably thouscnds U:E>On thousands of combinations that would yield the 

same act'.Jal fl,Yws. The question tnen becomes which one to have 

confidence in. No attempt as made, therefore, to adjust the 

transportation costs. 

These proble:ns suggest that further studies on the role of 

transportation costs in affecting trade flows need to be closely 

studied. The pilot study by Wisdo:n (56) has demonstrated that such 

studies are possible. A detail study along the lines of Wisdom's work 

would be useful in the analysis of trade flows of forest products. 

Studies should not be res triced to ocean .freight cos ts only but should 

also inducic studies on rail and truck rates, especially for the United 

States where potential supply and demand points are numerous and 

dispersed all over the country. The U.S. Forest Service should consider 

collecting rail and truck r~tes that arc COIIII:lodity specific. 

Incorporating transportation costs that are functions of volune shou!d 

also be considered. This entaiis incorporating transport cost::; as part 

of the solution algoritnm. Suen cost functions can be incorporated not 

only in econometric studies of trade flows but also in spntial 

equilibrium studies. 
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APPENDIX A 

Regional Demarcation for United S:ates for Newsprint, 
Print:1ng Paper, and P.s.perboard, by States 

For newsprint and paperboard, the United States was divided into the 

following regior~: 

A. U.S. North comprises the following states: 

(l) Northeast: 

(i) New England states: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, 

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Con~ecticut; 

(ii) Middle Atlantic states: New York; New Jersey, and, 

Pennsylvania; 

(2) North Atlautic states: 

(i) East North Central: Ohio, Iudiana, Illinois, Michigan, and 

Wisconsin; 

(iiJ West North Central: Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North DaKOta, 

South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas. 

B. U.S. South consists of the foll0<~ing states: 

(1) South Atls.ntic states: DP.law&:-<?, Me..rylanc!, Virgiru.s, West 

Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida; 

(2) South Central: 

(i) East South Central states: Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, 

ar.d Alabama; 
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(ii) West South Cent:-.;;.l: Arkansas, Loius1.ana, Oklahoma, and 

Texas. 

C. U .s. West: 

(l) Mountain: Montana, Wyoming, Colorada, and New Mexico; 

(2) Pacific: Alaska, Washington, Oregon, California, and Hawaii. 

For printing paper the regions were classified as follows: 

A. U.S. North East comprising of the Ne~ England and Middle Atlantic 

stat es as defined above; 

B. Nortn Central comprising cf the eastern and western North Central 

states as def ir.ed aoove; and 

C. The rest of the United States, wh1.ch 1.s simply ref erred to as U.S. 

South, consits of states not already incl~ded in the two cateiories 

defined in ~A) and lBJ. 
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Region 

Japan 

NordicZ 

CanaaaJ 

u. s. North 

u .s. Soutll 

U.S. >lt:SC 

Table 6.1 

A Canparison Jletween Actual and Simulated Regional Prices, Pt"oduction, 
Consunption, and Trade FlOlol:; of Newsprini, fot" Selected Regicns, 

for 1970 Lo 1978 

Supply Japan EF.C U.S. East U.S. West 
Pnce -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity PrLCC QuantLty Price Quant Ley PrLce Quantuy Pnce 

1 YIU 

340. IS) 1714.74 J40.d) 1 74. /;)J JJJ.Oj 
Ca,.oZ> (1~1/.0UJ l,L.l.bl) lL14.Yo) 

340.!Sj 2J5~.JU J-.b. ~o 
( LUU. bL) l1497. 40) (191. i+J) (282.JUJ (zJ4.jbJ 

Z7J.J0 Jllb.02 ]46.\10 J'.>01.Yo ji.,. J7 U\IL.00 jJJ.OJ 
(Lij, /U) (jlY.JO) (lYi,43) ('.>bJj.bU) ti14,Y6) (214. ~o) 

ZIJL.rl) 616.0U J4u.YO 
(£14. %) (9.Jli U\ll.4JJ 

21.o.JJ 1718.0U 3L.7.J7 
t2J<t. Yb) ( J.id) lL.14. Yu) 

Z4Y, J'L. dUo.oo Jjj.Qj 
(.l1,,. ~o) (.ll<+. ~o) 

1, Actual data art! given in parentheses. Quantity data c1re gLven in thousand ,uetric tons. PrLCi!S are 
gLven Lil uollai::; per metric ton. 

L. Actual ;,hipm .. nts from tile li<>rdic countri.es i.s asst.:med tv go to U.S. l:.ast marir.ct only. 
J. Actu,d sr,ipac,us 1ro,u .;;,,,.,Ja art, a;;sume<i Lo go to U.S. t.ast J1arKet only. SLmulated snqxuents for 

Can.ma .ire o.,r,.11t1<'u u; ..,uo,.m111g Lne i.11Jividu,,l shq•uents rrc,u llrilisn ~oluonlna and OntarLo. 

-\0 

" 



l'a!>le B. l Continued 

·----
Regi 0,1 Supply Japan EEC U.S. East U.S. WeHr. 

Price ----------·------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q,iant i ty Prict! Quantity !:'rice Quantity Price Quantity l:'rice 

I 

.... 
i ':171 '° C) 

Japan J:L6.0] UIJ:l.24 320.0] l 14. bJ 35d.bl 
(L1b. J11J (l':IJl.00) (216.]4} l2uY.u3) 

,fordic:l J 7':I. SJ L 7J'1.4U 31:!L. ':lo 
uuu. Tl.) l&jUl:!.lOl (1':1).J':I) ( Lui:!. JO) (..'.0':1. oJ) 

Canaaa3 31 I:!. 1 ':I 3:.dl. -.;7 Jbl. ':It> Jlbl.db 370. '.>4 ':17u. 2'5 ]JI:!. tli 
(21 7. JLJ (51 '1. JU) { 1':I). J'i) (J':154.)U) (L0':1.bJJ l,l0':1. bJ) 

U.S. Nortn 1 ':1:l. UL oJLOll :Jd.!, :lo 
(LU':1.•JJ) (O.OU) 1.1':1'5. J':IJ 

U.S. l>outh :L.D. Jd 1711.00 J /o. )'+ 

I.LO~. bJJ (20':1.oJ) 

U.S. West L-14. )/ dl/4.UU j)b. bl 
( LU':1. (.,JJ l~U':1.bJJ 
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Table li, l ContinueJ 

ae,1.on Supply Japan EEC U.S. E.1st U.S. West 
Pn.Ct! -----------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------

Quantity Pnce Quantity l'r1.c., Quantity Price Quantity Price 
---------------

i'J/) 

Japan j'JJ, 12 20<+1i.Jh J~J.12 11 'J. 7b 44~. /4 
(2.).).1.'J) (2100.00) (l55.l'J) <u~.IS4> N 

0 

Nord1cl 
0 

4'J2..5L 3:.W'.>.O.'.I 513.40 
(21!.4:>) (llill.00) (220.72) (319.00) (21!.0-:.) 

Canada3 40:,.JJ 5~0~.dl 51J.40 1448.13 489. n. iO'i1. 77 443.74 
{21.::.94) ljOY.00) lZ20.72J (blb't.00) l2ll.lA) ( 211. tl4) 

U.S. l'lorth l'JU,4b b78.00 .)13.4u 
(211.~) (f;.4'•) (llU. 7L) 

U.S. South 2!11.15 J. 77J.00 48'i, ll. 
(.LU.IS-+) (:.tl!. d'+) 

U • .s. West L'+U,tio 414,.'.:IU 4isY. 72 J'JJ, >0 44J, 74 
(lu .l>4J l21J.,b4J (~u. II'+) 



Table B.1 Continued 

Region Suppl.y Japan EEC u. s. ~a,; t U.S. West 
Price ------------------------------------·----------------------· -------------------------

Quantity rrice Quant icy Price Quantity Price Quancity Price 

~ 

Japan 21!1. 7U 2d!I.UO 2111. 70 J4.0) J7tS.)9 
(JISd.41) (2:l1l.OUJ (JdtS.41) l241. !ib) N 

0 
i-

Nordic:l 4~~.d JOU.Oj )10.4.> 
(;,:~j. 1uJ (JO!I. ~) 

Canada] '+ll~, l/::1 5o:u .• n .'.i10.4J i 7!,!>. 44 4b.J. 10 1.l4.J. ,., :no.:,11 
(:.!Jb, j}) (JO!I. ~OJ ~ :l41 • .'.iii) (:.t41 • .)II) 

U.S. North 2Jli.4) n1a.uo )10.43 
(2<+1, )IS) ( 12. J.tJ Uu!I. !10) 

U.S. l;outh 4)). 84 1874.QO 41!.'.i. lU 
( 241. 5d) (O ... .JJ UO!J. !JO) l241.5dJ 

U.S. West 2/':J, 77 1!17.00 JJd.5!1 
(241. 5d) (241, 50) 



Table H.t Continued 

·--·--· 
Re~1.on Supply J apa11 EEC U.S • .t:ast U .s. west 

Puce -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Quant 1. ty Price Quant 1 ty Price Quantity Puce Quont i.ty l1 r~cc 

-----
l 'Jh 

Japan 4:.:::>. J'J 2J14.Sb 425.3<1 40J.7U 4d2 • .:+S ' (21b. '.>~) U21 'J. '.J'J) l :ll:S'>. 5dJ l,(.':,]. /j} 
I'> 
0 

.Nordic2 561. 4't 2707.6') 5u8.o7 IJ 

(:HJ.I:!:>) (170':J.OUJ D10.:.U) (D.00) (257. /JJ 

Canada3 470. :13 5294. 81 Still.67 l /SJ. J4 )45.45 374. 04 4lll.45 
(24i'.5l) (31 o. lJ) (.'.>104.UUJ \L',J. Jj) Ct'>7.JJJ 

U.S • .North n ... o3 650.00 5u8. t7 
l:l'>7. 7J) l4.t;l) (316.lJ) 

U.S. South 52J.J5 l':Jl].j'j .'.><t5.4j 
(:l:>7.73) ( 0. iuJ Dl t.. 23,i li'>l .13) 

U.S. West 3JJ.u5 8:,0.UU <td.l.it) 
(2:,7. /JJ (2::>7. /J) 



Table B.l Continued 

Region Supply Japan EEC U.S. ll:as t u.::;. West 
Price ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price 

1!17o 

Japan .Jo1.)t1 :.Wi:14.12 Jbl.)b .U3 • .J:.1 <+17 • .J9 
(2o.l. 7J) (24J4.d<+) l.lb2.7:.1) ( 200 • .!7) r,.J 

0 

Nord1cl 4\t:>.lb 2o4l.o7 
w 

:iuu. :,4 
(.l~lJ. Uo) 074.l.OOJ (LS:l • .J!I) l20.00) \.lb~ • .l7) 

CauaclaJ 419.40 )Oo.l.71 500.:>'+ l71:Sl:i. :Jb 477. 74 7o7,l~ '+1 7, J9 
(lJ7.l)) {)40,UO) l252,.J9) (:>o7b.OU) {loo.~7) {loo. ~7) 

U.S. North ~bb,)j b84.UO 500.5<+ 
0bo.l7J {lo. 48) i. :.c,l • .J9) 

U.S. South 4)b. L2 l!io:>.'.lo 417, 74 
Cl.uu. l 7) {2oo.l7) 

U.S. West J4l. L4 934.UO 417.J~ 
(2ob,l7) (:.c.6o, l7) 



Tahle ts.! Continued 

Region Supply J apa11 EiC U.S. t:as t U .s. West 
Pnce ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Pri.cc Quantity Puce ~uant 1 ty l'ri. ce 

l'.117 

Japan 3'.IJ. :n 2ZOZ.44 j'J). 33 4ol. 11 446.70 
(l .. l!. '+£) (L<+Oil,'.IJJ (248,42) t:l7i.O'.>) I',) 

0 
Nordic:.! 

.,.. 
.):.!U. t>l 2784.74 )2 7. ).) 

( 21lu. 1!:IJ (1))0.00) (301.bl) 

Canada) 445.00 ... 217.47 5l7.35 21SU4. b!l '.)()).OJ 606.54 446. /0 
( 2'+L. 71) (547.00) ()Ol.01) (.'.>74'.1.00) (271.U)J {271.0:>) 

U.S. Nortn 2)7, 64 o/o.Oli ):.!7. J) 
ll7J..U:>) ( 11. L6J (Jul. bl) 

U.S. South 4!!4. '.l'.I 18isu.7'j 50:>.o3 
(271.U'.,) (0.01) (301.bl) (:!71.05) 

U. :i. West 3L 7. ':ll:i '.lib.OU 44b. 70 
(l/1.0'.i) ('J..J7) dUl.bl) Cl 7l. U:>) 

----
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Region Supply 
l'nce 

Japa11 )7Jti. ii 
(4<+4. Jt>J 

EEi; :>O,Utl 
(JJ':1.)J) 

Nord1c 50.0:.i 
UoJ. :.!8J 

Ontario liL. 11 
CILL'JUJ 

U.S. North bl. 711 

East CldU. 34) 

u .s. North t,i.;. J2 
Ct:nt ral (;:tlU.S...) 

u .s. South !lll. ol 
(:.I.du. d'+) 

Table B. L 

A Comparison !l.!tween Actual and Simulated Regional Prices, Production, 
Coru;u:nption, and Trade Flows of Printing Payer, for Selected Regions, 

for 1~7V to l':178 

EEC Nordic Canada u .s. t.as t U.S. West 
----------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Price ~uantity Price ~uaut1 ty Price Quantity Pn. ce 

l 'J70 

74)4. '.JO )O.Utl it>Ji .04 105. Ld 
lt>:>41.UU) (J/'J.'.J3J 

8oL.o'.J 50.0'.J 7Jd. 47 10'.J.Ld 
()71.UO) (LBJ. WJ 

27J4.~J 105.ltl JJJ.il 14). J1 
(:>Jo.OOJ ( JLl. 'J'J) 

27'J4,'J] !lh. :ti:! 5J4. 73 14). 71 

:.I.J )L. SJ 10) • .!ti 

344. 7'J 158. 87 2414.JS 14). 71 
l]:.1.1. ':/U) u .s. East U.S. West 

-----------------
1. Actual data ace g1ve11 in parentheses. Quant1t.iy data ,n-e given in thousand metric tons. Prices are g1ve,1 1n dollur:1 P<'' 

metric ton. 

N 
0 

°' 



Table B.2 Continued 

Re~ion Supply EE~ Nordic Canada ll .s. East U .s. West 
Price -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

QuantLty Price Quantity Price Quantity Price "uant i ty Price Quantity Pri.ce 

------
1i;11 

Japan 207).!IJ 
(440.18) l's) 

0 
u.c 7'J. 'Jo ]b:>'.>. 7'+ 7'J. !lo 1:>14.0b u J. 42 ..... 

(37j.bb) (6Ji4.00) (J]).bO) 

Nordic h. l!o lb0.08 ]j.86 818.41 llJ ... 2 
( loo. J)) {)'JJ.OUJ (16b.3)J 

Ontario 'J7. 00 28d. 'J'J 113. '+2 
(JJ ').it.+) ()8J.OO) LH'J. 24) 

U.S. Nocth oti. 71 23.>L.J'J 1d.4i 'J'JJ. l'J Lil.ill 
i::.1.S t (27b. ljl) 

U.S. North (,~.48 404 • .!8 lJ'J.l.iJ :UJ.l.)J l l J.4..: 
Central li/d. 'Jl) (Jl:,.i4) 

U.S. Slluth !;I). 00 JU:,7.1.l !JL • .ld 
U."Jo. 'JlJ 



Table 8.2 Continued 

kegion Supply EEC Nordic Canad'! u. s. ~ast U.S. West 
Price -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quaut L ty Price Quantity Price Quantity Price 

l 9/l 

Japan J4.!). 42 
l47.:+. b)) N 

0 
0:, 

,:;i:;c; ':IJ.J7 l:lUJ':1. i l 'JJ. j 7 1 :},!IS. d~ lt.<+.0/ 
(JOL, LOJ (o~L4.UUJ (JoL.LO) 

Nordic ii~. bi ILJl. L5 d':1. bl ':lo/. bO il4.U7 
(2/4. 'o7J l 711. UO) l274.87) 

Ontario 10':I. 01 ldL.L7 iL~.U7 
( JUU. ~,.) (5~5.UU) {JOU. '14) 

u. s. North ~ti. L 0 2.57'1.J~ 1:.!4.07 ':l'IJ. 7'1 l J8. ld 
Eai; t l2b7. 60) 

u. s. North 7'1. &.. 41L.~'I 144. J 7 :.U~J. L~ 1 J8. ltl 
Central (2b7.obJ (300.'14) 

u. s. South 11)7. 7'J 3J!S4.o2 138. Jd 
(207. hb) 

-----



Table B.2 Continued 

llegLon Supply EEC ~!or die CanaJa u. s. r:as t U. ::i. West 
PrLce ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------

Quant L ty Pc ice Quantity Pri.ce Quant i.ty Pri.ce Quant 1 ty Pei ce Quant: L ty i'CI. C.: 

1 ':1/ j 

Japan ))':14. 7rl 
(4.)4. n, N 

0 

'° EJ::C l J.l. 41 ':IL4J. 01 112.'-ll 87.>,0li 124.07 
(449. '•'.I) (7513,UO) (44Y.4'.I) 

Nordic 104. 25 ':11:SO. 28 104. 2'.> I UOL. '.>':I U4.07 
{JOU.IS]) (':127.UO) (JOU. d7 J 

Ontario 147.bl LU7.':17 1L4.07 
{3J'.l.'.>1) U>J':1.00) (3J:>.'.>lJ 

u. s. North J.'.ll.':13 JIS4o. JO ll4.07 ':l':13.7'J 1.>rl. lb 
East Udl:l. '.lOJ 

u. s. North 1..!7.J'.> J06J,47 li.4.07 
Central (;alo. JOJ 

u. ::i. ::iouc:h l«J. o7 :nL. LJ Ljd. oY 3u.d l.l.4.07 JJCH,OL iJd. 10 
( L.:ill. JO) 1.JJJ. );J 

----------- --------
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Table h.2 Continued 

Rei;1on Supply EEC Nordic Canaoa u.:.. east u.s. west 
Price -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quaut1 ty Price Qudnt i ty Pr1ce Quantity Pr1ce lluant i ty l:'rice Quant 11:.y l'r1ce 

-----------
l':17) 

Japan J8t>d, '.14 
O.:+o. OllJ N ..... 

EEC 210. 'J':I 848d. 8) UU.'J'J luu.01 .lu!I. )O 
..... 

()1.1::,. lo) (~d47,0U) ('.Jo).lt>) 

.Nl)rdLC lUJ. dl 'Jou. )1 2uJ. 82 80/, d4 269.)U 
(4.l'J. d<+) ( 4::/'J. UU) (4.l'J. d4) 

Ontario 2<+1, 'J4 !Id, O'J 269. )0 
( Jl ::1,41) (.:>'.>U.UU) lJl'J.4!) 

U.S. Nortn 2..1::l.!SO 3t>l4,t)j 2t>'J,)0 
East Uo7, l':I) 

u .s. Noren 2ll,'JJ l:>'J'J. 77 2o'J, )0 
CcDtral (3d] • .l';i) 

J. s. South 2..ld.47 l 01 • l ll 3U.UL 10:..iso 2o'J,JU Jl..:J ... l Juo.JIS 
Oo7 • .l::1) (J1::1.41J 

---------- ----------------



Taole li.2 Continued 

Region Supply EEC Nordic Canada U.S. Ea11 t U.S. loest 
PL·ice -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------

Qwmtity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price quantity l'rtc~ 

lYlb 

Japan 561]. b::I 
( IS4!S. 42) h> .... 

N 
t:tC 14. 1 J 7::i':JO. J7 14. l.l 477. oJ :102.15 

(5ois.:m (7261.00) l)Ul:S.37) 

.Nordtc L'<U.01.1 90 7. <+.l 240.Ub ll31.Hi 3(;2.15 
(JtJb.)3) (7b).0(;) (J~u.5J) 

Ontar1.o l.7o.l1 5U.l. iO JO.l. 1, 
(JHS./0) ( 7Uo. !JO) {318. 70) 

U.8. t.orth L 7 l. 14 ]):I'+. 1:Sl JU.l. o 
East tJli.lLJ 

U.:i. Non:h 21+L. 'Jl 2944. J7 JUL.D 
Central Ull. ll) 

U.S. South 27'1.. l:!J 07.06 3.'.>1. 7'J tiJt>. b5 302. 1, 3•,:.!0. Ui~ 3J7. U.l 
( J71. JL) (318. 70) 



Region 

Japan 

i.EC 

Nordic 

Ontario 

U.S. North 
EasL 

U.S. N,>rth 
Gent r ai 

U.S. South 

Supply 
Pric~ 

4149.J.7 
(7b4.U/) 

1 ~2. (IJ 
(4o'J. 9:>J 

id). 3J. 
(3:.,"J.'J.7) 

2:.!0. 'J7 
(:s1 2. !SO) 

J.14.2d 
l3':lb. t,J) 

Hl4. 74 
{]'Jb. bJ) 

211. n 
(J'Jo.bJJ 

-----------

Table B. 2 C,>ntinued 

EJ?;C Nordic Canada 

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity 

1977 

lb:l).49 192.03 
l7499.00) (4d9.9J) 

949.b'J ld!">.32 
(bl8.UO) (3~9.27) 

(d16.00) 

150. 11 

------

U .s. East U.S. West 

Price Quantity Price quantity !'rice 

-------

N .... 
l:>4b.4U 240. /:> 

(..) 

lUJ.b.12 24b. ]'j 

:t53. Qt, 24b. 7:, 
(31:l. 80) 

391 'I. 4!S 24b. 7S 

2923.u2 24b. 7l 

:151. ]') 1 JS • .Ii 240. J5 377).:,3 261 • .l .. 
OU. dU) 

-------· 



'!able ti. "i. Continued 

Region Supply EEC Nordic C:nnada. U.S. East U.S. West 
l'ri ce ----------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------· ------· .. --·---

Quantity Price Quant i. ty !:'rict! Quantity Price Quantity Prict! Quanr.i.ty Pru:e 

------
197d 

Japan o'.> 7J .4b 
( o2.l. 'J:l) f-,) ,_. 

~ 
Et:C 2. 7. n. 'J'•45. !.It! 217. 72 109b. "J.7 240. 75 

(47!... 28) (82JJ.oo; (475.iuJ 

l'lc.rdic 210.0) 940.b'J 210,0) Do'J.UJ :.!4b.7) 
( J'.>ll. UoJ (8ob.OO) (l)d,Uo) 

Cncar LO au. 'J7 . .b~.04 2Lto. 7) 
CJH!,Jll) ( bli.,. CIU) (:HI!, 30) 

U.S. North J.41. j] 4171.75 l4o, 7) 
Ea.st lJd!.1.47) 

U.S. North liU.44 3100. 24 2'+f>,7S 
Central (Jtj':J,4/) 

U, S. tiouth J.l,4.ISO 90.Utj J)l,7'J .. W:>,d'J 24u, h J'Jol!, u7 :ldl.~'+ 
(JIS<J.41) Dl8. JOJ 

---~----~---



Re6 i.m1 

.lavan 

EEC 

.Nord i. c 

Canada 

u. s. 
North 

u. s. 
Soutn 

u. :,;, 
lo/est 

l, Actual 
metr1c 

L. Actual 
J. .Actual 
4. Acr. u.-1 l 

Table ll.J 

A Caopariso11 Between Acn,al and Simulateu Regional .Pnce11, P:r:oduct1.011, 
ConsU111pt1.011, .ind '£race Flows of P,Jper1>oa 1J, for Va.iou.s Regio11,;, 

tor J'J7U to l'J/d 

------·--------------·--
Supply 
Pr1.ce 

-53. l'J 
056.41) 

l'J. l 7 
l DJ. l:l) 

:w. 70 
( JUU. 4<+) 

-1 ~' . .:.J 
Oi:1.<loJ 

u.01 
li!M.:c,JJ 

-0. l.l 
ll'JU.::1.>) 

(L'JU, :;1)) 

Japan 

Quantity Price 

·-------

8~b. Yo -)J, J';) 
l8J5'J.OO) (J51>.41J 

ESC 

Quantity P;:icc! 

l 'J70 

(2.0uJ {3JJ.J.2J 

90)9.21 29, l 7 
{lLOdo.00) (33J,l2) 

40<+7-~6 :!'J. ll 
(3412.'JO) (JJ3,12J 

lJ)j,JO) (JJJ.12) 

1>.H';),::i7 2'J,17 
U7.lo) t:i:n.1LJ 

(840,'J.:>) (jjJ,l2) 

(o4.%J D3J.1L) 

Canada U.S. Ease 

Quantity Price Quantity Price 

27o'J.q) l :,. d4 
(4, ()0,1 (l:;1U, '.JJ) 

(69.00J (lJ0.'.1,J 

b'J2.L4 -ll. LJ 
\222U.00) (Ll'.1,8~) 

27:IJ,ilj i'.>.IS4 u ';)(). ';)j) 

l 8J0o, LJ b,IS4 
(l'JO, ::1JJ 

U .s. west 

Quant1.ty Ptic;, 

7fJ52.. iJ -LU. I. l 

17 l L ';)L -LtJ. ·1.7 
(2'.ld,JU) (l'JU.';)J) 

.lata ,ffe given in parentheses. (luantity data arc given in thousand metric tons. Prices are given i,1 dollars per 
ton .• 
s:Ji.f'llents from Japa11 1s assumed to go to the! U.S. East market onJ.y. 
shqx;11ent:; trom tile Nordic countries is asswned to go ta to the U.S. East market only • 
shipmenrs trom Canada is assu:ued co go to the! U.S. West mari<et only, 

N .... 
VI 



Region 

Japaa 

EJ:.C 

Nordic 

C..nada 

Ll. s. 
North 

U.S. 
South 

u. s. 
\./est 

Supply 
l't·ic.e 

-1 7. '+1 
(:s.'.>U • 'JU) 

JJ./.2 
( Jl 7. IH J 

'1.7.<+o 
U%.u)) 

O.t>o 
( ~01 •• 51) 

l J. J':J 
( 2Jb. '+ 7) 

19.10 
(:lJo.47) 

u. 01 
UJtJ.47) 

Japan 

Qunnt1. t.y Price 

l.1.J.~. d -17. 41 
(8420.0UJ l35!>.!10) 

Tai>lt! B. 3 CoutinueJ 

EEC Canada U. s. East U.S. west 

Quantitf Price Quantity Price Quantity l'nce Q1Jisllt1.Ly .Price 

!')h 

lJOt> • .'.>5 2'J.!15 77U'J.Lt4 ;J.40 
(2.00) (J17.0l) 

Iv 
ti4'.lb. 70 ]J, '/.J. .... 

(lldJu.UOJ (J17.01J ~ 

J9J5.21 33.a 
(J-.o,.:lOJ (J.1.7.U!} (b.l.'J) (l3ti.47J 

719. 'Jj o.uo liS4.'.>. J.':I 5.40 
lJS.'.>.JOJ (J17.01J (J.:h4.0IJ) (204.51) {JbU.'LU) (2Jo.47) 

741>0. Ji ]J.'/.2 J43b.b'J l'J. !15 
(23o.47) 

l 'J445. 34 .l9. 'J5 
(2Jo.47J 

4D • .1.3 l.'J. 95 
(2Jo.47) 



.Keg1.on 

Japan 

Ef.C 

Nordic 

Canada 

u. s. 
North 

u. $. 
Soutn 

U.S. 
l.e.s t 

Supply 
Pri.ce 

-!j.'JJ 
( 3'J5. 2llJ 

28.33 
(J:.!5.42) 

27.4/i 
(l'J.). 93) 

o. 61 
(:219, 'JU1 

JO. 14 
(&'.17.!so) 

l 7. ).) 
l 197. 1:Sll) 

O.OUJ 
l l \II. llb J 

Japan 

Quantity Price 

l )j3. L'J -15.97 
(8dJ).00) (39).ili) 

Table ll. J Coulinueu 

Et:C Canada U.:i. t.,wt U.S. West 

Quantity Price 1iuant 1 ty Price Quantity Pric~ Quan ti tf l'nce 

-----·---
l 'J72 

3::10. :11:S ll.47 tiUb7.'J.l 4. 'J'.; I (b.00) (3.l5,4l) ( -:i. U) (19/.llb) ,..., 
..... 

n11.:n 28.33 "--1 
(12360.00) (325.42) 

4051 .O'J 20 •. n 
(384L.OU) (J25.4LJ ((.,. 0) (J. 97. ~b) 

76b.04 O.ol i93J.j9 4. 95 
(,ll3.0UJ (J2,.42) (25)4.00) (2l'J.:.'O) (4J2.0()J (197,cSbJ 

719o.4:> 28.J] 2J48. 94 21 ... 1 
(325.4L) ( 1:17. do) 

2Ubi9.it> 1.7.4/ 
(i9J,oo) 

2<+0;,.bo 27.47 
\.h7 .ooJ 



Table IS, J Cont.Lr,ued 

Region Supply J,ipau EEC Canada U ,S, East U.S. West 
Fr1.ce ----------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------··--··-----------------

Quantity Price Quantity Prier. Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price 

-----------·- -----
]'J/3 

Jav,ta -JU,b! 2.HJ, ~'J -JU, bl 7020,0U 14, 74 
( 5f(J, :.U) (10117),00) (570,2J) (15. 00) ( 31.tli. :S'J) ( 1,0j (21:Sd, 01:SJ N .. ~ 

.r;:i:;c 1:10, 1!4 'JISHU, !S4 bU, 1!4 (.'? 

( Joo. J'JJ (1.:S490,0UJ (3bl:l,J'J) 

~ordic n'J.J'J J973.)7 80. IS!+ 
(:j;'.:. blSJ (4L'J~.OUJ (Jbb,J'J) {11),0) (LKd,OISJ 

Canada :,,JU dU).!'J 5.30 l ~u·•· 'Jl 14, 74 
(:.uo. 54J (3~4.00) lJbl:l.39) (2dlb,0UJ (lJb,)4) l4bt,00J l~bd,UO) 

u.s. 41,40 71ol,2b IS0,84 481:13.04 5'J,)b 
North l:ttlli. 01:1) (25.91) (J6d.J~J l 21Slt. OISJ 

u.s. 17.53 ll147.bl 59.:>o 
South l2dlS, Ud) (714.ld) (361:1.J'J) (lCSIS,Od) 

U.S. 0.01 771:1, 'J2 H.:>b 8)i. 51 i:.. ilt 
West l21ll:I. 011) ('J0,2o) (3bl:I.J'J) (ll:Sd. 01:1) 



R~gion 

Jai).in 

HC 

Nordic 

Canada 

u .s. 
North 

U .8. 
South 

u.:;. 
~/est 

Supply 
PrLce 

;/.jd 
(b74.U7) 

J '.l!S. L'+ 
(4~1.b7) 

b':1. j:J 
(J7L.bdj 

:io. ,B 
l]JU.7i) 

4). ,.u 
l]Ud. JJ) 

1 7. 5J 
(jUti.:UJ 

u.u1 
lJUo. J.>) 

japan 

Quant.icy t'n ce 

2Jn0.d1 2.Jd 
(1UJ)b.UOJ (b74.07) 

Table B. 3 Continued 

----------
r:::..: Canada 

Quantity Pr.l Cl? Quanc 1. ty l'rice 

u.:;. ~;dst 

Qua,1t i ty Pc ice 

·---------------------
197'-. 

8124.42 158.24 
(134YO.UO) (4Yl.ti7J 

3202.59 158.L4 
(42Y9.00J (4Yl.bl) 

Y071.2Y l5D.24 
(42. 58) (491. 67) 

(7~).6]) (491.ulJ 

Do.51J \491.67) 

800. 29 50. 83 
( 2%1. OU) lJJO. 7i J 

2278.31 124,04 
Oois. JJJ 

2UJ90. J) 12'4, u4 
UUo, DJ 

]8J9,LU 124,04 
(JU8.J.>J 

U. s. West 

Quantity 

7ULU.Y) 

l !.HS, ~13 

lo0':l,4Y 

----------~-~------- ------

Price 

uJ.)I> 

oJ,)d 

u J, )II 

t..) .... 
lO 



Table B. J Continued 

Region 8upply .Japan EEC Can ... da U.S. East 11. s. 'Wellt 
Pried -------------··--------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Pri.ce Quantity Price Quantity Prico! Quantity i'rico! Q11antity Prici, 

·--------- --------------
1::175 

Japan 121. 02 1':J\/0.1>4 121.02 o'Joo.44 lt.O.dd 
{714.0.!) (IUi'J.(J!)) (714,02) (lO.OOJ (4H':J.':J5) '" N 

ti::(; 21,.f)~ ':Jt;>ol, J<+ :.!1:>.0l 0 

(4~'J. ':J:J) ll14JJ.OO) (4S9,':J5J ' 
Nordic '.W4.'J4 2767,03 21'.>. 02 

()07. 71) (2927.UO} (48':J,95) 

Canada 15l. oll ulS4. o7 15:t,t>O 101>1.42 loO,lib 
(JJJ. ~:,J (:tol.OOJ (4d':J.~j) l2':Jdl.OO) (JJJ.9,) (J10,00J \Jo7,0..) 

u.~. HlO • .><t 73J1. 01 215.0l 20:14, )':J 20ll, 2b 
N:,1·th lJbi.O<tJ (J4.':Jl) l41S':J,':Jj) (Jb7.04} 

u.s. ltll • 2':J 2010),bd 2(1(J. lb 
Souto lJbl.u .. , (167.lb) (4d':J.':J5J {:;Jo7.04) 

U.S. o. 01 JHOl,41 200, 26 141>8.dO 1o0.HH 
~lest l3bi'.04) {17.29) (4.i':l.':J5) (Jo7.04) (Jo7,U4) 



Region 

J.:i.pau 

EE~ 

Nord:i.c 

Canada 

U.S. 
N:n th 

u. ::.. 
South 

U.S. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

... 71 
(4:a. ':)')) 

':Jl. )l 
(4u7.41i 

:w4.J4 
(j':Jj.J .. J 

34. :u 
(2bl.t>7) 

5/:.. 74 
(J)0.04) 

o!. bl! 
(JSU.04) 

JU.l2 
l.l'.>lJ.U4J 

JaiJan 

Quantlty 

l'JOl.o\l 

Price 

4. 71 
(':J784.00) (412.':J':JJ 

Table n.J Continued 

EEC Canada 

Quant:i.ty hice Quantity Price 

l':Jlu 

(ltl.OUJ t407.41) 

9llb. ':JO !H • .:>2 
(1JJ4~.UUJ (4~7.41) 

2':Jio. 80 ':Ji. '.:>:l 
(J714.0UJ (4U7.4JJ 

tt/+1:1. ISJ 34.55 
(3.'.>0.00) (407.41) (2421.00J (101.6/) 

73.'.>u.44 91. 52 
(39.l]) (4CJ7.H) 

(540.':Ju) (407.41) 

(71.5')) (40/.41) 

U.S. ,t;ast 

Q,urntlty 1'rict? 

(ISJ.UO) ()uJ.04) 

35~1:1.50 79.bO 
Ob7.04} 

20LOo.26 7':J.uO 
C3o7.04) 

J\1Ql.4b /'J.~U 
(JtJ7.04) 

U .s. West 

Quanti cy Pl· 11:c! 

73J:> • .ll 4.l.J9 

l;UH.14 42.39 
(454.00) (Jo7.0.:.) 

20':J8.~d 42.J'J 
lJo/.04) 

t,j 
r,..) 
t-
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Region 

Jap<1n 

Z£C 

Nor<:lic 

Car1ada 

U.S. 
North 

U.S. 
South 

u.~. 
\.ies t 

Supply 
Price 

10'.I. ~) 
l 5J!i. oUJ 

l':l:;.1. JJ. 
t jt,,. l)<j J 

Jd!:l.4U 
t j .. u. 7b) 

1 .. 1. 07 
U.L.l.':J/) 

1b5.10 
(J.tb. '.>v) 

90. 7o 
(JLt> • .:iOJ 

)':J. )j 

(JL6. :JU) 

Japan 

QU.Jnt i ty Price 

JhU.o'.i I 0':J. 9'.> 
liU)ll.OUJ (5Jd.oUJ 

'!'able I!. 3 Coat:iuued 

EE<.; Canada 

Quantity Pn .;e Quantity Price 

1978 

05.0U) Db 7. ~) 

11450.)o J ')':J. J2 
(1J)!i0.UU) (J6/.!:S4) 

4014. 11. l ~9. J2 
(4117.00) (j(>].!:S4) 

691.83 141.07 
(JD.OU) tJ67.d4) (2356.00) (227.':Jl) 

510/. 67 l')':J. ]l 
(2b.2.l) (Jb7.84J 

(52':J.bl) lJb7.d4J 

(7';/.uoJ (Jo7.o4) 

U.S. East U.S. Well t 

Quantity Pric.! Quant1.ty l'rl.Ct! 

·---------

4<+40. l':J 14':l •. d 
tJ 
N 
w 

(1d2.0UJ lJLo.)0} 

1':Jb'.>.bJ h9.J.J 
('.>di.OU} (J2o.)OJ 

b)b4.0J ldl!.03 
(3.lb.50) 

2Lld2. ':JJ ld!S.OJ 
020. :>U) 

':JJ5. L'.> I d8. JJ .::iLJJ, 7b 149.L;i 
()lo. 50) l)2b.)0) 
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RESULTS OF PROJECTIONS BASED ON LOW GROWTP. RATES 
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Region 

Japdn 

Nordic 

Briti3h 
Columbia 

Ontario 

U.S. N,1rth 

U.S. South 

U.S. \Jest 

Table C,l 

Projections of Regional Prices, Production, Consumption, and Trade 
Flow3 of Newsprint Based on Low Growth Rates, for Selected Regions, 

for Selected Years, 1982 to 2030 1 

Supply 
Price 

514.41 

621.49 

482. 73 

571.29 

562.06 

566.51 

489. 91 

.I a pan 

Qll.'.lnt i ty 

2636.0<J 

Price 

514,41 

EEC 

Quantity 

1982 

4367.35 

60b7.8') 

665.08 

Price 

632.08 

632.08 

t,}2,08 

U.S. East 

Quantity Price 

2201,08 598.59 

2043.05 S98.59 

414. 74 598.59 

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 

682. 13 507. 47 

1473.62 507. 47 

l. Quantity data are given in thousand metr:.c tons. Pric~:i are given in dollars per metric ton, 

N 
N 
Vl 



Table C,l Continued 

Region Supply Japan EEC U .s. East U ,S, West 
Pt·i ce ------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------

Q,mntity Price Quaatity P,·ice Quantity Pri,:e Quant i ry Price 

---------·-
1986 

Japan 656.22 2bb8.54 656.22 

Nordic 725.18 4b30. 71 73 7. 90 
t-> 
N 

British 55S.ld 33.97 656.22 21!49. 51 697.66 436.0/ '.i8o. 15 °' Col t.Vn bi a 

Onta!"ir, 6b4. 85 7152.25 73 7. 90 1221.36 697.66 

U.S. North 653. 76 873. 83 7J 7. 90 

U.S. South 059.11 498.47 697.66 

t;.S. West 56 7. 04 175b. 22 5138.15 



l'able C.l Continued 

Region Supply Japan EEC U, S, East U.S. West 
Price -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Pcice Quantity Price Quantity Price 

---- . -·--·----- ---
199:) 

Japan 767.191 2695.43 76 7. 19 

Nordic 850. 06 493.'+.23 865. 35 
N 
N 

British 6'+9. b9 l 713. 64 767.19 3501.13 816.99 12/.12 685.40 ....... 
Co~umbia 

Ontario 777. 56 83 51. 21 865. 35 293.59 816.99 

U.S. North 764. 24 1114.41 865. 35 

U.S. South 770. 66 598.56 816.99 

U.S. West 6b0.03 20d2. 58 685. 40 



Table C.l Continued 

Region Supply Japan EEC U.S. East U.S. West 
Price ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Prica Quantity Prica Quantity Price 

2000 

Japa,1 1117.23 2759.93 1117.23 

Nordic 1308.05 5985.88 1332. 25 
N 
N 

British 931. 26 710.63 1117.:!3 2342.33 133:!.2.5 2li 9. 58 11%.10 00 

Col ur,bia 

Ontario 1193.29 9361. 82 1332.25 

U.S. North 1172.20 1947.&0 1332.25 

U.S. South 1122.77 911. 89 ll96.10 

U.S. West 938.45 725.38 11%.10 2296.08 978.63 

----------------



Region 

Japan 

Nordic 

British 
Colu11hia 

Ontario 

U.S. tforth 

u.s. !,c,uth 

U.S. West 

Supply 
Pric~ 

l 63l,. 43 

1936.55 

1340.09 

l J";/1, 88 

1 721. 51 

lb-d. 2) 

l 'l 5 l • !+ 7 

--------

Japan 

Quantity 

2823.19 

I 53 l. !l8 

Price 

1634.48 

lt>J4.4U 

Table C.l Concinucd 

EEC 

Quantity Price 

2010 

7381.Jl 1974. 85 

5470.>ltl 1974.85 

10138. 30 l 97Lt. 85 

3028.44 1971+.85 

10)9.00 19,4.85 

U.S. East 

Quant i. ty Price 

lJ70.4b 1759.31 

1026.bO 1759.)l 

U.S. West 

Quant i. ty Pri .:o! 

---------------------------

N 
N 
I.O 



'l'a't:>le 1;.l Conti.nued 

R,,gion Supply Japan EEC U. s. East U.S. West 
Pric.: -----------------------------------------------------·-------·-----------------------

Qt1ant i ty Pri c.: Quantity Price Quantity Price Quancity Pri. Co! 

----------------·--------
2020 

Japan :!JIY•. 54 2d82. 94 2384. 54 

Nordic 2862. o9 9J9!S.Ot, 2923.31 N 
v.) 

British 1~113. SJ :?.iSOR. 09 2384. 54 
0 

668!1.67 2 923. 31 
Col uoi>i.a 

Ontflrio 2575.12 10979.20 2923. 31 

U.S. North 25L2.29 45b2. 70 2923.31 

U.S. South 2364. 69 1710.17 292.3. 31 292.17 2548.42 

U.S. West 1936.55 4080. 79 2923.31 2093.11 2037.19 



Region 

Japan 

Nordi.c 

B,irish 
Colur.bia 

Supply 
Pric~ 

3586. 77 

434J.68 

2849.12 

Ontario 3888.47 

U.S. North Jb04.84 

U.S. South J5~5.J7 

U.S. West 2617. 64 

Japan 

Quantity Price 

2945.91 3586.77 

4-565. 42 358c. 77 

Tc:ble C.l Continued 

EEC U.S. East U.S. West 

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price 

·-------- ---· 
2030 

12589. 73 t,t,J'). 64 I-..> 
w 

8'196. 79 4439.64 -
11889. 80 4!d9. u. 

6978.83 4439.64 

JOJY.50 443Y.£4 

7802. 21 44'1':I. 64 1257.19 3036.94 



Region Supply 
Price 

Table C.2 

Projections of Regional Price&, Production, Cons=ption, and Trade 
Flows of Printing Paper Based on Low Growth Rates, for Selected Regions, 

for Selected Year~, 19~2 to 2030 1 

EEC 

Qu.intity Price 

Nordic 

Quantity Price 

Canada U .s. East 

Qua,1t i ty Price Quantity 

--------------· 
1982 

Japan 11 734. 10 

EEC l165. 50 8608.35 465.50 3982. 21 

Nordic 455.i3 75 7. 18 455.13 l~lf,9. 21 

Ontario 510.40 1214. 93 

U.S. Horth 509.53 60.t,2 
East 

U.S. North 472.29 1167. 02 
Cent 1·al 

IJ.S. South 521. 57 

l. Quantitiy dat.i are given in thousand metric tons. Prices are given in dollars p.!r metric ton. 

U.S. West 

Price Quant. i ty Pri C<l 

I 
N ~.., 

550.38 N 
,-

550.36 

550. 38 

550.38 677.27 619.IS8 

550.38 

3J01.31 619.88 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Ontario 

U.S. North 
East 

U.S •• ~orth 
Central 

U.S. South 

Supply 
Pri..:e 

19932.5 

530.19 

517. 71 

584.16 

583.04 

538.45 

587.37 

EEC 

Quantity 

9577.45 

Price 

530.19 

Table C.2 Continued 

Nordic 

Quant i ry 

a1:.. 76 

Pri.ce 

1986 

511. 71 

Canada 

Quantity 

U.S. East 

Price Quantity Price 

3987. 64 632.14 

42 79. 7'j 632.14 

1419.59 632.14 

907. 05 632.14 

158).01 632.14 

-----------------·----- -----------·-------

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 

l'v 
w v> 

45'J2.54 705. 6] 



Tabi e C, 2 Continued 

Region Supply EEC: Nordic Canada U .s. East U .s. West 
Price ------------------------------------------------------------------··-------------·---·-------------------

Quantity Price QU.:1nt i ty Prica Quant i. ty Price Quantity Pric<.? Quantity Price 

-------
1990 

Japan 30073.30 
N 

EE:C 6()4, 33 10687. 91 601 •• 33 3797.63 726. 77 ul 
.r--. 

Noi:dic 589.30 879.29 589.30 4t.JG.42 726. 77 

Ontario 669.05 lf>49. 91 l2b. 77 

U.S. North 607.69 1094.11 720, H 
East 

U.S. North 614.04 20!+0.40 l'.!6. 77 
Central 

U. S, South 661. 84 965. 01 7'L.6. 77 5283.12 804.02 

---- ---··--------



Region 

Japau 

EEC 

Nordic 

Ur.tar io 

U.S. North 
East 

U.S. North 
Ccr.t ral 

U.S. 5outh 

Supply 
Price 

67663. 70 

812. 13 

78!1 • .35 

914.67 

912.57 

82 7. 54 

903.23 

EEC 

Quantity 

14527.38 

Price 

812.08 

Table C.2 Continued 

Nordic Canada 

Quantity Price Quantity 

2000 

1107. 75 788.)5 

U.S. East 

Price Quantity Price 

2113.)8 1005.97 

4800. 28 1005.97 

2299.48 1005.97 

1612.97 1005.97 

3308.67 1005.~7 

5486. ~o 1005.~7 
---·----·-------------------------------

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 
------------

7393.88 1128.25 

N w 
\.11 



Table C.2 Continued 

Region Supply EEC Nori:li c Canada U.S. East u.s. w~s t 
Pt ice --------------··-----------------------------·---------------------------·------------------------------·-

Quantity Pt·ice Quant i Ly !'ri..:e Quant i.ty Pi-ice Quantity Price Quantity Pt·ice 

---· ------ ·-- ·-- ----
2010 

Jap'ln 132715, 00 
N 

EEC 1036.45 18595.10 1036.45 1.,.1 
a-. 

lford:c 955. 56 19111. OS 1036.45 1538.69 955.56 295 7. 93 l300.04 

Ontario 11~5. 57 2920. 39 1300.04 

U.S. North 11 S2. 23 2111.78 !JOO. 04 
East 

U.S. North 1017.73 4548.l+l lJ00.04 
C1:ntral 

U.S. South J l37.44 15080.49 1300. 04 lOJ 72. 81 11:ll:l.25 

------- --------- ··--·-



Region 

Jap.in 

EEC 

Nordic 

Ont i.iri.:> 

l1, S. t'1vrLh 
East 

U.S. North 
Cent c-al 

U.S. So11th 

Supply 
Prict? 

132 715. 00 

998.4! 

870. 01 

1186. 'J7 

1181.13 

968.2.6 

1157. 58 

EEC 

Quant i.ty Price 

1 dJ57. 94 'J:l8.42 

2429.10 998.42 

Table C.2 Contin•JeJ 

------------------·-----
Nordic Canada 

Quant L ty Price Quantity 

2020 

1636.(,J 870.01 

U .s. Bast 

Price Quantity Pnce 

2087.79 1415.19 

3001. 92 

2163. 61 

4355. 75 

l'.152'.i.92 

1415.19 

1415.19 

1415.19 

1415.19 

- -------·--- --·-----·---··------

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 

-------·---

10002.54 1721.18 

N w ...... 



Table C.2 Continued 

aegion Supply EEC Nordic Canada U.S. East U.S. West 
Price ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quanti. ty Price Quantity Pric~ Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price 

2030 

Japan 245349.00 

EEC 1468.91 21680.46 1468. 91 hl w 
~ 

Nordic 1265.90 5311. 54 1468. 91 ~032, GO 1265. 90 

Ontario 935.43 2309.10 1297.50 

U. s. Nur!:h 92 7 .14 1767.91 1297.50 
Cast 

U.S. North 590.06 1227.03 11,68.91 2'247.75 1297. 50 
Central 

U.S. South 88).82 33810.90 1297.50 14742. 74 1 782. 14 

---------- ------ ----- ··----·---·-----------------·---------



Region 

J.3pan 

EEC 

N.:irdic 

Canada 

tJ. s. 
Nnrth 

U.S. 
South 

U.S. 
lies t 

Supply 
Price 

402.47 

475. 71 

461.12 

448.24 

489.86 

489.B3 

441.44 

--------

Table C.3 

Projections of Regional Prices, Producti.011, and Consumpti..:m, and Trade 
Flws of Paperbr,ard Based on I.ow Growth Rates, for Selected Regions, 

for Selected Years, 1982 to 2030 1 

Japan 

Qu.rnti.ty 

EEC Canada H .S. East 

Price 

3205.80 402.47 

Quantity Fri c,! Quantity 

-----·------

16089. 11 

1569. 37 

1982 

47.5.71 

4 75. 71 

509. 77 

Pcic<? Quantity Price 

5782.66 517. 32 

448.24 

11376. 60 51 7. ]2 

n11.23 517.32 

4638. l5 517. 32 

1. Qwrntity data arc, gi·,1cn in thousar,d metric tons. !'rices are given in d,11lurn per anct1·ic too. 

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 

5381.11 460.25 

3258.56 460. 2) 

J436.34 460.25 

'" w 
\CJ 



Regio,1 Supply Japan 
Price 

Qu..1nt i ty Pri c<'! 

----

Japan 468.87 3764.l,O 468.87 

EEC 546. 53 

Ncrrlic 539 •. 39 

C:m:?da 523. 86 

u. s. 573.91 
North 

u .s. 573. 88 
South 

u .s. 515. 73 
.its t 

·l'i!ble C.3 Continued 

EEC C,mada 

Quant i. ty Price Quant i. ty Pri.ce 

... ~-----·------
1986 

17902.38 546. >3 

1569.37 '.>1,6. 53 

554.20 523.86 

u.:;. East 

Quantity Pri..:e 

234.03 606. 91 

nn.u7 606. 91 

1099,~. 70 606.91 

10933.19 &Ob. 91 

4964. 29 606. 91 

U.S. west 

Quant i.ty Price 

5201.26 538.30 

3774.63 538.30 

4404.37 538.30 

N 

"' 0 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Canada 

U.S. 
North 

u .s. 
South 

l'. s. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

549.24 

642. 52 

633. 94 

615.3) 

6 75. ,,4 

6 75. 39 

605. S3 

-------------~ 

Table C.3 Continued 

Japan. EEC Canada U.S. East U.S. West 

Quantity Pri.:e Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Qvant i ty Price 

1990 

4409.36 549.24 4931. 31 632.68 
t-..) 

17984.44 642. 52 2306.47 715.10 .p,. ,_. 
7062. 33 715.10 

600. 92 61 'i. 33 4303. 71 6)2.68 

10625. 60 715.10 

12815.26 715.10 

5260. 38 715.10 5607.22 632.68 

---------·---------·--· - ·----·- -------·----------------------



Region 

.Japan 

~EC 

Nord1c 

Canada 

U.S. 
!forth 

u. s. 
~outh 

u .s. 
West 

fupply 
Price 

834. 94 

982. 61 

969.04 

939.56 

1034. 72 

1034. 64 

924. 05 

Ja;:,an 

Quantity Price 

b!+ 79. 43 8)4. 94 

Table C,3 Continued 

EEC Canada U.S. East U.S. West 

Qusnt i ty Price Quantity Price Quant i.ty Price Quantity Pcice 

--------
2000 

3812.19 967.02 
N 

17816.)8 982.bl 8494. 67 1097.50 .i:-
N 

66JO. 92 1097. '.>0 

721. 44 ',)9.~6 57"/13.40 %7.u2 

9756.21 1097. 50 

18'>73.9l1 1097.50 

6019. 94 1097.50 9729.66 96 7. 02 

-------------- - --------- ---·--------



R,!zion Supply 
Price 

Japa,1 

Quantity 

------------------

Japan 1251. 87 9562. 65 

t:EC 1485. 64 

Nordic 1464.15 

c~::ida 1417.47 

1.J. s. 1568.13 
North 

u. s. !;.68.00 
S0uth 

u. s. 1392. 94 
~:est 

Table C.3 Continuc-d 

EEC Canada 

Price Quantity Pric<? Quantity P1·i ce 

---------------
2010 

1251.87 

1 7325. 09 1485.04 

871. 56 1417.47 

------

U.S. East U.S. West 

Quantity Price Quantity Price 

l 720. 39 1460.95 

lb56l. 75 1667.50 
"' 

6056.76 1667.50 
.s::--
(..,.) 

I 
7519.28 1460. 95 

8::l57.94 1667.50 

26432.08 1667.50 

6734.26 1667.50 l 60'JO. 44 1460. 95 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

C<illa<!a 

u. s. 
North 

u .s. 
South 

u. s. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

2283. 68 

2144.91 

2110.89 

2036. 97 

2275.47 

2275.27 

1998,16 

Japan 

Quantity Price 

12810.16 2283.68 

Table C.3 Continued 

EEC Canada U.S. East U.S. West 

Quantity Price Qua,1tity Price Quantity Price Quantity Pri.ce 

2020 

I'~ 
17426. 72 2144.91 25791.88 2432, 77 ~ 

~ 

5162.80 2432. 77 

1127.30 2036. 97 9442. 73 2105.80 

8224.99 2432. 77 

3 7245. 61 2432. 77 

9018.71 2432. 77 :!4059.44 2105. BO 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Canada 

u. s. 
North 

u .s. 
South 

u. s. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

3368.84 

3077.22 

3023.38 

2906. 36 

3283, 90 

3283.59 

2Bt14. 94 

Japan 

Quantity 

14322.87 

TKble C.3 Continued 

EEC Canada 

Price Quantity Price Quantity Price 

2030 

3368. 84 

17676.49 3077, 22 

1487.65 2 906, 36 

U.S. East U.S. West 

Qua1\ti ty Price Quantity Price 

N 
38366. 32 3532. 90 .i:,. 

V1 

3899.45 3532. 90 

11873. 95 3015. 31 

755.2.01 3532. 90 

52851. 59 3532. 90 

1 O'.i91, 62 3532. 90 10591. 62 3015.31 



APPENDIX D 

RESULTS OF PROJECTIONS BASED ON N.EAN GROWTH RATES 



Region 

Japan 

Nordic 

!lri tish 
Cohmbia 

Ontario 

U.S. North 

U.S. South 

U.S. West 

Table D. l 

Projectio11s of Regional Prices, Production, Consu:nption, and Trade 
FlOlis of Newsprint Hased on Mean Cr.~Ath Rates, for 15elected Regions, 

for Selected Years, 1982 to 2030 

Supply J 3!)an !EC U.S. East rJ.S. We11t 
Price ----------------------------·--·----·--------------------------------·-·-----------.. ------

Quantity Price Quantity Pi:ice Quar,tity Price Quantity Pdce 

-
1982 

572. 86 2589. 14 572.86 

636.08 4333.86 646. 66 

497. 32 2201.08 613. 18 695.13 522.05 

535.87 6501. 77 61•6. 66 2111.18 613.18 

576. 65 664.46 61.6.66 

581.10 353. 93 613.18 

504.1+9 1451. 65 522.05 

1. Quantity data are given in thousand metric tons. Prices are given in dollars per metric ton. 

N 
+" ....... 



Table D. l Continued 

Region Supply Japan E:EC U.S. East U.S. West 
Price -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quanlity .Price Quantity Price 

1986 

Japan 700.48 251+3, ?4 700.48 
N 

Nordic 782. 17 4575.92 769.1+5 ·"' 00 

Erilish 602. 70 230.25 700.48 2751. 02 741. 93 33 7. 93 632.42 I 
C'>lunbia 

Ontacio 709.12 8304. 65 769.45 1349.41 741.93 

U.S. Horth 698. 03 894. 88 769,45 

U.S. South 703. 38 353.10 741.93 

U.S. West 611. 31 1809.55 632.42 



Table D. l Continued 

Region S,1;;,ply Japan EEC U.S. East U.S. West 
Price -----------------------------------------------------------------------------··--~---· 

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Pcice Qw.nt i. ty l'rice 

---··--·---
1990 

Japan 850. 94 2492.53 850.94 
N 

Norrlic 9JJ. 86 4879. 72 949.15 .i:-
\0 

British 733.lii' 51/t. 54 850.91> 3373.49 900. 77 
Cohn bi a 

Ontal."io 861. 36 l 0465.1+4 949. 15 345.56 900. 77 

U.S. North 848. 05 1176. 81 949. 15 

U.S. South 854.45 361.05 91)0. 77 

U.S. West ns.oo 62.03 900. 77 2135.01 763.37 

------



Region 

Japan 

Nordic 

British 
Colunbia 

Oi!.tario 

U.S. North 

U.S. South 

U.S. Wt!st 

Supply 
Price 

13{,3.17 

1553. 99 

1177. 20 

1439. 23 

1418.15 

J 31>8. 71 

llfl!+.40 

-----

Japan 

Quantity Price 

2330.26 1363. 17 

1539. 61 1363.17 

Table D.l Continued 

E~:c 

Quantity Price 

2000 

6062. 71 1578.19 

3413.16 1578.19 

1431+6. 70 1578.19 

2244.13 1n8.19 

U.S. East 

Quantity Price 

841.40 11+42. 04 

411.66 1442.04 

1606.58 1442.04 

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 

1948.89 1224.56 

N 
VI 
0 



Region 

Japan 

Nordic 

eritish 
Columbia 

Ontario 

U.S. North 

U.S. South 

U.S. West 

Supply 
Price 

2213, Oc 

2515.11 

1918.66 

2333.45 

2300.08 

2200. 51 

1930. 04 

Japan 

Quantity Price 

2107.20 2213.06 

3141.57 2213. 06 

Table D. l Continued 

1':EC U.S. East U.S. West 

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quant i. ty Price 

------
2010 

l'J 
7'i33, l16 2553.41 V, ..... 
5~85. 09 2 55). 41 

19038. 80 2.553.41 

3888.16 2553.41 

528. 84 2553.41 41.76 2316.58 

4546. 38 2553.41 1266.99 1993. 63 



Region 

Japan 

Nordi.: 

Sri ti sh 
Cohmbia 

Ontario 

Supply 
Price 

3878. 71 

4356. 84 

3412.69 

4069.28 

U.S. North 4016.46 

U.S. South J858. 85 

U.S. West 3430.70 

Japan 

Quantity Price 

IR20.13 3878. 71 

5193.96 3878. 71 

Table D. l Continued 

EEC 

Quantity 

2020 

Price 

11633.20 41.11.1.1 

1066G.61 4417.47 

25265.50 4417.47 

7075.91 4417.47 

1207.50 4417.47 

10341.21 4417.47 

U.S. East 

(!wmtity Price 

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 

N 
VI 
N 



Region 

Japan 

!lcrdic 

British 
Colunbia 

Sup;:,ly 
Price 

6774. 89 

7531. 76 

6037. n 

Ontario 707~.56 

U.S. North 6992.94 

U.S. South 6741.47 

U.S. ~est 6065.73 

Japan 

Quantity Price 

1417.09 6774.89 

8159.79 6 774, 89 

Table 0,1 Continued 

EEC 

Quantity Price 

2030 

18113. S'O 762 7. 73 

19997.14 7627.73 

33528.50 7627.7) 

12595.03 7627.73 

2568. 14 7627.73 

18309.83 7627.lJ 

U.S. East 

Quantity Pri. ce 

----------------------- ···----··---·-----

U.S. We,it 

Quant i t.y l'rice 

!-.> 
Vl w 

-----·----



Table D,2 

Projections of Regional Prices, Production, Consunption, and Trade 
Flows of Printing Paper Based on Mean Growth llate,i, f~r Sclec.ted Regions, 

fo~ Selected Years, 1962 to ZOJO 

-------~·---~------------------------------------------------·----------·------~ 
Region 

Japan 

EZC 

Nor.:!i c 

Ontario 

U,!:i, North 
East 

U.S. North 
Central 

U.S. South 

Supply 
Price 

14631. 60 

518,11 

'.ill. 59 

561.55 

562. 19 

5llt,53 

569.34 

El!:C 

Quant i ~y Price 

U5%.68 522.18 

Nordic Canada U. S, East 

Quantity Price Ql!<lnt i ty Price Qi.anti ty 

-
1982 

3444.51 

692. 50 455.13 4444.08 

128),35 

741. 62 

710.02 

1. Quantitiy data are given in thousa.'ld :netric tons. Prices are given in dollars per metric ton, 

U. S, West 

Price Quantity Price 

6Ul. 49 

60 l ,1.9 

601. 49 

601, 49 

601.49 453.26 667. 75 

3550.04 667.75 

N 
V, 
~ 



Table D.2 Continued 

Region Supply EEC Nordic Canada U.S. East U.S. West 
Price ---------------------------------------··---------------------------------____________ .. ________________ 

Quantity Price Quantity PricP. Quantity Price Quantity Price Qu;mti ty Price 

--
1986 

Jap1tn 28527.30 
I'-.) 

EEC 686. 93 9518, lt2 686. 93 2925.33 788.82 lJ1 
Vl 

Nordic 674.42 690. 2J 6711.42 4955.03 7811.82 

Ontario 383. 26 730.00 788.82 

U.S. Horth 739. 72 96':l.85 738. 82 
East 

ti. S. North 695.06 1797. 51 7BB. a.2 
Central 

U.S. South 7J4. 85 84 7. 31 788.8:l 4625. 94 853. 18 

-----· 



R,•gi on 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Ontario 

U.S. North 
East 

U.S. North 
Central 

U.S. South 

Supply 
Price 

4 76011. 50 

816.19 

801.16 

880.83 

879.69 

825.92 

873. 74 

EEC 

Quantity Price 

--------· 

11168.35 816.19 

Table D.2 Continued 

Nordic Canada U.S. East U.S. I.est 

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Pt·ice Quantity ?ci.ce 

--------
1990 

l·..J 
1256.58 9Jt!.62 l/1 

(]\ 

7S5.69 801.16 5285.58 938. 62 

1958. 03 938. 62 

1119.98 938. 62 

2238.33 938. 62 

2496. 76 938.62 5429. 17 1015.95 

--------------



Table D.2 Continued 

Region Supply EEC Nor di:: Cai1ada U.S. East U.S. West 
rrir.e: ------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price QWJnt i ty Price Quantity Price 

2000 

Japan 132672.00 
h) 

EEC 1268.55 12146.91 1268.55 
U1 ...... 

N,,ruic 1217.50 4930.99 1268.55 988.18 1217.50 1422. 81 1435.17 

Ont.sc-io 1343. 91 2921. 33 !435.l} 

U.S. North 1341. 81 1640.88 1435.17 
East 

U.S. tforth 1256.36 3758.44 143.5.17 
Central 

U.S. South 1332.39 11451.17 1435.17 8002. 72 1557.40 



Table D.2 Continued 

REgion Supply EEC Nordic Canada U.S. East U.S. West 
Price -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Pd ce Q11.111t i ty Price Qu.mtily Price 

--·----
2010 

Jaran 321646.00 
N 

El::C 1859. 54 106)8. 51 1 b)9. 54 V, 
CtJ 

Nordic 1778. 5'.> 7670. 54 1859.54 1424.23 l 778. 55 

Ontario 1587.79 3237.81 1859.54 

U.S. North 1552. 78 1611.51 1859. 5lt 
East 

U.S. North 1508. 81 4637.79 1859. 5/+ 
Central 

U.S. South 1504.42 33031. 95 1667.17 12467. 64 1860.51 

--------------------------------



Table D.2 Continuerl 

Region Supply EEC Nordic C.mada U.S. East U.S. West 
Price ------------------·---·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Qua!\tity Price Quantity Price Quantity Pri.ce Quanli.tJ Price Quantity rri .:e 

----------
2020 

Japan 742464. 00 
N 

EEC 1852.99 2158.43 1852. 99 \,, 

'° Nordic l 714. 65 5 763. 36 1852. 99 316).06 l 7:?4.65 

Or.tar io 141.2. 73 2388.12 1852.99 

U.5. North 1367. 21 738. 76 U!S2.99 
East 

U.S. North 1297. 60 3845.0l 1852.99 
CentrJl 

U.S. South 1201. 92 37457.0l 1852.99 52295.0!+ 1459.43 19738. 25 1765.59 

------ -----· 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Ontario 

U.S. North 
East 

U.S. North 
Central 

U.S. South 

Supply 
Price 

1081053.00 

3672. 82 

-1132.54 

716. 04 

1354. 07 

231 •• 70 

-2558.09 

Table D.2 Continued 

EEC Nordic Canada U.S. East U.S. West 

QU!lnt i ty Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price 
_" ______ 

2030 

N 
CTI 
0 

116935.82 -1527.33 9463.20 -1433.0S 5 779. 70 -1460.30 93865.47 -21'.,0.50 3~533.05 -1665.92 _________________________ " ______________________________ _ 



Region 

Jap1m 

EEC 

tfordic 

Canada 

U.S. 
North 

u .s. 
South 

U.S. 
West 

Supply 
Pt·ice 

7402.02 

1125. 8! 

1119. 87 

1194.57 

1141. 7S 

1148.56 

1187. 80 

Table D.3 

Projections of Regional. Price!l, Product Lon, and Consunptiou, and Trade 
Fl0ws of Paperboard Based on Me.in Growth Rates, for 1selected Regions, 

tor Selected Years, 1982 to 2030 

Japan 

Quantity Pric~ 

EEC 

Quantity Price 

Canada U .s. East 

Quantity Price Quantity Price 

U.S. West 

QUJ>nt i ty Price 

------------------· ------
J 982 

8981,94 1125.82 

641. 95 

15254.09 1176.0b 

8345.44 1176.06 

5626.50 1176.06 

5059.20 1206.59 

6209,18 1206.5::} 

------·-----------------------
1, Quantity data are given in thousand metric ton», Prices ace given in dollars per metric ton. 

"' 0-,-



P.E-gion Supply 
l'ri ce 

-------·------· 

Japan 65&4. 63 

Ei'.:C 129&.47 

Nordic 1 .ze9. JJ 

Cr,1rnd3 IJ79.10 

lJ. s. 1315.66 
North 

i.;.s. 1323.81 
~outh 

u .s. 1370. 96 
West 

Jap,m 

Qu:iut i t11' 

!024.19 

Price 

1447.67 

Table ll. 3 Continued 

----------
EEC Canada 

Quantity Price Qll.lnt i ty Price 

1986 

8~29.13 1296.47 

----------------------~~-~ 
U.S. East 

Qtumtity Price 

18518. 61 1356. 86 

8169.59 1]56.86 

6311.09 1356.86 

U.S. West 

Qoant i q• E'ri ce 

5356.12 1393.54 

73137. 34 1393. 54 

I') 
o· 
I'.> 



Regi,:,n 

Japan 

rEc 

Nor .ii c 

C;..nada 

u. s. 
North 

u .s. 
South 

u .:,. 
\/est 

Supply 
Price 

5661.43 

1499.74 

1491.15 

1599.02 

15.22. 79 

1532.58 

1589.24 

J apa,1 

Qll.'.lntity Price 

1503.17 l S81. 47. 

Table D.3 Continued 

EEC Canada U.S. East 

Qu:mt i ty Price Qu;,ut i ty Price Quantity Price 

--- --- -· - --·---·--·--------------
1990 

7816. ~J 1'1~9. /4 22J6S. 21 1572. 29 

79]7.6.Z 1572.29 

71 61+. 04 15 72. 2 9 

U.S. Wt!st 

Quant i. ty Pric<.' 

5649. 45 H.16.)8 

6789.SS 161 /;), )!l 

----------·----

N 
O', 
w 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Can.ida 

u. s. 
North 

u. s. 
S:.iut h 

u. s. 
We,;t 

Sup::,ly 
Price 

2145.80 

2093. 22 

2079. 64 

2250.41 

2129. 74 

2145.23 

22 34. 94 

Table D. 3 Continued 

.; Jpall EEC Canada 

QuanL i ty Price Quirnti ty Price Quanti.ty 

2000 

43GU. :l9 2145.SO 

7422.08 2093.22 

U. s. East 

Pri.ce Qu.llltity Price 

31 700. ,,1 2203.09 

51!2 9. 49 2208.0<i 

1)412.61 220~.09 

U.S. West 

Qu.qnc i ty Price 

572. 73 2277 .89 

931.2.211 2177. 89 

10087.16 2277.89 

t-.:i 
0\ 
~' 



~~-~-~------
Region 

Japan 

EEC 

rfordic 

Canada 

u.c::. 
North 

U.S. 
South 

u .s. 
West 

Supp:y 
Price 

3627.49 

3172.16 

3150.67 

3421.01 

3230.00 

3254.51 

3396. 52 

Jap.m 

QU'.lnt it;, Price 

2534. 67 362 7. 49 

4177.03 3627.4:J 

--------

Tahle D.3 Contin...ed 

EEC c,mada 

Q11ant i ty Price Qu:rntity Price 

2010 

5248. 32 3112.16 

U.S. Ens t 

Qn.inti ty l?ri ce 

49191.76 3354.01 

5030. 93 3J54. 01 

17663.80 3354.01 

U.S. Wellt 

Quantity l'ricl! 

8774.71 3116/1. 51 

18894 • '•2 3454. 51 

"' o, 
'.Jl 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

tlordic 

Canada 

u. s. 
North 

!.J. $. 
S,::uth 

u. s. 
Iles t 

Supply 
Price 

6351•. 31 

4795.27 

47/il. 25 

5189.19 

4886. 82 

4925.62 

51S0.!..(l 

Japan 

Qu.rnt i ty 

12208.55 

Pric<! 

5516. O!> 

Tai>le D.3 C.011ti.nued 

EEC Ccina<la 

Qu:mt i ty Price Quantity Price 

20:lC 

JG09.81 4795.27 

U.S. [aH U.S. Wesc 

Q,umti.ty Price QUJl,lt i ty Pric..: 

73351.47 508J.12 

1571.1.& 50:J),12 

.5994. 80 5258.03 

15305.89 508).12 32557.58 5!58.03 

90]8.7l 508).12 21.059,44 5258.03 

~-' 
°' ::,-. 



Region 

Japan 

£CC 

No1·d i~ c 

C,nada 

U.S. 
!forth 

u. s. 
Sc,ut h 

1.1. s. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

13493.60 

702 7. ',9 

10176.10 

Japan 

Quanli ty 

7651.57 2l506.38 

71 72. 92 

7234. 33 

7590.16 

Fr ice 

81 68. 95 

'fable D. 3 Continued 

EEC Canada 

Quantity Price Quantity Price 

?.030 

u70J.32 7027.99 

183.09 7ti51.57 

U.S. Ea!. t 

Quantity Price 

100893.9d 7483.65 

40311.49 7483.65 

U.S. West 

Q,i.,,1t i ty Price 

2630.91 7760. 5) 

51583./3 7/60. 53 

Iv o, 
--1 
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Region 

Japan 

N<Jrdic 

Bt itish 
ColLr.ibia 

unt ario 

U.S. North 

U.S. South 

U.S. We!it 

Tab).e E, l 

Projections of Re~iona! Prices, Production, Consl.lllption, and Trade 
Flows of Newsprint Based on Hig~, GrNth Rates, for Selected Reg~or,s, 

for Selected Years, 1982 to 2030 1 

Supply 
Price 

Japan 

Quanti t;, 

EEC 

Pt ice Quant i tf 

U.S. East 

l'r i c~ Quant~ ty P.·i.ce 

U.S. West 

Quantity rrice 

----·- ---------·-----·------
1 ~82 

593. 78 2533.03 593.78 

636. 08 4299.75 661. 76 

497. 32 74. 3G 59}.78 :!l 13. 43 £.28, 28 6.'.+!>.50 :iJ 7 .15 

585. 87 6946. 813 66 l. 76 2205.04 67.8.28 

5 76. c5 663.7~ c61.7(, 

581. LO 288.]l 628 •. Z8 

504.49 1490.09 537.15 

---------------------------------

l. Qua;;tity data are gi<1en in tho,isand metric tons. !'rice!. are giv<'n i.n c!ollani per metric ton, 

N a, 
\0 



Table E. l .,;ont i nued 

P.egio1.1 Supply Japan F.EC U.S. East U.S. West .. . • r1 re -------------------- --··---------··---- ------------------------------ -------··- -------
Qt.llint i r.y Price Quantity Price Quant tty Price Qu.mt ity Price 

--------·--------
19dti 

JaFan 74S. 27 2380. 63 748. 27 
N 

Nordic 817.24 4487.59 829, 96 " 0 

British 651).49 46.'.87 748.27 2629.22 739. 7l. :?25.66 680. 21 
Col w.bi a 

On::ario 756. 91 9586,9t 829. 96 1511.1!9 789. 72 

U.S. North 745. 82 914.12 8:?9. 95 

U.S. South 75~ .17 16?. ld 789. 72 

U.S. West 65 9, 11 1 of.Ii. t>Z 61!0. 21 

---·-- ----~--·-------·--



Region 

Japan 

No.die 

British 
Col u.nbia 

Ont ar i:> 

;J.S. North 

U.S. South 

U.S. West 

Su::,ply 
Price 

9l,5.66 

i0~8. 57 

82 8. 17 

956. 07 

9"12. 76 

!N9.16 

832. 71 

Table E. l Ccnti.nued 

--------------------------------------------------
J apaa 

Quantity 

2111 •• 45 

974.49 

Price 

9.'.+5. 66 

E'!C 

Quantity Price 

19'.)t) 

4712. 76 1(43.86 

l 3003 .42 1043. 86 

1241.Ll l Q/i3. 86 

U.S. East U.S. West 

Quancity P1·i ce Quantity Price 

3015.40 995.48 

456.48 995.48 

0.20 995. 48 

333.91 995.48 2004. 96 858.08 
---

N 
'-l .. ~ 



Table E. l Continued 

Region Supply Japan EEC U.S. East U.S. We3t 
Price ·------------------------------------------·----------------·---------------------··--. 

QU2ntity Pi:ice Quantity Price Quantity Price Qt.vmt i. ty Pric*' 

-·-·----·----
2000 

Japa!l 1666.44 1277.55 1666.1+4 
N 

Nordic 1857.29 5500.li 1ae1. 48 '-I 
N 

British 14!'0.48 3065. 59 1666.44 3511.23 11!31. 48 
Colunbia 

Ont11rio 1742. 52 211:n. 7() 1881.48 

U.S. North 17:Ll.44 2579.89 1831. 48 

U.S. South 2S79.10 

U.S. West 1487. 68 l l 83. 92 1881. 48 1549.66 1745. 32 1441. 98 1527. 84 

-------·------



Region 

Japan 

Nordic 

Bri ti. sh 
Colu.nbia 

Ontario 

Supply 
Price 

8682. 16 

3536. 91 

1%0.l.6 

3344.24 

U.S. North 3321.a8 

U.S. South 5876.96 

U.S. West 2951. 84 

Japan 

Quant i. ty Pri.ce 

6007.)6 3234.86 

Table E.l Continued 

EEG 

Quantity 

2010 

Prict? 

698S.99 3575.20 

7027.16 3)7).20 

35307.10 357S.20 

5422.11 3575.20 

8424.06 3575.20 

U.S. Ea9t U.S. West 

Quantity Price Qu.~nt i t·y Price 

1266.99 2696.70 

--------------- - ----------------··--------------

r-> 
·,1 

'~' 



Region 

Japan 

Nordic 

British 
Col u:nbi a 

Ontario 

U.S. North 

Supi'ly 
Price 

4778]. 40 

69"!2, 23 

602/L 09 

6b31,. 67 

6631. 85 

U.S. South 12)43.30 

U.S. West 6046. 10 

Japan 

Qua11•.i ty Price 

8ll 7. 74 f.491+.10 

Tabl~ E. l Continued 

E~C U.S. El\st U.S. West 

Quantity Price Qwmti ty Price Qwrntity Pri.:e 

2020 

N 
982 7. 64 7032. 86 -...., 

+-
19247.~7 7012.86 

571J8. JU 70]2. 86 

l 1408. 32 JQ32.86 

l 7S4!). 35 7<H2. 36 

---·------·------- ----·------· 



Region 

Jafan 

Nordic 

Bl"i ti eh 
Columbia 

Ont.irio 

Sup!)ly 
:!'rice 

13007.'3.00 

13602. 97 

12108.43 

13147. 77 

U.S. North 1306~.15 

U.S. Sauch 25045.20 

U.S. West 1ZlJ6.93 

Japan 

Quantity Pri Ct~ 

11295.93 i2S.:.6.08 

Table E. l Continued 

Et:C 

Quantity Price 

2030 

14372.~0 I J698. 94 

45429, 35 l "3698. 'J/1 

92615. 40 11698. 94 

23149.'">3 13698.9 11 

156:.i6. '.>9 13698. % 

U.S. Ea!!t U.S. West 

Quantity Price Quantity Pric.c 

-----·- -·-- --------- -------------------

"'-1 
-.j 
V, 



Rt·gio.:1 

Japar, 

EEC 

lfordic 

Ont aci" 

'J. S. North 
Easi: 

IJ,!,, North 
Central 

U.S. South 

Supply 
Price 

17681.50 

5 75. 23 

564. 79 

620.08 

619. 3(1 

581. S'!! 

631.25 

T,1l>le E.'2 

Projections of Re~i.unal ?ricts, Production, Co,1su:upti.:rn, and Trade 
flows of Printing P~p.~r Dased on l!.i.6h Growth !Otes, f11r Select;,d kei;ions, 

for Sel~c;;ed Years, 1982 to 2030 ' 

--------------------·-
EEC N0!"dic Canada U.S. East U.S. West 

Quantity l'ric.? Quantity t>ri ce Quant: i. ty Price Quantity Pric.:e Quantity Price 

------------------------------------- -----
)%2 

3603. 01 575.15 2808. 55 6&0.(J7 

(,69. 93 .'>64. 79 46'32. 81 660. 07 

1368. 14 f>!>0.07 

588.89 660.07 156.57 729,S7 

l 24Z. 42 660.07 

3848. 22 729.57 

l. Qu.nntiti.y data are givtn in thousand metric tons. Prices a,e given j n chillars p,.-!r rnP.tri.c ton. 

t,.j 
,.J 
c-, 



Regi"n 

Japan 

EEC 

Nc,rdi t: 

Ontario 

U.S. North 
East: 

U.S. tkrth 
Cer.t rlil 

li.S. South 

Supply 
I-ric.? 

38707. 30 

820.47 

80 7. 96 

8711. 3) 

873. 20 

l.l28. 5l 

868.t,2 

Table E.2 Contin~d 

EEC Nordic Canada U.S. E:is t U.S. West 

Quantity Price Qua:1tity Pri..:e Qu;,.nt i ty Pri ..:e Quant i. ty Pxic~ Quantity Prici! 

-------·------------··--------·--------------------·--·----··--·-·------------
l 986 

N 
9717. 90 820,41 757.67 n2. J'.i ..... 

·,1 

022.J1 807. ll'J 54,.0. l6 922. 35 

1849.61 9L2. 35 

929.19 922. 35 

1795.16 922.)5 

1611. 00 922. 35 4667. 05 986.6:i 



R.-gio,1 

Japan 

EEC 

;',aordic 

Ontario 

U.S. !for th 
East 

U. ~;. :forth 
Cent r.il 

U.S. Sou• h 

Suvpl y 
Pric:e 

705~4. 80 

112.7. 46 

1094. 94 

1174. 66 

11 n. 35 

1119. 63 

1167.ld 

EE.C 

Quant icy Price 

6S4R. 30 1127.36 

23'.>6.45 ll2?. % 

Table E,2 Continued 

------------
Nordic Canada u. !>. ~.?St U.S. West 

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quant i t;y Pt·i~e 

199(• 

5 7 8. 40 I DYS , (10 4024.23 123:.!. 35 

2410. 53 1232,]5 

1109. 72 1232.35 

2381. 84 l:l32.35 

4505.09 1232.35 5<'162. 84 1309.47 

-------------··-·-----··--·--------·---·· --- ·---- ·-- ··--------····---·---------------------------

t,> .._, 
00 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Ontario 

U.S. tlorth 
East 

U.S. !brth 
Cent r'll 

U.S. South 

Supply 
Price 

241882,00 

2501. 96 

2193.90 

2073. 25 

2071, H> 

2023.49 

2061.66 

EEC 

Qu."?.nt!. ty 

10039.79 

4043.19 

3572.0:. 

Pri.:e 

2245.04 

2245.04 

2245. 04 

Table E, 2 Contioucd 

-----------·------------------------
Nordic 

Quant i Ly Pl ice 

2000 

J 52. 66 219] • 96 

Canada 

Quantity 

U.S. East 

Price Quantity Price 

Jil. 98 2164,119 

1247,17 2161,.49 

20587.76 2164.49 

U.S. West 

Quantity Pri,:e 

3257,99 2286.62 

-----·-------------------------- ----------·-------------------------·----

N .... , 
,,:. 



Region 

Japan 

ELC 

~!ordi c 

Or,cari o 

U.S. North 
East 

U.S. North 
Central 

U.S. South 

Supply 
Price 

728741. 00 

9MB. 26 

2603.81 

2413. 02 

301 o • .'.i8 

2343.3!3 

2273. 54 

Ta!>le E, 2 Contin.u.;d 

------·--· ---------------
EEC Nordic Canalia Ll,S, Ea&t U.S. West 

Qu,rnli ty Price Quantity Pric-:! Q1wn:ity Price Qua.it i ty Fri ce Quant i. ty Pri.:e 

---------------------- -----------
2010 

t-.;> 
(X) 
0 

9984.27 :!684.84 16ae. u2 2603.73 

3878.62 2684. 84 

27783.94 2684. B4 3 7924. 20 2436.24 14360. 68 262 9, &!+ 



Table E.2 Continued 

Region Su;ipl y EEC Nordic Canada u. s. East U.S. West 
Price ---------------------------------------------------------··-------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quant i. ty Pei ce Quantity Prici! Quant i. ty Price Quantity Price 

---~~-------------
20~0 

Japan 2!.163 65. 00 
hl 

EEC 28104. 90 cc 
t-' 

,for di C -213. 42 287!.:il -213. '•2 

Ont ar i.o 1549.24 

U.S. North 62 66. 06 
East 

U.S. North /1897.62 
Central 

u. s. South -9?.4. 21 113871. 85 -273.08 5244.83 -213.42 J'.>O\i.4? -/30.67 77ll4.26 -060. 68 29342. 35 -360.52 

- --·--------------------·---------· --------------------···---



Region Supply 
Price 

------

Japjn 60 79!l54. 00 

EEC 75979.20 

N:>rdir -1132. 54 

Ontario 21,34. 25 

U.S. North 127·~8.30 
East 

U .. S. :~orth lOi 10. l~J 
Cent cal 

LI .S. South -18769. 8~ 

----·-

Ta!>le E.2 Continued 

-------- ------
EEC tlordi.c Canada U.S. East U.S. West 

Quantity Price Quantity Price Qwntity Price Quantity Price Quant i. ty Price 

2030 

3J549U.59 -177!9,08 3,,os2.26 -1,6,,4.88 J&~1c·.1 .J', -:1&12.10 1'>121'+.21 -1816 2.!5 n204.4J -17877.50 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

tv 
00 
Iv 



Region 

Japan 

f.I::C 

Nor<lic 

Can.1<la 

U.S. 
North 

[J. s. 
South 

U.S. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

1039.68 

11)16. 69 

1010. 74 

1()85.44 

1032. r;,5 

1039.45 

1078.67 

'.fable F..3 

l'rojectioi:s of Regional Prices, Produi:tion, and Cons1.111ption, and Trade 
Flows of Paperboard Based on High Gr=th Rates, for 1SP.lec:ted Region!:, 

for S<'lected Years, 1982 co 2030 

J:.1pan 

Qunnt i ty Price 

EEC 

Quantity Price 

Canada 

Q1.1ant i ty Price 

U.S. East 

Quantity 

U.S. W.!st 

l'r ice Qwrnt i Ly Price 

---· ----·---·----- ·-- -------------------- -------··--·----·-----
1982 

1449. 29 1039. 67 6105.13 1097. 46 

I OB36. 04 1016.69 l J 24d. 11 H.160. !14 

8056. 52 106,j, 94 

641. 95 1 o. 18 l (;85. 43 52:! 7. Ol1 1097.46 

10792.07 1066.94 273.13 1097. 46 

1. Quant it:, data ar,? given in tl.ou.,a,,d metric tons, Prices ,JrP. gi.11en in Jol.lars per metric ton. 

t-J 
00 w 



Region Supply 
Price 

Japan 

Quantity 

Table F;. J Continued 

------------
EEC 

Prici! Q•J/lllt i ty Pri Ci! 

Canada 

Quantity Price 

U.S. East 

Qu&ntity l.>rice 

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 

----- ---·------------------------------------------------------------- ... ------------

.. Iapnn 

EEC 

No:rdic 

Canado1 

U.S. 
North 

II. S. 
South 

u .s. 
West 

1349.17 

1321. 56 

1311+. 41 

1404. 17 

131+0. 74 

1348.86 

1396. 04 

I 986 

3!+29.13 .i3'll.5b 

1024.19 1349,17 

18578.81 1381,93 

8169.59 I3al.93 

6311.09 1381.93 

----·-------

5356.22 l 1118. 62 

7387.34 Il118.!12 

N 
00 
.f:' 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

,":a'lada 

U.S. 
North 

u .s. 
South 

U.S. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

1727. 92 

1694. 1'l. 

1685.13 

1794. 01 

1717. 78 

1727.~7 

1764.23 

Japan 

Quantity Prico? 

2112. 43 l 72 7. 92 

i503.17 1727.92 

Table r:. 3 ContinUt:d 

EEC Ca11.1da U.S. Ea!;t U.S. West 

Quantity Pi ice Quant i Ly i'ric~ Quantity Price Quant it.y i>r:..c~ 

---------------
1 ~'90 

373. 65 1811. 37 

7072.:i2 lu91+.72 23290. 65 l 76 7. 28 

758-+. 64 1767.28 

i!H.16 1811.37 

8381. 80 l 76 7. 28 7625.06 1811.37 

------ ---------------------------------------·--·--· --·---·-·----- --- ---------------------

t.l a:, 
V1 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

No.:dic 

Can~Ja 

u .s. 
North 

u .s. 
South 

u. s. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

Japan 

Quantity l'ri ce 

Ta!>le E.J Continu.cd 

---------------- ----------
EEC Canada 

Quantity Pri C.! Quantity rrice 

U.S. East 

Quantity l'rice 

---------------------··----- -----------·--------

13.331. 40 

2801. 34 

2767. 76 

2958. 53 38,ti.88 

283 7. 87 

2853.36 

294 J. 06 

2000 

41!14.13 2801.34 

3088. 97 

39395.47 2916.22 

5558.03 2916.22 

10960.02 2916.22 

U.S. West 

Qunnt i ty Pric~ 

6444.19 2986.01 

15299.69 2 986. 01 

------------------·---------------- ··--·-···-·-··----- ----··· - . ··-- ·----------·----------------------------

l'J 
0:, 
C"\ 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Canada 

U.S. 
North 

u. s. 
South 

u. s. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

42760.~0 

4504. 46 

4482. 96 

4753.30 

4562.29 

4586. 81 

4728.80 

Japan 

Quantity 

8723. 96 

Price 

3088. 97 

Table E. 3 Continued 

EEC Canada 

Quantity Price Quantity 

2010 

3680.39 4504.46 

--------------------------------- ----- ----------

Price 

U.S. East 

Quantity Price 

U.S. West 

Quantity Price 

----------------

61870. 69 468-',. 30 

394. 99 4684. 30 

6466.28 4796.80 

20175.04 4684. 30 25286.81 4796.80 

N 
co 
-..J 



Region 

Japan 

EEC 

Nordic 

Canada 

U.S. 
North 

u. s. 
South 

u. s. 
West 

Supply 
Price 

104209.40 

7016. 86 

14290.40 

7410.79 

7108. 41 

7147. 21 

7372. 00 

Japan 

Quantity 

19293. 34 

Table E. J Continued 

------------- -·-----------------------------------
EEC 

Price Quantity Price 

2020 

12012.26 7016. 86 

7737.63 

Canada 

Quantity Price 

U.S. East 

Quantity Price 
-----------------

85 720. 09 1304. 71 

2944.54 7410.78 

36473.35 7304.71 

--------- --------- ·-- --------

U.S. West 

Quant i. ty Price 

2 9!t4. 54 74 79. 63 

44105.08 7479.63 

N 
00 
co 



Table E,3 Continued 

Region Supply Japan EEC Canada U.S. East U.S. West 
Pt"ice -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price 

2030 

Japan 232516.00 
N 

EEC 11002.. 97 37238.34 11002.97 112271.33 7304. 71 co 
\0 

Nordic 35i16. 90 

Canada 11718.72 33093. 72 7737.63 1354. 94 7410.78 

u. s. 11147. 91 
North 

u. s. 11209. 33 6639. 82 7737.63 69700.94 7304.71 70044. 83 74 79. 63 
3outh 

u .s. 11565.16 
West 

-------------·------
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AN INTER.NATIONAL TRADE ANALYSIS FOR SELECTED rAPER PRODUCTS 

by 

Abdul Aziz Bin /1bu H.:1Ssan 

(ABSTRACT) 

The future of the American paper industry remains uncertain. A 

growing South and the nation's continued reliance pn trade for a 

significant proportion of its domestic needs is of concern to t~e 

industry and the nation. The probable consequences of past and potenti.:il 

d1anges in the demand for and supply of newsprint, printing p2per, and 

paperboard concern businesses and public agencies in the paper industry. 

However, thesc probable consequences on the American par,er indust!:'y 

have to be considered in relation to the world market since paper 

products are substantially traded on the international market. 

A competitive model of the world market for newsprint, printing 

paper, and paperboard was developed. Estimatea of supply and demand 

functions based on annual dnta for the period 1962 to 1978 were obtained 

for each of these products f0r the major producers anrl consumers whlch 

include Japan, Cnnada, ci1e Eu~opean Econ0~ic Community, the Nordic 

countric,s, and the Unite<l States. Based on these estimates, the 

historical dat.:1 wan simul::ited using reactive programming. Proj!c~ctions 

about the future m,n-ket conditions wer~ also made using the same 

algorithm. 



Inelastic price elasticities oi ?ap~r for both supply and demand 

confirmed the findings of more recent rccearch. Thus, factors other than 

prices would be more responsibie for ch:mges in the quantity demanded or 

supplied. Thn~e sets of projections for selected years up to year 2030 

were performed. These projections assmued that the historical trend will 

continue into the future. Historical simul;,.tion indicated that many of 

the direction of trade flows were correct but the magnitudes di not come 

close to the actual data. The European Economic Community and Japan are 

the major markets and the U.S. South the major producer of paper products 

in the future. 

Obtaining a consistent and reliable set of data across countries 

was a problem. Not including potential markets such as the less devel,:,ped 

countries and Latin America, which is also a potential supplier, is a 

shortcoming of the study. Unrepresente.tive transportation ccsts is 

suspected for the divergency in magnitude between actual and simulated 

data. Further research on the role of transportation costs in affecting 

trade flows of paper products is needed. 
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